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ABSTRACT 

The soteriological tradition that Irenaeus received, and the conceptual usage of the 

term “recapitulation” in Irenaeus’ writings, declare not only that Christ recapitulated all 

of humanity, but that through this restorative process, all of humanity is called to 

recapitulate the person and events of Christ’s redemptive life. This model is referred to as 

participatory recapitulation. This essay conceives of this participatory exchange as a 

model of and justification for the doctrine of theosis. Theosis is always a product of 

recapitulation! The correlation is an exact parallel. Theosis is recapitulating the life of 

Christ, to take what he has recapitulated and to participate in it. Theosis is not isolated to 

categories of ontology or ethics. This is justified by the Apostolic Tradition along with 

Irenaeus’ unique emphasis on recapitulation as a primary (even catholic) model for 

understanding the process of soteriology. This claim is both historical and theological: it 

is not only that Irenaeus used the previous apostolic tradition to form this theology, and 

that he chose to emphasize the importance of recapitulation when doing so, but that he 

ought to have done this.  
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INTRODUCTION 

This work argues that the soteriological tradition that Irenaeus (AD 120-202) 

received, and the conceptual usage of the term “recapitulation” in Irenaeus’ writings, 

declare not only that Christ recapitulated all of humanity, but that through this restorative 

process, all of humanity is called to recapitulate the person and events of Christ’s 

redemptive life. I will call this a participatory recapitulation. This essay conceives of this 

participatory exchange as a model of and justification for the doctrine of theosis. 

What the reader must pay close attention to throughout this argument is that 

theosis is always a product of recapitulation! The correlation is an exact parallel. If Christ 

recapitulates, then the believer must participate in the designated activity – e.g., if Christ 

dies on the cross, so does the believer. If Christ is the image and likeness bearer of God, 

so are believers, and so on. For believers, Christ’s recapitulatory life is always the mirror 

and source of theosis. This is what is meant by participatory recapitulation. Theosis is 

recapitulating the life of Christ, to take what he has recapitulated and to participate in it. 

Theosis is not isolated to categories of ontology or ethics. It is not a coincidence that 

Irenaeus’ hermeneutic and worldview are Christocentric. After all, all of life should 

mirror the incarnate creator. Neither is it a coincidence that when Irenaeus wants to talk 

about soteriology, it is always connected with the recapitulatory actions or states of being 

in Christ. 

The essay aims to justify this claim in light of the Apostolic Tradition, which 

formed Irenaeus’ soteriology. It particularly examines Irenaeus’ unique emphasis on 
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recapitulation as a primary (even catholic) model for understanding the process of 

soteriology. It is his thinking that inspired the proposed model of understanding theosis. 

This claim is both historical and theological: it is not only that Irenaeus used the previous 

apostolic tradition to form this theology, and that he chose to emphasize the importance 

of recapitulation when doing so, but that he ought to have done this. Thus, not only does 

the essay explain this argument, but it also contends that Irenaeus’ participatory 

recapitulation is a justifiable catholic perspective, according to the tradition he both 

receives and canonically conceives (which is to say, because the catholic churches 

receive his teaching as part of the canonical tradition).  

This is shown first by demonstrating his fidelity to the orthodox faith. As this 

essay is about affirming his theology as true theology, and not simply re-stating his 

particular historical position, his theological pedigree must be, in keeping with Irenaeus’ 

own point of reference, according to the regula fide (“the rule which is the truth” or “the 

rule given in truth or faith”). Further, it must be shown to be exemplary for faithfully 

upholding the tradition handed forward through apostolic succession. It is not enough to 

note that Irenaeus received the tradition as if he were simply a passive receptacle. 

Irenaeus used his unique creative genius to affirm the gospel in his particular context. His 

success in this endeavor left more than an ephemeral impression on his contemporaries.  

Instead, it contributed a fixed legacy of orthodoxy worthy of contemporary consideration, 

and it even offered reintegration if lacunas remained in the reception of Irenaean 
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soteriology. Indeed, this is the hoped-for result of this project,1 which will demonstrate 

that his reception of theology from the catholic faithful certainly furnished him with an 

impetus for his thoughts about participatory recapitulation. Thus, the scriptural authors, 

as well as the Apostolic Fathers who preceded Irenaeus, will be shown to uphold certain 

theological traditions or ideas roughly equating to theologies of theosis which are both 

developed and interpreted within the Irenaean corpus in support of full-blown 

                                                           
1 Concerning the Appendixes: For the sake of preserving the argument’s flow, as 

well as promoting my claim for those well-versed in Irenaean scholarship, I have placed 

my introduction to Irenaeus in Appendix 1 instead of at the beginning of the paper. If 

readers are not well-informed about Irenaeus’ worldview and hermeneutic, they may 

choose to first read the appendix (ces). Appendix 1 demonstrates that Irenaeus is the 

catholic theologian par excellence of the second century. Most scholars would affirm 

this, even Irenaeus’ opponents. Nevertheless, I have included the appendix because I 

believe my treatment of the matter offers some fresh insights which serve to strengthen 

my thesis. It offers readers a glimpse into Irenaeus’ hermeneutical world, which assumes 

participatory recapitulation theory. Additionally, the claim that Irenaeus ought to be 

respected as a canonical father is bolstered supports the present thesis, granted I have 

demonstrated its authenticity convincingly.  It is shown that Irenaeus is well read in both 

Christian and pagan thought, but exhibits a profound devotion to the Word of God as the 

primary impetus for his theology. Moreover, even the hermeneutical method Christ used 

to interpret Scripture suggests participatory recapitulation. Irenaeus is laying the 

foundations for orthodox faith as a rebuttal to his Gnostic opponents. His methodology 

demonstrates his profound influence upon the accepted canon for determining orthodox 

theology. Additionally, Fr. John Behr’s diachronic and synchronic approach to Irenaeus’ 

theology is explored with the aim of offering precedent for both a Christocentric 

assessment of Christ’s work as well as support for recapitulation theory in general.  

In the Second Appendix, the apostolic tradition is enhanced, and Irenaeus 

justified, when he is viewed within the context of his defeat of unorthodox forms of 

Christian soteriology, especially in regard to the doctrine of theosis and the primacy of 

the incarnation for that doctrine. Irenaeus’ overthrow of Gnosticism exemplifies both his 

catholic pedigree and his soteriological schema. The contrast between orthodoxy and 

heterodoxy reveals fundamental presuppositions exhibited in participatory recapitulation. 
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participatory recapitulation. Their theology is often adopted wholesale in Irenaeus’ 

writings.  

Keeping in mind Irenaeus’ reception of the apostolic traditions of theosis, the 

reader will be introduced to Irenaeus’ conception of recapitulation as a model for broadly 

conceptualizing not only the means by which Christ restores reality, but also how 

humankind is called to recapitulate the life of Christ so as to participate in the process of 

restoration. 

This essay does not comprehensively investigate Irenaeus’ idea of participatory 

recapitulation, but instead introduces the reader to it, and offers justification for it 

according to the apostolic tradition, as exemplified in Irenaeus’ theological treatises. 

Perhaps most importantly, the essay hopes to offer the reader a prolegomenon for a 

future, more comprehensive study of Irenaeus’ conception of participatory recapitulation. 

The implication of such a study could result in a fresh perspective not only upon 

Irenaeus’ theology, but upon broader implications for understanding participatory 

recapitulation as foundational for a more robust and apostolic conception of theosis. 

The following passage from Against Heresies, the writing which encapsulates the 

focus of Irenaeus’ theology, is key to understanding this study:  
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For the glory of man [is] God, but [His] works [are the glory] of God; and the 

receptacle of all His wisdom and power [is] man. Just as the physician is proved 

by his patients, so is God also revealed through men (Against Heresies 3.20.2).2  

 

Further on within this same passage, the reader will again and again be introduced 

to the thought that God “was made in the likeness of sinful flesh to condemn sin…that He 

might call man forth into His own likeness, assigning him as [His own] imitator to 

God…that He might accustom man to receive God, and God to dwell in man, according 

to the good pleasure of the Father” (Ibid.). Through this exchange, God became a man so 

that man might partake in God. That God should be glorified is always and everywhere 

the key to Irenaeus’ thought: the aim of man is to glorify God, and God is glorified when 

man reflects him through the incarnate manifestation of his son. The present work 

focuses on this particular aspect of Irenaeus’ grand vision of how it is that through 

recapitulation, “Christ may be formed in [man]” (Haer. 3.3.25.7). This is the process I 

have called “participatory recapitulation.” 

  

                                                           
2 Irenaeus, Against Heresies in The Apostolic Fathers, Justin Martyr, Irenaeus. 

The Writings of the Fathers Down to A.D. 325: Ante-Nicene Fathers (Peabody, 

Massachusetts: Hendrickson, 1994), I: 450. N.B.1. All quotations from Against Heresies. 

are taken from ANF unless otherwise indicated. N.B.2. All bracketed remarks within 

quotations from the ANF series are the translation work of Fr. John Behr.  
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CHAPTER 1: AN OVERVIEW OF THEOSIS IN THE EARLY CHURCH: THE 

IMPETUS FOR PARTICIPATORY RECAPITULATION 

 

The reception of Irenaeus by the orthodox Fathers affirms his faithfulness to the 

apostolic tradition he received, synthesized, and profoundly articulated. Robert Grant 

paints a picture of Irenaeus as synthesizer: 

He gathered up and combined the traditions of predecessors from Asia Minor, 

Syria, and Rome…He built up a body of Christian theology that resembled a 

Gothic cathedral, strongly supported by columns of Biblical faith and tradition, 

illuminated by vast expanses of logical argument, upheld by flying buttresses of 

rhetorical and philosophical considerations from the outside…he knew most of 

the New Testament rather well, though it did not include Hebrews or any book of 

the ‘Apocryphal New Testament,’ and he was acquainted with most of the 

writings of the so-called Apostolic Fathers:  1 Clement…Ignatius, Polycarp, and 

Hermas…as well as two of the apologists: Justin and Theophilus…plus…Tatian. 

In addition he was rather well informed about Gnostics and their writings….3 

 

The following survey will address these sources to demonstrate that the system Irenaeus 

inherits is foundational for his soteriology (broadly speaking), as well as his theory of 

recapitulation (narrowly speaking), which he synthesized and made his own. Some 

concepts of theosis or soteriology are beyond the scope of the present investigation, and 

even the select items of interest beg for a more comprehensive analysis. As an example of 

lacuna, while immortalization is a crucial soteriological theme for Irenaeus and his 

predecessors, the subject will not be examined here in great detail. Additionally, the 

                                                           
3 For Irenaeus’ method of theologizing, cf. Robert F. Grant. Irenaeus of 

Lyons: The Early Christian Fathers (Routledge: London, 2007), 1. cf. 46.  
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words of Psalm 82:6, which are essential to understanding the doctrine of theosis in the 

writings of almost any church Father, will be ignored. While these key themes could be 

helpful, they are not fully relevant to the idea of participatory recapitulation, which is the 

focus of this study. 

 

A Brief Overview of Deification: Key Terminology 

Since Irenaeus is the Catholic theologian par excellence (cf. Appendix 1), sifting 

through his catholic sources to find what influenced his thinking is of utmost importance. 

The title of his text, On the Apostolic Preaching, is proof of this. It is equally important to 

note those sources he rejected, as Against Heresies so clearly suggests (cf. Appendix 2). 

To prepare the reader to engage with the Biblical and Patristic sources, this 

section offers a brief overview of common terminology used in contemporary discourse 

about the meaning of deification, or theosis. Understanding this terminology is essential 

for grasping the concepts of theosis which underscore Irenaeus’ particular way of 

expressing it.   

Norman Russell’s analysis of the doctrine of theosis in the Greek patristic 

tradition reveals three different interpretations of the word, present in the early Christian 

tradition: the nominal (existing in name only),4 the analogical (existing as a similarity 

                                                           
4 Norman Russell, The Doctrine of Deification in the Greek Patristic Tradition, 

The Oxford Early Christian Studies (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 1. “The 

nominal interprets biblical application of the word ‘gods’ to human beings simply as a 

title of honor.” 
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between the two),5 and most important for the present essay, the metaphorical. 

Metaphorical usage is either “ethical” or “realistic.” Eric Osborne’s explanation of the 

mechanics of recapitulation could be stated in parallel terms of ethical and realistic.6 This 

comparison is important because it suggests that theosis and recapitulation theory are 

epistemological corollaries – e.g., they have to do with the same reality. Russell explains 

this approach as it relates to theosis: 

The ethical approach takes deification to be the attainment of likeness to God 

through ascetical and philosophical endeavor, believers reproducing some of the 

divine attributes in their own life by imitation. Behind this use of metaphor lie 

models of homoiosis, or attaining likeness to God. The realistic approach assumes 

that human beings are in some sense transformed by deification. Behind the latter 

use lie the models of methexis, or participation, in God.7 

 

Parallel patterns will be found in Irenaeus’ model of recapitulation. Some have argued 

that the participatory/realistic model is more dominant in Irenaeus’ thought; however, 

“likeness,” or the ethical model, is undoubtedly there as well.8 Russell explains the key 

terminology 

                                                           

 
5 Ibid. “The analogical ‘stretches’ the nominal: Moses was a god to Pharaoh as a 

wise man is a god to a fool, or men become sons and gods ‘by grace’ in relation to Christ 

who is Son and God ‘by nature.”  

 
6 Cf. Eric Osborne, “Love of Enemies and Recapitulation,” Vigiliae 

Christianae 54, no. 1 (2000): 12–31.  
7 Ibid., 2. 

 
8 Cf. Mary Ann Donovan, “Alive to the Glory of God: A Key Insight of St. 

Irenaeus of Lyons,” Theological Studies 49 (1988): 283—297. 
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Homoiosis and methexis are two key terms used by Plato with long and 

distinguished careers in later Platonic thought… The meanings are distinct, but 

there spheres of reference overlap. Although the latter is the stronger term, they 

both seek to express the relationship between Being and becoming, between that 

which exists in an absolute sense and that which exists contingently. Methexis has 

been defined [as]: “participation”…the name of the “relation” which accounts for 

the togetherness of elements of the diverse ontological type in the essential unity 

of a single instance. In this sense it is a real relation, one constitutive of the nexus 

qua nexus which arises from it… In other words, participation occurs when an 

entity is defined in relation to something else… ‘Likeness’ is the name of another 

relation which accounts for the togetherness of elements of diverse ontological 

type, but in a weaker, non-constitutive way, closer to analogy than participation. 

Likeness occurs when two entities share a common property. The boundaries 

between these two distinctions, however, are not rigid. ‘Participation’ can be 

strong or weak depending on whether it is used properly…or figuratively.9 

 

 

Both terms thus refer to transformation in Christ: likeness stresses the ethical aspect of 

transformation, while participation stresses the unitive aspect. I generally follow 

Russell’s labels to attempt continuity with his grand project. This is also helpful because 

these two terms, in particular, correspond with Irenaeus’ theology. However, it should be 

noted that the title of my essay uses the term recapitulation “figuratively,” for it both 

refers to participation and its resulting likeness. Thus, it is both realistic and ethical. 

Additionally, when authors appear to be arguing for unitive or realist approaches to 

theosis, this study often uses the term “participate” to express that concept. The same 

may be said concerning the idea of “imitation” and the corresponding usage of the term. 

The broader use of “participation” suggests a comprehensive idea of recapitulation – that 

                                                           
9 Russell, The Doctrine of Deification, 2.  
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all reality is given its purpose and fulfillment in Christ – two aspects of reality consisting 

of ethics and ontology. 

Again running parallel to Irenaeus’ recapitulation theory, Russell concludes his 

introduction to patristic approaches with the following words: 

Analogy, imitation, and participation thus form a continuum rather than express 

radically different kinds of relationship. Furthermore, the realistic approach, 

which is based on the participation model, has two aspects, one ontological, the 

other dynamic. The ontological aspect is concerned with human natures’ 

transformation in principle by the incarnation, the dynamic with the individual’s 

appropriation of this deified humanity through the sacraments of baptism and the 

Eucharist.10  

 

Russell uses the term “principle” as “a convenient way of referring to God’s action in the 

incarnation before the benefits accomplished by it come to be internalized by the believer 

through the life of faith.” He goes on to summarize the patristic approaches according to 

their various layers: 

[U]ntil the end of the fourth century the metaphor of deification develops along 

two distinct lines: on the one hand, the transformation of humanity in principle as 

a consequence of the incarnation; on the other, the ascent of the soul through the 

practice of virtue. The former, broadly characteristic of Justin, Irenaeus, Origen, 

and Athanasius, is based on St. Paul’s teaching of incorporation into Christ 

through baptism and implies a realistic approach to deification.11 

 

Irenaeus, however, uses both approaches, even if he emphasizes the former. 

 

Russell continues: 

                                                           
10Russell, Deification, 2-3. Russell uses the term “Principle” as “a convenient way 

of referring to God’s action in the incarnation before the benefits accomplished by it 

come to be internalized by the believer through the life of faith.”  Ibid., 2 f.n. 5 

 
11 Ibid,. 14 
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The Latter, typical of Clement and the Cappadocians, is fundamentally Platonic 

and implies a philosophical or ethical approach. By the end of the 4th century, the 

realistic and philosophical strands begin to converge. In Cyril the realistic 

approach becomes more spiritualized through the use he makes in 2 Peter 1:4; in 

Maximos, the philosophical approach comes to focus more on ontological 

concerns under the influence of his post-Chalcedonian theology.12 

 

While Russell indicates three concepts of patristic theosis, several modern theologians, 

like Stephen Finlan and Vladimir Kharlamov, categorize six in the New Testament itself:  

1. Imitation of God (cf. Matt 5:48; John 14:12; Eph 5:1) 

2. Taking on God’s nature (cf. 2 Pet 1:4; Ps 82:6; John 10:34) 

3. Indwelling by God (cf. Job 32:8; John 14:17; Rom 8:16) 

4. Being reformed by God (cf. John 3:6; Rom 12:2; Eph. 4:24) 

5. Being conformed to Christ (cf. Phil 3:21; Rom 8:29; 2 Cor 3:18; 1 John 3:2) 

6. Final Divinization of the Cosmos (cf. Hab 2:14; Isa 32:17; 1 Cor. 15:28).13 

 

All these aspects of theosis exist in Irenaeus’ theology,14 although he does not bring up 

every passage here listed. This is important because while Irenaeus does not focus per se 

on the doctrine of theosis, he does embrace all its major components.  

 

 

                                                           
12 Ibid,.  

 
13 Stephen Finlan and Vladimir Kharlamov, eds., Theosis: Deification in Christian 

Theology, Princeton Theological Monograph (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock Pub, 2006), 

1:2–3.  

 
14 Variations on the concept of theosis are elucidated further in the segments entitled 

“Orthodox vs. Unorthodox Soteriology: Clashing Worldviews in Irenaeus’ Sitz im 

Leben,” pp. 137-147 and Chapter 2.   
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Biblical Precedents in Irenaeus’ Soteriology 

 It is no surprise to any reader of Irenaeus that he makes use of an impressive 

range of Old Testament and New Testament texts. Irenaeus is first and foremost a Christ-

centered biblical exegete. In addition to the catholic canon, he names a number of other 

deutero-canonical texts also used by the Gnostics (cf. Haer. 1.30.11). In keeping with the 

theme of a new Creation, he focuses on the story of the new Adam and new Eve, along 

with a recapitulated fight with Satan. Irenaeus’ favorite Old Testament text is fittingly 

Genesis. Additionally, Irenaeus parallels the New Testament’s authors, who emphasize 

Isaiah and the Psalms. Irenaeus’ use of the now canonical apostolic writings is equally 

impressive, in light of his participation in a very early stage of canonical reception. Like 

many 2nd century Christians, he appears to exclude Hebrews, though he does affirm The 

Shepherd. In particular, he makes much use of Matthew and Luke, and the Pauline and 

Johannine corpora.  

He is aware of a body of authentic New Testament writings, as well as a 

fraudulent and inauthentic body of Gnostic texts. Of them, he writes scathingly that “they 

introduce an infinite multitude of apocryphal and bastard scriptures that they themselves 

have composed to stupefy the simple and those who do not know the authentic writings” 

(Haer.1.8.4).Unlike Irenaeus, Marcion’s selection of texts denies the Old Testament or 

any carry-over of the God of Israel into the apostolic writings. Irenaeus makes his choice 

to affirm the tradition of the greater church. Turning to persons of authority, Irenaeus 

appeals to Ignatius (AD 35-107) (Haer. 3.1.1). In contrast to the many supposed Gospels 
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(26 have been found thus far, though Irenaeus does not appear to know all of them) 

passed among the faithful under various pseudonyms, Irenaeus affirms only four Gospels 

as canonical (Haer. 3.11.7-14.2). 

It is no coincidence that Irenaeus makes so much use of Paul. Paul, of course, is 

the first to use the term recapitulation in regard to God’s saving activity in Christ. John 

also is important because he is the teacher of Irenaeus’ teacher Polycarp (AD 69–155), 

and both John and Paul come closest to Irenaeus’ soteriological interests. Here I speak of 

participatory recapitulation, though girded in the apostles’ own contextual language. To 

get their points across, each of these men employs language peculiar to themselves which 

scholars must consider. I do not intend an anachronistic reading of our heroes, but only 

want to illustrate that particular authorial diversity of language is strategic, intending to 

win an argument that most pertains to those who are privy to a particular way of arguing 

or stating a question. It is used to engage ears which otherwise would not understand the 

point at hand. While exact linguistic parallels are helpful for distinguishing (and proving) 

particular authorial use, what matters most is the faith, the experience of God in Christ, 

passed down in the words. It is not the linguistic parallels that count, but the idea that 

Christ is calling all he has redeemed through recapitulation in Himself to participate in 

His nature. This is clearly exhibited in an examination of patristic texts. For example, 

even though the concept of theosis was expressed in Scripture, Clement of Alexandria 

(AD 150-215) was the first to use the term. Indeed, as the modern theologian Kharlamov 

suggests: “The popularity of the idea [among Church fathers] is matched by a lack of 
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definition. The church fathers argue for, rather than spell out, deification.”15 It was not 

until the work of Pseudo-Dionysius (between the 5th and 6th centuries, AD) that we are 

offered any clear definition of theosis. In the New Testament, specific terms similarly 

lack definition. Studies of words like “faith,”  “righteousness,” the “law,” all show 

variant meanings. As can be expected in cultural studies, one finds terminological 

borrowing on the broader contextual level or as Donald Guthrie put it: “The Christian 

method of conveying the message by sublimated use of current catchwords.”16: Paul is 

fluent in both Roman and Jewish legal language so that he speaks kata anthropon (Gal 

3:15). John uses both Hellenic philosophy and Gnostic religious language. Indeed, Paul’s 

uses of terms like “wisdom,” “knowledge,” and “fullness” stems from the Greek 

philosophical tradition. Guthrie point out that C.H. Dodd argues that the 1st Epistle of 

John uses the phrases, “we are born of God,” “we are in the light,” “we have no sin,” “we 

dwell in God,” “we know God,” which derive from the author’s Gnostic opponents, while 

                                                           
15 Kharlamov, Theosis, 4. Furthermore, in this same text Kharlamov notes that 

Clement of Alexandria, who was the first Christian to use the term theosis with some 

technical nuance but with little frequency, considers recapitulation. It would not be until 

the 6th and 8th centuries under the direction of Pseudo-Dionysius, and subsequently 

Maximos the Confessor, that a definition would be given, and then fully developed and 

systematized. Dionysius’s definition is as follows: “Deification is the attaining of likeness 

to God and union with him so far as is possible.” This spiritual definition was long in the 

making. It had earlier been developed by the influential followers of Irenaeus (among 

other Fathers), both the Alexandrians and the Cappadocian’s. By the 6th century, this 

spiritual and dogmatic approach became standardized. Cf. Russell, Deification, 1–15.  

 
16 Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, 868.  
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redefining the meaning according to Christian conceptions.17 Likewise, Irenaeus takes 

both Gnostic concepts as well as classical Greek categories and re-envisions them in 

Christ to explain God’s redemptive plan.   

As each of these inspired authors apprehends Christ as present in all of reality, 

they can conceive the same soteriology in a kind a polyphonic harmony, reaching their 

audience whosoever it may be, antagonist and protagonist alike. Finally, Irenaeus makes 

much use of these apostles because, to reiterate, Irenaeus is the catholic theologian par 

excellence of the second century. He is determined to build his case from Scripture, the 

“pillar of truth” (Haer. 3.1–4). Thus it is that the theology of Paul is most emphasized in 

the present study. Paul’s theology is often compared with that of Irenaeus, so it is 

productive to focus on Paul as the principal representative of the apostolic tradition than 

to explore every biblical author. Nevertheless, more work certainly needs to be done in 

the area of Irenaeus’ reception of other apostolic texts.   

While Pauline soteriology is of utmost importance for Irenaeus, an in-depth study 

would necessitate a doctoral dissertation. Ben C. Blackwell has already written just that.18 

Additionally, Michael Gorman has written comprehensively on the topic of cruciformity 

                                                           
17 Ibid., 867–68.  

 
18 Benjamin C. Blackwell. Christosis: Pauline Soteriology in Light of Deification 

in Irenaeus and Cyril of Alexandria (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011). 
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in Pauline literature.19 Instead of attempting the daunting task of exploring all of the 

connections between Paul and Irenaeus, I recommend these excellent texts. I offer a more 

humble exploration of key themes, which should inform soteriological worldview, which 

in turn offers clearer comprehension of recapitulation.  

Michael Gorman defines Pauline theosis as a “transformative participation in the 

kenotic, cruciform character and life of God through Spirit-enabled conformity to the 

incarnate, crucified, and resurrected/glorified Christ, who is the image of God.”20 This is 

a comprehensive description, but indeed these themes will all be found in Irenaeus’ 

writings.  

As Gorman has demonstrated, cruciformity is central to Pauline spirituality. 

However, argues Blackwell, the Pauline emphasis on cruciformity is not reciprocated by 

Irenaeus. The present document does not agree. Other key contributors to Irenaeus’ 

theology do, in fact, focus on this aspect of Pauline soteriology.21 While Blackwell’s 

claim is initially disappointing, one should keep in mind that Irenaeus is not primarily 

                                                           
19 A term designated by Gorman to denote “Conformity to the crucified 

Christ…this conformity is a dynamic correspondence in daily life to the strange story of 

Christ crucified as the primary means of experiencing the love and grace of God. 

Cruciformity is, in other words, Paul’s oddly inviting way, even compelling, narrative 

spirituality. It is, as the subtitle says, a spirituality of the Cross – the focus of his gospel 

and life.” Michael J. Gorman, Inhabiting the Cruciform God: Kenosis, Justification, and 

Theosis in Paul’s Narrative Soteriology (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2009), 4–5; cf. 1.  

 
20 Ibid., 7. 

 
21 Blackwell, Christosis, 199–200, 204. 
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defending the doctrine of theosis, nor is he teaching about spirituality, so there is a sense 

in which Blackwell is correct. Indeed, the lack of emphasis implies only focus and not a 

total absence thereof. Still, Irenaeus does emphasize the calling to the likeness of Christ 

through the empowering Spirit (Epid. 97).22Where the present work may diverge slightly 

from Gorman’s is that in this author’s opinion, cruciformity (though still a central theme 

in Pauline theology) may be understood as a species of the genus “participation” and 

“likeness.” I speak here from a realist or systematic perspective and not necessarily a 

biblical, theological perspective, which is what Gorman is focusing on. In this way, one 

may take Irenaeus as focusing on the broader genus to which Paul is referring. While 

both authors are aware of the more comprehensive categories, one should note that other 

references to cruciformity do indeed exist in Irenaeus’ teaching. 

Paul, like Irenaeus after him, emphasizes that the answer to the human plight is 

participation in and likeness to Christ. One way in which this is exhibited is through his 

use of the prepositions en, kata, and sun – e.g., “in Christ,” “with Christ,” “Christ in 

you,” “of Christ.”23 On the other hand, contends Russell, Paul’s expressions concerning 

participation “do not isolate ‘participation’ for special consideration.” Indeed, Russell 

                                                           
22 St. Irenaeus of Lyons, On the Apostolic Preaching (Crestwood, NY: St 

Vladimir’s Seminary Pr. 1997), 99. 

 
23 Ibid., 172. As Blackwell also point out, these prepositions are extended to life 

“in the Spirit,” etc., to affirm the means by which the believer participates in Christ.  
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only sees metaphorical language and not metaphysical language in Pauline soteriology.24 

I am not convinced this is the case. 

Concerning Pauline theology, Morna Hooker writes, “It is not that Christ and the 

believer change places, but rather that Christ, by his involvement with the human 

situation, is able to transfer believers from one mode of existence to another.”25 This 

“mode,” of course, is metaphysical and not merely a metaphor. In connection with 

Irenaeus’ interpretation, Blackwell points out that Hooker is arguing that the Irenaean 

exchange formula (Haer. 5. Pr.1) is derived from this Pauline understanding.26  If 

Irenaeus is appropriately interpreting his near contemporary correctly, then he is finding 

such language directly in Paul.   

The language of fullness likewise affirms a metaphysical connection. Blackwell 

argues that Colossians 2:9, “For in him the whole fullness [πλήρωμα] of deity dwells 

bodily,” implies that “Christ is the only proper basis for soteriology because of the divine 

indwelling.” Importantly, he asserts that Colossians 2:10, “and you have come to fullness 

[πεπληρωμένο] in him, who is the head of every ruler and authority” (Col 2:9–10 

NRSV),27 “[a]rgues that the only true experience of soteriology is in him. Just as all the 

                                                           
24 Russell, Deification, 11, 85.  

 
25 Morna D. Hooker, From Adam to Christ (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2008), 5. 

 
26 Blackwell, Christosis, 8. 

 
27 N.B. All Biblical citations are taken from the NRSV unless stated otherwise.  
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fullness of deity dwells in Christ, believers ‘have been filled in him’.…This is therefore a 

comprehensive statement about how all things pertaining to salvation are experienced 

through Christ, and some summarize this as fullness of life.”28 

While Blackwell does not explore the theme of recapitulation in his monograph, 

he has, albeit accidentally, affirmed participatory recapitulation in Paul. All things 

pertaining to salvation are experienced through Christ, and this is a summary of 

recapitulation, the fullness of Christ’s life experienced by the believer. If Blackwell has 

accidentally hit on my thesis, his own is in full agreement: “my thesis is that being filled 

with Christ entails the narrative embodiment of Christ’s death and life” (as affirmed in 

Colossians 2–3). 29 Again, he notes, “Christ’s ontology is not separated from his narrative 

acts of death and life. This embodiment of Christ’s death and life is not merely a 

metaphorical filling. Rather, their narrative embodiment of death and life is shown to be 

transformational.”30 The term “transformational” is key. It is not only what Christ did, it 

is the effect of transformation for each believer participating in his life.  

While still arguing for a metaphysical conception of participation in Paul, I want 

to explore Paul’s and some of Irenaeus’ claim that Jesus is the New and True Adam (cf. 

Rom 5). The incarnation makes this new Adam possible; indeed, the incarnation is the 

                                                           
28 Ibid. 139. 

 
29 Ibid., 141. 

 
30 Ibid., 142. 
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means of restoring man by providing a new Adam in place of the old, fallen one. 

Likewise, it is central to recapitulation theory and the destruction of Gnostic heresy, for 

Christ was sent in “likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, he condemned sin in the flesh” 

(Rom 8:3). Blackwell points out that although Christ is a man like Adam, he is also 

distinct (1 Cor 15:21, 22, 47–49). Christ is distinct precisely because he is “heavenly” (1 

Cor 15:49). This distinction is crucial because it is applied again to believers (cf. Phil 

3:20–21).31 N.T. Wright bolsters this claim, explaining that this is a movement “from 

heaven” by Christ to man.32 Blackwell continues: “The focus then is not upon return to 

the state of Adam, but upon an elevation to the condition of the state of Christ, that is, to 

a heavenly manner of existence.”33 The context of the blessed hope, the resurrection, 

suggests total restoration into the image of the heavenly Adam. Paul and John, both 

aware of the teaching of Christ, locate the fulfillment of this restored nature at Christ’s 

appearance. John writes, “It doth not yet appear what we shall be; but we know that, 

when He shall appear, we shall be like Him” (1 John 3:2). Of course, both apostles, 

taught by the same Spirit, privy to the Apostolic Tradition, also know that it is at Christ’s 

coming, when he appears, that the Resurrection transpires, which is why human nature 

                                                           
31 Ibid., 217. 

 
32N. T. Wright, The Resurrection of the Son of God in Christian Origins and the 

Question of God, 5th ed. (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2003), 3:355.  

 
30 Blackwell, Christosis, 218. 

 
33 Ibid.,  
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will be transformed into heavenly nature. Humanity will finally be transformed into the 

image of Christ (1 Cor 15: 22–23). Furthermore, the reason Christ’s death and 

resurrection are experienced by the believer is that Christ has taken on human flesh. 

Blackwell explains, “The closely related passages [Rom] 7:1–6 explicitly marks Christ’s 

death and resurrection as liberating events: believers die to the law through the death and 

resurrection as liberating events: believers die to the law through the death of Christ’s 

body and are subsequently joined to the risen Christ (cf. Rom 7.4). Furthermore, the 

resurrection is the mode in which the new believer experiences a Spirit-filled life. In 

Romans 6:4, Paul links walking in the Spirit with the resurrection of Christ. “We were 

buried therefore with him by baptism into death so that as Christ was raised from the 

dead by the glory of the Father, we too might walk in newness of life.” 34 Paul also says 

that in baptism the believer is buried with Christ (Rom 6:4). 

Blackwell notes that Irenaeus’ exegesis of Psalm 82:6 suggests his key theosis 

terminology. Particularly important for the present thesis is the concept of adoption.35 He 

primarily owes his interpretation to Galatians 4:4–7, Romans 8:15, and 1 Corinthians 

15:53–54. Adoption of the believer is chiefly explained in Romans 8:14–17: 

14 For all who are led by the Spirit of God are children of God. 15 For you did not 

receive a spirit of slavery to fall back into fear, but you have received a spirit of 

adoption. When we cry, “Abba![Father!” 16 it is that very Spirit bearing 

witness[b] with our spirit that we are children of God, 17 and if children, then 

                                                           
34 Ibid.,129. 

 

35 Ibid., 43. 

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Romans+8%3A14-17&version=NRSVCE#fen-NRSVCE-32390b
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heirs, heirs of God and joint-heirs with Christ [sumpasko] – if, in fact, we suffer 

with him so that we may also be glorified with him.36  

 

While Irenaeus does not directly relate adoption of believers to Christ’s sonship, 

Blackwell suggests that “the focus of his characterization of Christ throughout this 

passage is Christ’s sonship.”37 As Blackwell explains, “the occurrences of adoption in 

Book 3 are found in Irenaeus’ discussion about the nature of Christ and the incarnation 

(cf. Haer.3.16–23).” Furthermore, he notes this is exemplified in the exchange formula 

(cf. Haer. 3.19.1 cf. 3.16.3). He concludes, “With the strong emphasis on Christ as the 

Son, Irenaeus focuses on how the Son establishes and models this filial relationship of 

believers to the Father.”38 Moreover, the theme of adoption is conditional upon 

cruciformity: “and if children, then heirs, heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ, 

provided we suffer with him in order that we may also be glorified with him” (Rom 

8:17). Suffering “with Christ” and glorification “with him” both suggest participation “in 

him.” If one is adopted into Christ, so our suffering is a participation in Christ’s suffering 

                                                           

36 cf. Gal 3:26–29 where one participates in Abraham’s seed through the seed, 

“who is Christ.”  

 
37 Ibid., 44. 

 
38 Ibid., 59. 
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(cf. 2 Cor 4:10–12),39 and our glorification is a participation in God’s glory, God’s 

Trinitarian life, culminating in the resurrection of the body.40 

 That Irenaeus and Paul both have more than a purely relational point to make 

may be highlighted by several more exegetical insights concerning adoption into sonship. 

Let us first look at those from Irenaeus. There is an ontological distinction in Irenaeus’ 

theology. Believers are sons “by grace” (Haer. 3.6.2). Christ is Son by nature (Haer. 

4.17.16). Now, let us examine Paul’s. Paul ties adoption to the “redemption of bodies” 

(Rom 8:23). Further, the indwelling “Spirit” enables the believer to cry “Abba Father” 

(Rom 8:15). In turn, the Spirit communicates to the believer’s spirit.41 And finally, in 

Romans 8:29, Paul uses the language of predestination and the purpose clause (eis to 

einai),42offering the reader the telos of the previous verses, “For those whom he foreknew 

he also predestined to be conformed to the image of his Son, in order that he might be the 

firstborn within a large family.” Not surprisingly, the purpose of God’s transformation of 

                                                           
39 Ibid., 175. Blackwell points out “Paul’s difficult experiences (2 Cor 1:8–11; 

4:7–12; 6:3–10…) do not reveal God’s disapproval but rather divine approval of his 

ministry, in that the difficulties are the experience of the death and life of Christ.”  

 
40 Ibid., 159 and footnote 158. Cf. “glory” in John 17; “glory paired with 

“resurrection” in Rom 8:17–30; Col 3:4; 2 Cor 4:17; Phil 3:21; 1 Cor 15:40; 

“resurrection” in 2 Cor 4:10-5:10, and “glory” paired with “participation” in Rom 8:2, 9–

11, 14–17, 28-30; 2 Cor 3:17–18; 5:14–15, 21; Col 2:6–11; Gal 3:26–29; Phil 3:7–11).  

 
41 Ibid., 145–47. 

 
42 Ibid., 162. 
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man into adopted son’s is to image (eikon) His Firstborn. Thus, there are both ontological 

and ethical overtones (as Osborne shows are also present in Irenaeus). The implication 

for participatory recapitulation is that because Christ is the true Son, recapitulating all 

sonship, the believer can mirror Christ by repeating his Sonship. 

The hotly debated2 Cor 3:18 likewise affirms the telos of man to be 

Christoformity. 43  This time telos is communicated through the term “transformation,” 

and the believer is “mirroring” Christ: “And all of us, with unveiled faces, seeing the 

glory of the Lord as though reflected in a mirror, are being transformed into the same 

image from one degree of glory to another; for this comes from the Lord, the Spirit.” In 

summary, the believer is being transformed into the image of Christ, “the same image.” 

Paul seems to be arguing that the believer mirrors Christ through reflecting and being 

reflected, one to the other, one from the other (hence Paul’s previous reference to 

believers being “epistles…to be known and read by all” (vv.1–11)).44 The language of 

“transformation” assumes a correlation with Moses’ experience on Mount Sinai, wherein 

his face is changed after being in the presence of the Lord (v. 7). The believer is thus 

changed by being in the presence of the Lord, becoming a mirror to Christ. Human nature 

is transformed, and the believer looks like the Son, Jesus Christ. The believer is 

transformed (metamorpao) by “the Spirit” and thus appears as Christ.  

                                                           
43 Ibid., 183–191. 

 
44 Ibid., 187–88. 
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Irenaeus explores these kerygmatic events that Paul links to the life of the believer 

as the means of salvation. He then calls these actions of Christ recapitulation. Each of 

these events (as with Pauline theology), the believer will either participate in or imitate. 

This participation is the point of the present thesis, for to correctly understand theosis in 

the apostolic tradition, culminating in Irenaeus’ thought, is to affirm that the believer 

must recapitulate the life of Christ. Christ’s work of recapitulating man is important for 

justifying why it is that Christ’s actions are always imitated in the same manner by the 

follower of Christ. 

To conclude this short introduction to Irenaeus’ reception of the biblical texts, 

there are several further points worth mentioning. 

The Letter to the Hebrews, while Irenaeus does not affirm it as canon, asserts 

many of the points highlighted in the Pauline corpus; this is not surprising, as late 2nd 

century tradition credits this letter to Paul. Believers partake in God’s “Glory” (Heb 

2:10). Christ “partook of the same nature” as humans (Heb. 2:14). Believers are Christ’s 

brethren, though he is greater (Heb 2:11–13). Believers become “partakers [metoxoi] in 

the heavenly calling” (Heb 3:1), and “partakers [metoxoi] of Christ,” under the condition 

of continuance (Heb 3:14).45  Russell claims that Hebrews also affirms believers are 

                                                           
45 Russell, Deification, 85–87. 
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“Sons of God” and “partake” of God. Perhaps this is implicit, but I can find no textual 

evidence of this.46 

The Johannine tradition emphasizes life in Christ (1 John 5:12; John 3:36) due to 

the reality that “Christ is life” (John 11:25; 14:6; 1 John 1:2; 5:11; Rev 1:18). This 

abiding in Christ (esp. John 15:1–11) results in imitation of Christ (1 John 2:6), for 

“whoever says, ‘I abide in him,’ ought to walk just as he walked.” This abiding is the 

proof of fellowship (koinonia) with God (1 John 1:5–7). John, like Irenaeus after him, 

affirms that this relationship begins in baptism (cf. John 3:16–17), by the Spirit (John 

3:16–17; 1 John 2:24; Haer. 4.20.24–26), and the believer is upheld or enabled to “abide” 

through the Eucharist (John 6:56; Haer. 4:18.4–5. (Irenaeus does not use the term 

“abide,” but speaks of the Eucharist making the faithful incorrupt because it is Christ).47 

While Paul calls believers “Sons of God,” John prefers “children of God.” Irenaeus 

prefers “sons” in his writing. Still, the concept is the same.  

2 Peter 1:2–4 deserves mention.48 Stephen Finlan shows that 2 Peter is influenced 

by both Greek philosophy and especially diaspora Judaism.49 Nevertheless, the author is 

                                                           
46 Ibid., 86. 

 

47 This claim will be demonstrated throughout the text. 

 
48While I have not located this text in the Irenaean corpus, I am operating under 

the principle that Irenaeus is well read in the apostolic tradition, so that proving that 

certain conceptions were broadly taught will help confirm that Irenaeus also held to such 

apostolic tradition, especially since he is so enthusiastic in his claim to do precisely that.   

 
49 Cf. Finlan and Kharlamov, Theosis, 1, 32–43 
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even more influenced by Pauline theology (more than 1 Peter, according to Finlan).50 Of 

particular interest, Finlan notes the parallel usage of koinonia, translated “participants,” 

(cf. 2 Pet 1:4; 2 Cor 2:17; Phil 1:7). He also suggests the conceptual similarity between 2 

Peter’s “taking on God’s nature,” and Paul’s “conformed (symmorfous) to the image of 

his son” (Rom 8:29; cf. Phil 3:21).51 Concerning 2 Peter 1:3–4, Finlan asserts that the 

epistle argues that knowledge of Christ (2 Pet 1:2–3) leads to moral perfection. 2 Peter’s 

theology is “virtue soteriology: one is saved by, and for, virtue. But it is virtue mediated 

through Christ; salvation and divinization are thoroughly Christological”52 (cf. 2 Pet 1:3). 

These virtues (1:3) are given so that the believer may “participate in divine nature” theias 

koinonoi phuseos (1:4). Again, the important take away is that it is participation in Christ 

that vindicates the doctrine of theosis.  

 

Patristic Precedents in Irenaeus’ Soteriology 

Irenaeus’ grasp of and respect for the Apostolic Fathers is far-reaching. As 

Osborne writes, “Irenaeus has a profound sense of the corporate reality of the Church as 

that which links him back through Polycarp, John, and others to the words and works of 

                                                           

 
50 Cf. Ibid., 43. 

 
51 Ibid., 44. 

 
52 Ibid., 46. 
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Jesus. The claim that binds him through history to the one central event is the human 

chain of men who had heard and known the word of life.”53 

 

He pays due reverence to the schools of Antioch, Asia, and Rome. (Unfortunately, 

he does not seem aware of his Alexandrian contemporary, Clement). We shall reference 

some of these influences, always with the aim of showing how Irenaeus’ soteriology, and 

in particular, participatory recapitulation, is due significantly to his catholic predecessors. 

We certainly know that Irenaeus read Ignatius of Antioch (AD 35–108). While 

Grant argues there is little proof of great dependence,54 there seems plenty of evidence to 

suggest otherwise. Importantly, Russell argues that “among Christian authors 

contemporary with the last New Testament writers, only Ignatius of Antioch takes up the 

theme of participatory union.”55 On the other hand, Russell is also convinced that 

Ignatius is not a “proponent of deification.”56 I beg to differ. Ignatius is claiming to be 

aware of deification, both experientially and theologically, though his writing may lack 

the later theological language, as should be expected in this early period of theological 

development.  

                                                           
53 Osborne, Philosophy, 183. 

 
54 Cf. Grant, Irenaeus, 40, n19. 

 
55 Russell, Deification, 11. 

 
56Ibid.,  92. 
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Concurrently, Grant may be correct about Irenaeus’ general lack of dependence 

upon Ignatius, but what Irenaeus does mention about Ignatian theology is essential to the 

present thesis. He quotes Ignatius’ letter to the Romans, “I am the wheat of Christ, 

ground by the teeth of the beasts, in order to become the pure bread of God” 

(Haer.5.28.4). Vladimir Kharlamov writes, “Achieving martyrdom, for Ignatius, proves 

that he could reach, not only the full measure of Christian discipleship, but a somewhat 

sacramental and sacrificial identification with Christ.”57 The thematic context of 

Irenaeus’ quotation of Ignatius’ words is his belief that the world would soon end. He is 

arguing that in undergoing tribulation, Christians are saved because “winnowed [cf. 

Matt.3:12] and mingled with the Word of God by patience and finally set on fire, they 

may be suited for the festival of the king”. This passage is marvelous because it 

demonstrates that Irenaeus is consciously affirming that through tribulation, Ignatius 

participates in Christ, even becoming a “purified” sacrifice. What sacrifice can be spoken 

of here but the participation in the “Word of God,” who alone offers the final sacrifice 

(Heb 10:1–18)? Irenaeus knows Paul’s teaching that this spiritual sacrifice is 

participation in the body of Christ (Rom 12:1–2), for he only just quoted Romans 13 in 

Against Heresy 5.24.3. Irenaeus may be assuming the connection would be made for 

participatory recapitulation: as Christ died for the whole world, so we who are in him die 

                                                           
57 Kharlamov, Theosis, 60. 
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for the world as well. Thus, Ignatius is participating in the sacrifice of Christ: being 

united to the Word, as he is in the body of Christ, so he must be sacrificed. 

If Irenaeus’ theology is faithful to the catholic tradition received through Ignatius, 

we expect that Ignatius himself would be aware of the connection Irenaeus makes. 

Indeed, this appears to be the case. Ignatius, like Clement of Rome (AD d.110) or 

Polycarp, is pastoral. He is not as robust in his theology as Paul or the Gospel of John, 

but he is himself an example of their theology. Johannes Quasten notes that Ignatius’ 

“mysticism,” and emphasis on the “imitation of Christ” is influenced by both “Paul’s idea 

of union with Christ” and “John’s idea of life in Christ.”58 This is to say, the unitive 

dimension of Pauline and Johannine theology is adopted by Ignatius. These concepts 

carry over into his pastoral or practical (so-called “mystical”) theology. Seen through the 

lens of martyrdom, Ignatius offers a unique vantage point for understanding the 

implications of mystical participation in Christ.  

Ignatius’ alpha and omega point is Jesus. Jesus is the means by which created 

reality, especially humanity, is being redeemed through unity with God. This focus is 

clear from the inception to the closing of his letters.  In each of his letters, he locates his 

personhood as one in union with God. He addresses himself as Theophorus (God-bearer). 

In the letter to the Philadelphians, he greets the Church “in the blood of Jesus Christ” 

                                                           
58 Johannes Quasten S.T.D., Patrology, Volume 1: the Beginnings of Patristic 

Literature (Utrecht-Antwerp: Christian Classics, 1983), 70.  
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(Ignatius, To the Philadelphians Salutation).59 Likewise, believers in Jesus are called to 

bear God. This union between God and man transpires via participation in the various 

levels of the God-man’s life. In so doing, they become truly human: “Let me receive the 

pure light, for when I arrive there I will be a human being” (cf. Rom 6:2). Indeed, to 

suffer with Jesus is worth enduring “because he himself…is the perfect human being, 

[he] empowers [others therein]….” (Ignatius, To the Smyrnaeans 4:2).60 On the other 

hand, unbelievers become inhuman, that is, “disembodied and demonic” (Ign. Smyrn. 

2:1), “wild beasts in human form” (Ign. Smyrn. 4:1). Furthermore, he argues that even the 

Old Testament saints, the patriarchs and prophets, “because they also believed in Jesus 

Christ…belong to the unity centered in Jesus Christ” (Ign. Phld. 5:2, cf. 9:1–2). This is 

made even more explicit in Irenaeus’ hermeneutics (cf. Appendix 1). Indeed, the prophets 

wrote about Him, who is, in fact, the Old Testament. As Ignatius writes, “the ‘archives’ 

[Old Testament] are Jesus Christ, the unalterable archives are his cross and death and his 

resurrection and the faith that comes through him….” (Ign. Phld. 8:2). Without using the 

term recapitulation, he is expressing both the concept and the implication of participatory 

recapitulation. Once again, the same concepts concerning Christ’s recapitulation of 

                                                           
59 Ignatius, The Letter to the Philadelphians in The Apostolic Fathers: Greek texts 

and English translations. Edited by Michael W. Holmes (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker 

Academic, 2007), 177. 

 
60 Ignatius, The Letter to the Smyrnaeans in The Apostolic Fathers: Greek texts 

and English translations. Edited by Michael W. Holmes (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker 

Academic, 2007), 187. 
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humanity throughout time are then reversed: man participates in Christ by doing the same 

things, e.g., functioning as a sacrifice. 

Russell argues that he does not use the phrase “in Christ.” This he notes as proof 

that Ignatius is not “a proponent of deification,”61 but he is mistaken. In point of fact, 

Ignatius does use the phrase “in Christ.”  The relational means by which one becomes a 

true human is “in Christ.” Ignatius is loose with his terminology but steadfast in his 

embrace of the concept: “being in Christ,” “to be found in Jesus Christ,” “union with 

Christ is the body that encircles all Christians,” and “in Jesus Christ” (cf. Ignatius, To the 

Magnesians, 1).62 Further, he says: “Jesus Christ, our inseparable life, is the mind of the 

Father, just as the bishops appointed throughout the world are in the mind of Christ” (Ign. 

Eph. 3:2).63 Thus he exhorts believers to put on Christ, who “accepted the ointment upon 

His head…that he might breathe incorruptibility upon the Church” (Ign. Eph. 17:1).64 

                                                           
61 Russell, Deification, 92. 

 
62 Ignatius, The Letter to the Smyrnaeans in The Apostolic Fathers: Greek texts 

and English translations. Edited by Michael W. Holmes (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker 

Academic, 2007), 151. 

+ 
63 Ignatius, The Letter to the Ephesians in The Apostolic Fathers: Greek texts and 

English translations. Edited by Michael W. Holmes (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker 

Academic, 2007), 139. 

  
64 Cff.:  

 “Our God, Jesus the Christ, was conceived by Mary according to God’s 

plan, both from the seed of David and of the Holy Spirit. He was born and 

was baptized in order that by his suffering he might cleanse the water” 

(Ign. Eph. 18:2). 
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This union with Christ is accomplished by the Holy Spirit, through a life of faith, 

which is primarily participated in via the sacraments. (Both the apostles and Irenaeus 

make the same arguments). First, the Holy Spirit connects the believer to the life of the 

Trinity: the meeting place of the Spirit with man is in his soul (Ign. Eph. 9:2). In this way, 

all Christians become God-bearers: “and thus you are…God-bearers, and Temple-

bearers, and Christ Bearers” (Ign. Eph. 9:2;  cf.  Ign. Eph. 8, 2). Accordingly, Quasten 

notes of these terms, “Ignatius is so thoroughly permeated and inspired by the 

consciousness of this immanence that he coins the new words in the cultural vein of his 

time.”65 Perhaps the most succinct passage is found in Ignatius’ Letter to the Ephesians 

9:1–2: 

                                                           

 “There may be a union of flesh and spirit that comes from Jesus Christ, 

our never failing life…In him we will reach God, if we patiently endure all 

abuse of the ruler of this age and escape” (Ign. Magn. 1:2). 

 “Through Jesus Christ, whose life is not in us unless we voluntarily 

choose to die in his sufferings” (Ign. Magn. 5:2). 

 Christians, “no longer keeping the Sabbath but living in accordance with 

the Lord’s Day [e.g. resurrection day], on which our life also arose 

through him and his death” (Ign. Magn. 9:1). 

 “Run together in harmony with the mind of God, For Jesus Christ, our 

inseparable life, is in the mind of the Father, just as the bishops who are 

appointed throughout the world are in the mind of Christ” (Ign. Eph. 3:2). 

 “Jesus Christ, the unerring mouth by whom the Father has spoken truly 

(Ign. Rom. 8:2). 

 “You are established in an unshakable faith, having been nailed…to the 

cross of our Lord Jesus Christ in both body and spirit, and firmly 

established in love by the blood of Christ, totally convinced [about Jesus]” 

(Ign. Smyrn. 1:1; cf. 2:1–3 for an explanation of spirit and body).   

 
65 Ibid., 72. 
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You are stones of a temple, prepared beforehand for the building of God the 

Father, hoisted up to the heights by the crane of Jesus Christ, which is the 

cross, using as a rope the Holy Spirit; your faith is what lifts you up, and love 

is the way that leads up to God. So you are all participants together in a shared 

worship, God-bearers, and temple bearers, Christ bearers, bearers of Holy 

things, adorned in every respect with the commandments of Jesus Christ.  

 

Through the instrument of faith and the cross of Christ the Holy Spirit “lifts you up” so as 

to make you “participants.”  

Through faith, the primary means by which the Holy Spirit unites the believer to 

the various aspects of Christ’s redemptive life is, of course, through the sacraments, 

which is why Ignatius so consistently highlights the importance of the Eucharist being 

really the body and blood of Christ: “Take care, therefore, to participate in one Eucharist 

(for there is one flesh of our lord Jesus Christ, and one cup that leads to unity through his 

blood; there is one altar, just as there is one bishop . . .in order that whatever you do, you 

do in accordance with God” (Ign. Phld. 4; cff. Ign. Smyrn. 6–9; Ignatius, To the Trallians, 

8).66 

As may be expected, the Holy Spirit also establishes the ecclesial authorities, e.g., 

those who administer the sacraments. The ecclesial offices were “appointed by the mind 

of Jesus Christ, whom he, in accordance with his own will, securely established by his 

Holy Spirit” (Ign. Phld. Salutation). Kharlamov comments, “‘Deification’ of the 

                                                           
66 Ignatius, The Letter to the Trallians in The Apostolic Fathers: Greek texts and 

English translations. Edited by Michael W. Holmes (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker 

Academic, 2007), 163. 
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Episcopal office is directly connected with participation in God. Believers cannot be in 

union with Christ if they are not in total harmony and unity with the Bishop. Later, with 

the concept of Apostolic Succession developed by Irenaeus, special institutional grace 

related to this sacrament, would depend on ecclesial office.”67 

While I am not convinced sacramental grace necessarily developed along these 

lines, I wholeheartedly agree with the rest of Kharlamov’s reading of the historical 

situation. Obedience to the hierarchy is especially important because the bishop is the 

primary vessel of the sacraments, and thus of the Holy Spirit, and therefore a means for 

unity with Christ, and thus a means for unity with God the Father. For this reason, 

believers are exalted to “take care, therefore, to participate in one Eucharist (for there is 

one flesh of our Lord Jesus Christ, and one cup that leads to unity through his blood; 

there is one altar, just as there is one bishop...in order that whatever you do, you do in 

accordance with God” ( Ign. Phld. 4). As Ignatius sees it, only this obedience permits 

harmonious unity in the mystical body of Christ:   

By being harmonious in unanimity and taking your pitch from God you may sing 

in unison with one voice through Jesus Christ to the Father, so that he may both 

hear you and, on the bases of what you do well, acknowledge that you are 

members of his Son. It is, therefore, advantageous for you to be in perfect unity, 

in order that you may always have a share in God (Ign. Eph. 4:2). 

 

Again, Ignatius notes, “For all those who belong to God and Jesus Christ are with the 

bishop, and all those who repent and enter into the unity of the church will belong to 

                                                           
67 Kharlamov, Theosis, 64.  
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God, so that they may be living in accordance with Jesus Christ” (Ign. Phld. 3:2).While 

elsewhere Ignatius disaffirms his own authority, on this issue he “was speaking 

with…God’s voice”: “Pay attention to the bishop, the council of Presbyters, and the 

deacons” (Ign. Phld. 7:1; cf. Ign. Smyrn. 9:1). 

It has been shown that Jesus is the starting and ending for understanding Ignatian 

theology, by whom all things are being brought into unity with God. Believers in Jesus 

are thus called to union with God by participating in the various levels of Christ’s 

redemptive life, especially his sacrifice (and the final state of the believer is participation 

in the Resurrection of Christ) (Ign. Smyrn. 2). This is accomplished by the Holy Spirit 

through a life of faith, in which the believer participates via the sacraments. While less 

concentrated on these particular ideals, Irenaeus has no less to say than Ignatius about 

each of these vehicles for participatory recapitulation. Life in Christ, participation 

through the Holy Spirit, the sacraments, and obedience to the catholic faith through the 

episcopate, are incontestably central themes found in Against Heresies.  

In addition to the Antiochian tradition, the inter-textual evidence of Against 

Heresies affirms that Irenaeus was also influenced by the Roman tradition of Clement, 

Hermas, and Justin. However, according to Irenaeus himself, he was most deeply 

influenced by the Asian tradition through his teacher68 Polycarp (Haer. 3.3.4).69 Papias 

                                                           
68 This is also witnessed to in other early Christian theologians, e.g., cf. Her. 

3.3.4, Quasten, Patrology,  287–88. 

69 Cf. Grant, Irenaeus, 7. 
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(AD 70-163) also plays an influential role in Irenaeus’ theology, though the fragments we 

possess bear little value for Irenaeus’ soteriology, with which we are chiefly concerned.70 

Among the more fascinating connections between Irenaeus and the apostolic 

tradition is what we may refer to as the IPJ Connection (Irenaeus, Polycarp, and 

Johannine Connection).  For Irenaeus, the voice of Polycarp is the most important, and as 

is well known, Polycarp was the disciple of none other than the Apostle John, who was 

also influential in Irenaeus’ theology (though the current essay does not do justice to 

Irenaeus’ Johannine connection).71 What is more, his understanding of what it meant to 

be mystically “in Christ” also derives from Johannine theology. In addition to the IPJ link 

there is a parallel theological influence in the Apostle Paul (an IPP link) though without 

the claim that Polycarp is a personal disciple of Paul. Doctrinal dependence is very 

evident in Polycarp’s Epistle to the Philippians.72 Still, that Polycarp may have known 

                                                           
70 Cf. Irenaeus mentions Papias in Haer. 5.33.3–33.4. Cf. Fragments of Papias in  

Michael W. Holmes, The Apostolic Fathers: Greek texts and English translations (Grand 

Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2007) esp. 1–3, 733–734. These fragments are attributed 

to Irenaeus by Eusebius.  Like Irenaeus, he was collecting Christian tradition from the 

sources, to weed out the heresy (Fragments 3:3–8). Unfortunately, as Holmes says, “In 

spite of his rhetorically balanced phrases…Papias tells us next to nothing about his 

sources and their values.” Ibid., 556-560. In fact, some of his sources are questionable 

themselves. What is gleaned from Papias is chiefly of catholic concern: he represents a 

tendency of the second century Christians, attempting to discover what is apostolic and 

what is a novelty.   

 
71 Irenaeus plays a role in claiming this distinction for Polycarp. This claim is 

possibly made by Irenaeus in the Fragments of Papias, 1st Fragment. Cf. Holmes, 

Apostolic Fathers, 733. 

 
72 Grant, Irenaeus, 36. 
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more than one of the apostles – perhaps even Paul – does not seem overly speculative. 

Irenaeus writes, “We ourselves saw him [Polycarp] in our early youth…He always taught 

the doctrine he had learned from the apostles [plural], which he delivered to the Church, 

and it alone is true” (Haer. 3.3.4). 

Because the early church understood itself as continuing to reveal the life of 

Christ, the believer (as was seen in Ignatius and Paul) emulates even his sacrificial death. 

Jesus himself had assured this would be the case (John 15: 20). Ignatius, understanding 

himself to be a sacrifice, followed the Pauline conception quite literally, as he was 

consumed in the teeth of lions, becoming the pure bread of God. As the early church 

faced persecution, this idea was naturally transferred to all of the red martyrs, and 

eventually the Pauline ideal in Romans 12:1–2 was fleshed out in the conception of white 

martyrdom, those who embraced death to the world from a spiritual vantage point. The 

language of sacrifice became common parlance so that its variety of applications comes 

as no surprise. Indeed, the Christian lived a life of the Cross, so that each could say, in his 

own way, with Christ, with Paul, and with all the saints participating in the sacrifice of 

Christ, “I die daily” (cff. Polycarp, To the Philippians, 9 in light of 8:1–2; 10; Martyrdom 

of Polycarp, 1–2).73 The spiritual application is noted by Polycarp who exhorts widows to 

                                                           

 
73 Polycarp, The Letter to the Philippians and The Martyrdom of Polycarp in  The 

Apostolic Fathers: Greek texts and English translations. Edited by Michael W. Holmes 

(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2007), 288–291. 
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pray unceasingly because they are “God’s altar, and that all sacrifices are carefully 

inspected…” (Mart. Phil. 4:3).74 In keeping with the Pauline usage, the sacrifice is not the 

person but that which is offered. Furthermore, Polycarp argues that it is because (ina) 

Christ was crucified for us that “we might live in him.” What does this mean, “to live in 

him”? It is to be an “imitator…to suffer for the sake of his name…For [gar] this is the 

example he set for us in his own person, and this is what we have believed” (Mart. Phil 

8:1–2).75 In other words, Polycarp understands that Christ lived for us that we might live 

for Christ. This exchange emphasizes the ethical aspect of theosis. He died for us, so now 

we die as well. Whatever he does, the believer does.  

Soon after Polycarp wrote this letter, he would emulate the way of the cross, for 

he would become a physical sacrifice immolated by the Roman flames. Despite 

Kharlam+ov’s claim that he “devoted very little attention to deification related themes,”76 

the Martyrdom of Polycarp perhaps exemplifies participatory recapitulation (emphasis on 

imitation) more clearly than any theological argument, for his life is not a theory but the 

pristine example of the life of Christ. The author states this Christological parallel with 

Polycarp from the inception of the letter: “Nearly all of the preceding events happened in 

order that the Lord might show us once again a martyrdom that is in accordance with the 

                                                           
74 Ibid., 285. 

 
75 Ibid., 288–291. 

 
76 Kharlamov, Theosis, 65. 
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gospel. For he waited to be betrayed, just as the Lord did, in order that we too might be 

imitators of him…” (Mart. Pol. 1:1–2).77 Polycarp’s death is a gospel death. In as much 

as the gospel is Jesus Christ, so Polycarp’s martyrdom is claimed to retail the story of the 

good news about the savior. This death is an imitation of Christ and thus functions as an 

example to others coming afterwards (cff. Mart. Pol. 22:1; 1 Cor 11:1: “Imitate me as I 

imitate Christ”). The imitator (mimhtai) is always good in the New Testament, unlike 

some non-biblical occurrences of the term that use it to designate an actor. In the New 

Testament, the pattern set by Christ is admirable. It is a participation in the pattern of his 

life and in his nature through the Holy Spirit. 1 Thessalonians 1:6 speaks to this matter, 

and the Martyrdom uses much the same vocabulary (cf. Rom 8:9–10; 2 Pet 1:4). It was 

the Lord who brought Polycarp’s martyrdom to pass for the purpose of this lesson. And 

why would it please God to crush his son Polycarp (cf. Isa 53: 10)? Because it results in 

the “salvation… [of one’s] brothers and sisters as well” (Mart. Pol. 2). In case the reader 

has not understood the point of the letter, the writer adds the following bookend: “He 

proved to be not only a distinguished teacher but also an outstanding martyr whose 

martyrdom all desire to imitate since it was in accord with the pattern of the gospel of 

Christ” (Mart. Pol. 19:1).78 What then was this pattern? It is the comprehensive imitation 

of all aspects of Christ’s revealed life. It is vital to keep in mind that Irenaeus points out 

                                                           
77 Holmes, Apostolic Fathers, 307. 

 
78 Ibid., 327. 
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that all aspects of Christ’s life recapitulate humanity, and that these are two sides of the 

same coin. Christ recapitulates humanity so that humanity may participate in his life. 

Which is what Polycarp did in his martyrdom. 

The following argument documents the comprehensive pattern according to the 

Martyrdom and the Gospels. The Holy Family flees at the hand of Herod from 

Bethlehem, the place of Jesus’ birth, into Egypt (Matt 2:13–14), and Herod kills the 

children in Jesus’ hometown, Bethlehem (Matt 2:16). Polycarp flees to another country to 

escape those who are pursuing him, and so two young slaves are tortured when he 

escapes (Mart. Pol. 6:1–2). The captain of the police chasing Polycarp is named Herod. 

His betrayers are his household, and his betrayers are said to have “received the 

punishment of Judas himself.” The author is very aware of the biblical parallels, for these 

things were done “so that [Polycarp] might fulfill his appointed destiny of being made a 

sharer of Christ” (Mart. Pol. 6:2). Interestingly, like Irenaeus’ conception that Satan 

recapitulates, Polycarp understands betrayers as recapitulating Judas (without, of course, 

using the terminology). As the holy martyrs recapitulate the sufferings of Christ, so the 

betrayers recapitulate the betrayal of Satan. As the good live the life of Christ, the evil 

live the life of Satan.  

When Polycarp, the teacher of all, is finally caught, the police are “armed with 

their usual weapons, as though chasing after an armed rebel” (Mart. Pol. 7:1). Similarly, 

Jesus responded to the guard who captures him because of the betrayal of Judas, “Have 

you come out with swords and clubs to arrest me as though I were a bandit? Day after 
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day I sat in the temple teaching, and you did not arrest me” (Matt 26:55). Polycarp could 

have escaped capture, but he chose God’s will, his death (cf. Mart. Pol. 7:1). Likewise, 

Jesus could have escaped (cf. Matt 26:53), but he, too, chose God’s will, his death (cf. 

Matt 26:42). As in Matthew 21, a donkey is brought to Jesus and he rides upon it, so 

Polycarp is set upon a donkey which is brought to him (cf. Mart. Pol. 8:1). Jesus 

proclaims himself king and refuses to answer his accusers (cf. Matt 27:11–14), so 

Polycarp will not declare Caesar lord, and he does not answer his accusers (cf. Mart. Pol. 

8:2; cf. 21: parallel passage to Jesus as “king”). As Pilate urges Jesus’ cooperation 

through the threat of death ((cf. John 19:10), so do the protagonists of Polycarp (cf. 

Martyr. 8:3). Like Jesus at the transfiguration (cf. Matt 17:5), a “voice from heaven” 

encourages Polycarp to be strong (cf. Martyr. 9:1). As Pilate was hesitant to harm Jesus 

(cf. Matt 27:11–26), so was the proconsul with Polycarp (cf. Mart. Pol. 9–12). When 

Jesus is tried by Pilate before the people, the Jews shout “Let him be crucified!” (Matt 

27:22). And as what it was said of Jesus, “He stirs up the people all over Judea by his 

teaching” (Luke 23:5), and that he proclaimed himself king, was shamelessly used by the 

Jews to force Pilate’s hand to crucify him (cf. John 19:15), so when Polycarp is brought 

before the people for trial, the gentiles and the Jews cry out, “This is the teacher of Asia, 

the father of the Christians, the destroyer of our gods.” Thus the Jews again betrayed God 

for the purpose of killing a man, and again they warned against the spread of false 

teaching. The difference here is that the Gentiles also shout for his death because he is the 

teacher of all Asia. It is as if the author is pointing out that Jesus, in the person of 
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Polycarp, is dying for all Asia – Jesus is being recapitulated in Polycarp. As the Jews 

yelled crucify him, so did the Jews and Gentiles cry out that he should be fed to the lions 

(cf. Mart. Pol. 12:2).  Pilate argues that Jesus has done nothing wrong and offers to 

release him, but the Jews choose Barabbas instead (cf. Matt 27:15–22). Similarly did the 

proconsul try to dissuade Polycarp’s accusers from casting him to the lions, as there was 

a regulation that made their force unlawful (cf. Mart. Pol. 12:2). As Pilate’s remonstrance 

only hardened the people in their resolution to kill Jesus and thereby forced Pilate to do 

their will (Matt 27:22–24), so it was with the destiny of Polycarp (cf. Mart. Pol 12:3). As 

the Jews assisted the Romans in the killing of Jesus (cf. Matt 27:25—26), so they assisted 

against Polycarp (cf. Mart. Pol 13:1). As Jesus was stripped (cf. Matt 27:27, 35), so was 

Polycarp (Martyr.cf. 13:2). As Jesus’ legs were not broken to make his death quicker, but 

he instead died without this assistance (cf. John 19:33), so Polycarp was not nailed when 

he was burned to allow God to assist him in his death (cf. Mart. Pol. 13:3). As Jesus is 

pictured as the lamb sacrificed for God, so is Polycarp (cf. Mart. Pol. 14:1), and as Jesus 

offers a final prayer directly before his death (Matt 27:45–50), so does Polycarp (Mart. 

Pol. 14–15). As Jesus was struck with a spear producing blood and water from his side – 

water indicating the Holy Spirit (John 19:34) – so Polycarp is pierced with a dagger, and 

blood and a dove come forth from the wound – indicating the same Holy Spirit (Mart. 

Pol..16:1). In the same way, just as the enemies of Christ tried to guard the body of Jesus 

from his disciples (Matt 27:62–66) but were not successful (Matt 28), so Polycarp’s 
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accusers  tried to keep his body from his disciples (Mart. Pol. 17), but were not 

successful (Mart. Pol. 18). 

The author is profoundly aware that Polycarp is reliving or recapitulating the life 

of Christ. Indeed, it is the central message here. In the second century, not that long after 

Polycarp’s well-remembered death, in Irenaeus’ theology this participation in Christ’s 

life was understood so well that he needed not even to spell out the concept, but simply 

embraced it, weaving it in and out of his text without considering a theological formula. 

Evidence that Irenaeus would have taken the Martyrdom seriously for his theology 

reaches beyond his obvious devotion to Polycarp. According to the Moscow Manuscript, 

he is mentioned in the ending of the Letter as perhaps even the author of the Martyrdom, 

and certainly as the spiritual child of Polycarp. The manuscript reads: 

Gaius transcribed this account from the papers of Irenaeus; he also lived in the 

same city as Irenaeus, who had been a disciple of the holy Polycarp. For this 

Irenaeus, who was in Rome at the time of the Martyrdom of the bishop of 

Polycarp, instructed many people; and many most excellent and orthodox writings 

of his are in circulation. In these he makes mention of Polycarp, saying that he 

had been taught by him. And he ably refuted every heresy and handed on the 

ecclesiastical and catholic rule just as he had received it from the saint…The 

following statement also is made in the writings of Irenaeus, that on the very day 

and hour that Polycarp was martyred in Smyrna, Irenaeus, who was in the city of 

Rome, heard a voice like a trumpet saying, “Polycarp has been martyred.” From 

these papers from Irenaeus, then, as has been stated already, Gaius transcribed a 

copy, and from the copy Isocrates made another in Corinth.79 

 

                                                           
79 Ibid., 331. 
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It is worth noting that our author is very interested in showing parallels between virtually 

every aspect of Jesus’ life and Polycarp’s. Why is this so important? Why are the details 

of imitation so painstaking? Without participatory recapitulation in mind, it appears to be 

just pious coincidences; but in light of the soteriology thus far developed in the early 

church, and especially in Irenaeus’ groundbreaking explanation of recapitulation, these 

painstaking details do indeed show that the early Christians believed men should walk in 

the footprints of Christ by imitating his life as fully as possible. 

Irenaeus was also influenced by the tradition in Rome, namely, the works of 

Hermas, Clement, and Justin Martyr (AD 100–165). Because Polycarp ascribes high 

authority to Clement, it is reasonable to conclude that Irenaeus would follow the 

“Presbyter’s” lead. Grant notes that “His [Irenaeus’] teacher Polycarp had paid more 

attention to the text of 1st Clement, frequently echoing it in his own letter.”80 

Furthermore, Irenaeus cites Clement’s 1 Epistle to the Corinthians in Against Heresies 

3.3.3. The Shepherd of Hermas holds even greater authority for Irenaeus. He includes it 

in his canon of New Testament Scripture (as does Tertullian (AD 155–240), Clement of 

Alexandria, and Origen (AD 184/185–253/254)).81 Oddly enough, the eastern church 

appears more accepting of the text than the west, for Jerome remarks that the book was 

                                                           
80 Grant, Irenaeus, 39. 

 
81 Cff. Dan Batovici, “Hermas’ Authority in Irenaeus’ Works: A 

Reassessment.” Augustinianum 55, no. 1 (2015): 5—31; Quasten, Patrology, 103; 

Holmes, The Apostolic Fathers, 444.  
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almost unknown in his day among the Latin-speaking people. 82 Quasten points out that 

“From the Muratorian Fragment we learn that the book could be read privately but that it 

was not to be read publically in the Church. Origen bears witness to the fact that it was 

read publically in some churches but that this practice was not general.”83 Irenaeus 

mentions the Shepherd in Against Heresies 4.20.20. Still, it is the non-attested, non-

authoritative works of Justin Martyr which are most clearly discerned as influencing 

Irenaeus as he is revealed in his current collected works. Perhaps this is why Russell 

suggests Irenaeus may be a disciple of Justin Martyr.84 Irenaeus mentions Justin Martyr 

and also Tatian (his disciple turned rogue) in Against Heresies 2.105 22. Still, much of 

Justin’s theological work has been lost, so that discerning what most influenced Irenaeus 

is blurred. For example, Irenaeus mentions Justin’s Against Marcion (Haer. 4.6.2), but 

this text no longer exists.85 Nevertheless, Grant notes that Irenaeus was an immigrant to 

the barbarian area of Lyons, so he is not writing within this Roman tradition.86 In general, 

the theological direction of these Roman texts does not strongly intersect with our theme, 

though certain ideas affirm continuity with sub-themes that have already been addressed. 

                                                           
82 Quasten, Patrology, 103. 

 
83 Ibid., 103.  

 
84 Cf. Russell, Deification, 96. 

 
85 Cf. Quasten, Patrology, 204. 

 
86 Grant, Irenaeus, 46.  
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Clement (d. AD 99) supports his exhortations to unity through the terms of “imitation” 

and “sacrifice,” both Christocentric and thus participatory recapitulation themes. In the 

following text, Jesus is connected with his followers through their imitation of Him. 

Clement does not need to explain why because there is no need to reformulate what is 

common knowledge: believers are the mystical body of Christ (Clement, 1 Clement 37:5–

38:1).87It is through him (dia toutou) that this “imitation” is possible: “For if the Lord so 

humbled himself, what should we do who through him have come under the yoke of his 

grace? Let us be imitators also of those who went about in goatskins and sheepskins 

preaching the coming of Christ” (1 Clem.16:17–17:1).88 Clement, of course, presupposes 

that the Old Testament saints are included in the body of Christ (1 Clem. 32:4), as does 

Irenaeus (cf. Haer. 4.33.10). Likewise, the language of sacrifice is possible “through 

him” (dia toutou), that is, by whom the Christian gives “offerings” to God (1 Clem. 36:1–

2, cf. 40:4–41:1). Clement poetically portrays that all spiritual benefits are through Christ, 

for “Through him we look steadily into the heights of heaven; through him we see as in a 

mirror his faultless and transcendent face; through him the eyes of our hearts have been 

open; through him our foolish and darkened mind springs up into the light; through him 

                                                           
87 Clement, The Letter of Clement in The Apostolic Fathers: Greek texts and 

English translations. Edited by Michael W. Holmes (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker 

Academic, 2007), 71. 

 
88 Holmes, Apostolic Fathers, 69. N.B. the overlap of imitation and participation 

in this context, participation results in imitation, or in other words, ontology precedes 

ethics. 
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the Master has willed that we should taste immortal knowledge…” (1 Clem. 36:2). The 

mirror imagery here recalls that of Paul, mentioned earlier. The Shepherd likewise uses 

the language of sacrifice, though it is in the context of proper fasting (cf. Hermas, 

Shepherd of Hermas, Similitude 56:7–8).89  

In Justin Martyr’s theology, Jesus is equated with all reason, for He is the “whole 

of reason” or “logos” who took flesh in Jesus of Nazareth, “Body, and logos [reason], and 

soul” (Justin, Second Apology, 7.3, 10.1; cf. Justin, First Apology 2.1).90 Any truth to 

which the pagans clung before the Incarnation was a result of their relative awareness of 

the logos – Jesus (cf. First Apol. 5.4; Second Apol. 10.2, 13.2–6). This Wisdom is “the 

Rational power” and the “Word” “begotten” of God, who is co-determiner of creation 

(Justin, Dialogue With Trypho 62–63; 126; cf. Prov 8:21–36; Gen 1:26–28; Gen 49:8–12; 

Deut. 33.13–17).91 

All humanity, in fact, has a share of Jesus in the logos: “The whole race of human 

beings shared” (First Apol.46.2). Thus, in as much as men were reasonable, they were 

indeed experiencing Jesus prior to his epiphany (First Apol. 2.1; Dial. Tryph. 45.4). 

                                                           
89 Cf. Hermas, The Shepard of Hermas in The Apostolic Fathers: Greek texts and 

English translations. Edited by Michael W. Holmes (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker 

Academic, 2007), 575. 

 
90 Justin, Justin, Philosopher and Martyr: Apologies, Oxford Early Christian 

Texts (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 299.  

 
91 Justin Martyr, Dialogue with Trypho, ed. Michael Slusser (Washington, DC: 

The Catholic University of America Press, 2003), 95-98. 
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Justin even goes as far as to call philosophers, such as Socrates and Heraclitus, 

“Christians” (First Apol. 46.3–5; cf. Second Apol. 7-8) where the Stoics and poets are 

also given partial recognition).   

 Should one reimagine how Justin Martyr’s theology could be interpreted in an 

Irenaean grid, one might view Justin as arguing that if Jesus recapitulates all reason, then 

those who call themselves lovers of reason, or philosophers, should become Christians, or 

“imitators” of Christ, that is, recapitulating “the good things that are his attributes” (First 

Apol. 10.1) (For more on imitation, cf. Second Apol. 3.1(4.1). In this way, the same 

logical movement found in the Irenaean affirmation of recapitulation into participatory 

recapitulation is exhibited in Justin Martyr’s logos theology. Thus, every reasonable 

person/every logos-filled person, by definition, must be a participant in the incarnate 

logos’ self-recapitulation. If the philosopher claims to have reason but does not have the 

personal logos, then by definition he does not have reason. Linked closely with this 

language of participatory reason is Justin’s affirmation that “those who live holy and 

virtuous lives close to God are made divine” (First Apol. 21.6). Thus, the Martyr’s call 

towards wisdom is linked both with deification and with imitation/life in Jesus.  

In keeping with the apostolic tradition, Justin affirms that Jesus is found 

throughout the Old Testament: “since they did not understand this, the Jews who have the 

rolls of the prophets did not recognize Christ even when he came” (First Apol. 36.3; cf. 
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John 5:39; see esp. Dial. Tryph).92  Justin adds to this insight that the logos is responsible 

for everything therein, making Jesus not only the telos of the Old Testament but its author 

as well. As Justin points out, since Christ is reason, he is the author of the reasonable 

philosophers as well: 

But when you hear the phrases of the [and]…do not suppose that they were 

spoken as from the inspired ones…but rather from the divine Logos moving them. 

For at one time as heralding beforehand it says the things that are going to 

happen, at another time it speaks out as from a character of the Lord of all and 

Father God, and at another time as from the character of Christ, and at another 

time as from the character of the peoples answering the Lord or his Father. This 

kind of thing is also to be seen among your own writers, the writer of the whole is 

one individual but he sets out the speaking characters (First Apology 36.1–2, cf. 

63.14–17; Dialogue 42.4–44). 

 

Irenaeus most probably is following this logos tradition when he takes the argument a 

step further, and argues that Jesus recapitulates the entire Old Testament. Every prophet, 

every spiritual event is not only prefiguring but in fact participating in Christ (Cf. 

diachronic and synachronic theology, Appendix One pp. 119-136).  

 The personal knowledge of the logos culminates in baptism and Eucharist (First 

Apol. 61; Second Apol. 10). While the Eucharistic element is clear in Irenaeus, his focus 

on baptism largely concerns reception of the apostolic teaching.93 This realistic approach 

                                                           
92 The Dialogue with Trypho is the most comprehensive early Christian corpus to 

show how Jesus is the key to unlocking the meaning of the Old Testament.  

 
93 Cf. Peter-Ben Smit, “The Reception of the Truth at Baptism and the Church as 

Epistemological Principle in the Work of Irenaeus of Lyons,” Ecclesiology 7, no. 3 

(2011): 354–373.  
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is affirmed in Russell’s explication of 1 Apology 23 and 61. Russell notes, “The Eucharist 

is not received as common bread and wine; it is Christ’s flesh and blood, nourishing our 

own flesh and blood ‘by a transformation’ (kata metboleen)” (Haer. 5.2.2). As Russell 

makes clear, this is ontological language. 

Additionally, Justin is the first father to quote Psalm 82:6, when he argues that 

man has the potential to become a god. Irenaeus will follow suit, making the same 

argument for potentiality due to human weakness (cf. Dial. Tryph. 1:24; Haer. 4.38.4) 

fulfilled in “participation” with the immortal God (cff. Dial. Tryph. 4; First Apol., 21:6: 

man is immortalized [apathanatizeshai], Haer. 4. 37.1–39.4). It is Irenaeus, however, 

who makes the explicit argument that they are “gods” who participate in the Eucharist 

and baptism. 

 Justin’s Mariology parallels Irenaeus’ as well. Mary is the New Eve, 

recapitulating the ancient struggle with the serpent. By reversing the effects of Eve’s 

choice to “conceive the word of the serpent,” into “disobedience and death,” Mary 

destroys the “serpent in the same manner in which it had originated.” Her obedience to 

the angelic message of Gabriel in “faith and joy” brought about the incarnation of the 

“Son of God.” Justin’s parallel between the word of Satan and the message of Gabriel 

seems to miss the point that it is the Word incarnate Who reverses the effect (Dial. Tryph. 

100.4), but a consistent reading of Justin implies that all logoi, in this case, the message 

of Gabriel, is derived from one source – the Logos, or the Word incarnate, thus 

remedying the apparent myopia of his argument. In extension to those who recapitulate 
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Eve or Mary, if you will, Justin notes that “men who have come to resemble the serpent” 

will be destroyed, while those “who repent of their sins and believe in Christ” are 

“freed,” presumably from the ancient curse (Dial. Tryph. 100.4–6).  

 

Conclusion 

Irenaeus affirms both participation (realist) and imitation (ethical) as key 

components in his understanding of salvation. This means that in terms of theosis 

doctrine, Irenaeus falls into the “metaphorical” and “metaphysical” schools of thought. 

The Biblical texts support both approaches, particularly making clear the Christocentric 

emphasis of the salvation process. For example, Pauline “in Christ” language expresses 

both conceptions. Indeed, Irenaeus adopts both notions from St. Paul. Moreover, the 

Pauline metaphysical language appears to be the reason Irenaeus strenuously fights for 

the primacy of the incarnation (cf. Appendix 2 and Chapter 3). The exchange is necessary 

for salvation. Likewise, Paul corroborates participatory recapitulation when he argues 

that all things pertaining to salvation are experienced through Christ (Col. 2:9-10). As 

was shown, Blackwell’s thesis is that Paul teaches that “being filled with Christ entails 

the narrative embodiment of Christ’s death and life,” and he argues that Christ’s life is 

“transformational.” Irenaeus takes this one step further by suggesting that participating in 

the entirety of Christ’s narrative, because of his recapitulation, is the means of 

transformation. For both Paul and John, the Incarnation restores man to his original 

purity, and the return of Christ reveals who man is, according to his parallel resurrection 
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in the likeness of Christ. This is why Paul chooses the term “mirroring” to express this 

relationship in 2 Corinthians 3:18. Moreover, the means by which man participates in the 

life of Christ is through the Holy Spirit, baptism, and, particularly in John, through 

Eucharist. The language of adoption is likewise grounded in Christ’s sonship. All of 

these themes in Paul and John are foundational in Irenaeus’ theology. This biblical 

overview shows that other New Testament texts with which Irenaeus is acquainted follow 

similar patterns of thought.  

Further, Irenaeus consciously adopted much of his soteriology from the Apostolic 

Fathers, which again supports participatory recapitulation. For example, he argues with 

Ignatius that one may participate in, or like Clement and especially Polycarp, that one 

may imitate, every aspect of Christ’s life, becoming a sacrifice in martyrdom. Ignatius 

argues that to be truly human is to be a God-bearer, by which he means participating in 

Christ’s life, something even the Old Testament saints did (cf. Clement’s parallel 

contention above, and Justin Martyr’s expansive Logos theology). While Irenaeus does 

not mention the term God-bearer, this theology, more often expressed in terms of Christ’s 

recapitulation of humanity through the incarnation, is explicitly affirmed in his writings 

(cf. Appendix 2). Like the apostles, Ignatius, Clement, and Justin Martyr, Irenaeus argues 

that the means of this participation is sacramental. As it has been endlessly pointed out 

about Irenaean theology, this participation in Christ via the sacraments requires the 

empowering Holy Spirit which is actualized by faith in Ignatian thought, or more 

emphatically, by will in Irenaeus’ schema. Irenaeus was almost certainly influenced by 
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the mystical ecclesiology of Ignatius, Polycarp, and Clement, which emphasizes the 

apostolic office as “members of Christ” participating in Christ’s ministry. 

Having laid the groundwork for the apostolic tradition which Irenaeus received, 

the reader has been prepared to investigate Irenaeus’ express contribution to the doctrine 

of theosis via the influence of recapitulation theory. Since recapitulation is the foundation 

for both imitation and participation, they affirm the thesis of this essay: Irenaeus’ 

recapitulation theory suggests participatory recapitulation, shedding light on the greater 

theology of theosis. 
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CHAPTER 2: MECHANICS OF RECAPITULATION AND PARTICIPATORY 

RECAPITULATION 

 

Johannes Quasten notes that “The heart of Irenaeus’ Christology and indeed of his 

entire theology is the theory of recapitulation.” 94 In essence, this means that all of the 

created order is summed up in man and is being restored by a man, Jesus Christ, the 

Creator. Quite fittingly then, Irenaeus’ theology is centered on recapitulation because 

recapitulation is the means by which this restoration takes place. This is a Christocentric 

lens, and it colors all visions of reality. Without this perspective, one is never quite 

grasping reality according to its intended nature, that is, creation as a Christ-centered 

mosaic. If one could look at all of reality, spanning all time, one would see it all in the 

mosaic of the face of Christ, though he, through his recapitulation, has restored all so that 

the blemishes of sin are no longer present. The consequence is that even the discipline of 

anthropology must be re-envisioned in terms of a “christomorphic anthropology.”95 

Man’s anthropology can only be properly comprehended in Christ.96 

                                                           
94 Quasten, Patrology, 296. 

 
95Bogdan G. Bucur, “Foreordained From all Eternity: The Mystery of the 

Incarnation According to Some Early Christian and Byzantine Writers,” Dumbarton 

Oaks 62 (2008), 214.  

 
96 This final point will be explained in the last section of the thesis.  
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How did Irenaeus find a suitable term to describe this mystery of what God is 

uniquely doing to restore the creation by summing up all things in his son? He most 

likely borrowed literary terminology from both the Pauline corpus and from classical 

works (like Homer’s Odyssey) and adapted them to his Christocentric worldview. 97 

Quasten explains that “His mind was not given to theorizing nor did he make any new 

theological discoveries…[however, concerning recapitulation] although he borrowed this 

                                                           
97 Cf. Grant, Irenaeus, 47.  Grant explains that “Irenaeus took three more words 

with primary literary meanings from secular meanings from ‘secular’ writers, and like 

other Christians proceeded into theology with them. These terms were hypotheses [“the 

presentation (sometimes in summary) of a plot or structure intended by an author,” p. 47]; 

oikonomia [“The ‘arrangement’ of a poem or the purpose and direction of a plot,” p.49], 

and anakephalaiosis [“The summary or recapitulation of a narrative,” p. 50], all used in 

the old grammatical scholia on the Odyssey.” His footnote records the Homeric usage. I 

quote from A. Mai and P. Bulttman, Scholia Antiqua in Homeri Odysseam (Berlin, 1821), 

39 (on 1.328); 356 (on 11.38),  in the summaries at the beginning of each book: At 

Odyssey 1.328, “the minstrel Phemius does not sing about Odysseus’ impending return, 

for had he done so Telemachus would not have left home and Penelope’s suitors would 

have left her; and ‘the whole oikonomia (arrangement) of the hypothesis (plot) would 

have fallen apart.” At Odyssey 11.38, “many critics regarded the list of the souls of the 

dead as an interpolation because it mixed up brides, unmarried youths, old men, and 

virgins, or because the souls had not yet come on the scene.” The ‘‘vulgate’ scholion 

explains the list as an anakephalaiosis (summary) of what is said next” (p. 194). Grant 

also notes that Dionysius of Halicarnassus uses the term in regards to a “concluding 

summary” (On Lysias 9 and 19; Roman Antiquities 1.90.2). Theophilus uses the term as 

a summary of his previous works, 3.1 (p. 50). Cf. Pseudo Hermogenes of Tarsus, ed. 

George A. Kennedy in Invention and Method: Two Rhetorical Treatises from the 

Hermogenic Corpus, 12 (Atlanta, Ga.: Society of Biblical Literature, 2005)). For early 

pagan and patristic notions of oikonomia, cf. Joseph J. Allen, Vested in Grace: 

Priesthood and Marriage in the Christian East (Brookline, Mass.: Holy Cross Orthodox 

Press, 2001), 10–13. Irenaeus often notes his superior knowledge of Homer above that of 

the Gnostics (Haer. 1.9.4).  
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idea from the apostle Paul, he developed it considerably.”98 As Quasten explains, 

Anakephalaiosis (literally, “re-heading”) “broadly means a “recapitulation” or 

“summary,” and often a “Summary or recapitulation of a narrative.” Still, Heinrich 

Schlier points out that the summing up of “things” is certainly not unknown.99 Schlier 

notes a possible alternative meaning of the term, which emphasizes a “mathematical 

summing up,” as in, “to complete the total of the sins.” However, more often the term 

kephaleiosei is employed in such cases. In Romans 13:9, the commandment of love 

“sums up” all other commands.100 Every act of summing up implies a repetition, so the 

verbal form may have the direct sense of “to repeat.” Thus, Schlier suggests, “The ana 

thus assumes an iterative sense which it does not have elsewhere.”101 Schlier argues that 

the usage in Irenaeus “is also to be understood…as repetition, though it is to be noted that 

this sums up the original and is thus qualitative [cf. Haer. 3.21.10; 3.22.1; 4.38.1; 5.1.2]. 

In this summation, however, the prominent element may be, not that of repetition, but 

                                                           
98 Quasten, Patrology, 294–95. 

 
99 Heinrich Schlier. Theological Dictionary of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, 

MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1966), I ii, 682. 

 
100 Ibid., 65. 

 
101 Ibid., 682. 
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that of affirmation and confirmation implied in repetition.”102 This interpretation of the 

term offers a delicate nuance that may be profoundly relevant to Irenaeus’ understanding. 

God’s narrative reveals a plan or dispensation (oikonomia) where, in the 

completion or fullness (pleroma) of time, all will be recapitulated (anakephalaiosis) in 

Christ. St. Paul probably provided a kind of hermeneutical canon for Irenaeus, 

encouraging him to make such abundant use of this term, for it is Paul who first employs 

both terms to evoke his theological narrative which describes how all humanity is being 

recapitulated in Jesus. Ephesians 1:10 reads: “as a plan for the fullness of time, to gather 

up all things in him, things in heaven and things on earth” [“εἰς οἰκονομίαν τοῦ 

πληρώματος τῶν καιρῶν, ἀνακεφαλαιώσασθαι τὰ πάντα ἐν τῷ Χριστῷ, τὰ ἐπὶ τοῖς 

οὐρανοῖς καὶ τὰ ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς· ἐν αὐτῷ.”]. As all humanity died in Adam, so all are 

summarized or recapitulated in Jesus, who reversed the effect and brought about life (cf. 

Rom 5; 1 Cor 15:22–45).103 In a survey of early Christian philosophy, Eric Osborne notes 

that oikonomia and anakaphaliosis “had to be kept together, because only Christ’s 

significance as the pivot of history gave [history] continuity.”104 The recapitulation 

                                                           
102 Ibid. This interpretation appears to coincide with that of other Irenaean 

scholars, like Baer and Osborne.  

 
103 Note: Why is Irenaeus unwilling to use anaka inn a negative way? In other 

words, why was humanity not anaka in Adam? Is he remaking the word, or is this a 

received meaning of anaka? 

 
104 Osborne, The Beginnings of Christian Philosophy, 164. 
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(according to the historical moment of the conception of Christ) is preceded by three 

other key movements or covenants of redemption history, all of which are leading to this 

pinnacle event and are followed as a consequence by the final recapitulation, also known 

as the restoration of all things, or new creation, in Pauline and Johannine theology (cf. 2 

Cor 5:17; Rev 22:5).105 

                                                           
105 Grant, Irenaeus, 52-53. Grant notes, “The emphasis on ‘recapitulation’ is 

undoubtedly Irenaeus’ own. He used it as the key to at least four events in the history of 

salvation, referring to God’s series of covenants with humanity: First, in the time of 

Adam, second in the time of Noah, third in the time of Moses, and fourth ‘which renews 

man and recapitulates everything in itself, that which by the Gospel raises men and wings 

them for the celestial kingdom’ (Haer. 3.11.8). This must be the incarnation of the Word, 

by which he redeemed and restored humanity by Himself recapitulating all the stages of 

human life. The disobedience of Adam and Eve had resulted in their expulsion from 

Eden, to which humanity could be restored only when the Virgin Mary undid the fall of 

Eve and Christ reversed the Fall of Adam. Thus, Justin described Eve as ‘An uncorrupted 

virgin who conceived the word from the serpent and bore disobedience and death,” while 

“the Virgin Mary conceived faith and joy when the angel Gabriel spoke to her…and she 

answered, ‘May it be to me according to your word’ [Dial. Tryph. 100.5; cf. 124.3–4; 

84.7; Haer. 3.21.10–23.7] For Irenaeus, Mary recapitulated and reversed the work of 

Eve, and he went so far as to say that “as the human race was subjected to death by the 

virgin, it was freed from it by a virgin” (Haer. 5.19.1; 3.22.4)….[C.f. F. R. M. Hitchcock, 

Irenaeus of Lyons (Cambridge University Press, 1914), 147.] 

“While Paul had simply contrasted the new with the old, Irenaeus adds covenants 

to indicate gradual progress in God’s dealings with his people. There is even something 

like a fifth covenant, for the end will recapitulate the beginning. The creation of matter 

will be recapitulated by the restoration and increase of matter. Animals and men alike 

will live in peace, as they once did…. 

“As Irenaeus developed some critical structures in his theology he relied on terms 

which he knew came from grammar and rhetoric and proceeded to use them partly with 

their original connotations, partly in the richer context of the New Testament ideas, 

primarily derived from the Apostle Paul…the terms served as structural beams in his 

theological thought. He was treating the hypothesis as the plot of the whole sacred story 

from creation to the coming of God’s kingdom, while his oikonomiai are the subplots 

included in the plot as a whole. One might even call them ‘chapters.’ And 
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History is not only synchronic in Christ (cf. Appendix 1). It is not simply that 

Jesus changed the order of time, but that he gives time its telos. All things tend toward 

fulfillment and redemption in Christ. Osborne notes:  

Irenaeus is able to live happily and confidently between recapitulation and 

Parousia. There is something improper about this, for recapitulation should be the 

end. History, for Irenaeus, goes on under the strict condition that nothing new 

should be added. Grace may flow more abundantly and influence more people, 

but all has been accomplished in Christ, and the Church possesses the fullness of 

Christ. The Church is where recapitulation has taken place, the goal of…God in 

his sovereign freedom has created a new time, making all things new [cf. Haer. 

3.11.1], to remove any impropriety from the time of the Church.106 

 

Of course, this new time does create an antinomy, but Osborne may be using hyperbole 

when he notes that this diachronic experience seems improper, for, of course, the reason 

Jesus recapitulates all reality is to transform mankind into his image – to imbue mankind 

with himself. Nevertheless, the point stands that history has already found its telos in 

Christ. What is experienced now is merely the created order catching up with what God 

has already accomplished in his Son. Furthermore, Behr points out that the relationship 

between economy and recapitulation has its telos in the restoration of humanity: “It is 

man, and the becoming fully human in communion with God in Christ, that is, the Centre 

of the divine economy and Irenaeus’ theology.”107 Again, Behr reminds us that for 

                                                           

anakephalaiosis explains why the events repeat one another, as well as why the story 

involves not progress but restoration. It is always going back as well as forward.”  

 
106 Osborne, The Beginnings of Christian Philosophy, 185. 

 
107 Behr, Asceticism, 43. 
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Irenaeus, “this creating or fashioning of man is that he should come to be more fully in 

the image and likeness of God” (Haer. 4.38).108  Since God’s oikonomia delineates the 

purpose of the recapitulation, the goal of recapitulation is theosis, a transformation of 

man into the likeness of God. From this vantage point, the present essay presents 

recapitulation as the ground and justification for theosis. 

Von Balthasar notes that St. Paul coined the word “recapitulation” to express the 

connotation of the incarnation as God’s plan to bring everything together under Christ as 

the head, everything in the heavens and everything on earth (cf. Eph 1:10). This is a 

consistent theme in Pauline thought (cf. Eph 1:22; 4:15; 5:23; Col 1:18; 2:10; 2:19). 

Kephalee in secular usage denotes “what is first, supreme, or extreme.” Thus it often 

refers to the “head” of man or of an animal. It also connotes the “point…top…end… [or] 

point of departure.” This usage leads to a second aspect, “what is ‘prominent,’ 

‘outstanding’ or ‘determinative.’” Additionally, it can also be used to refer to the “whole 

man” or “person.” Both elements of “superior” and “whole man” can refer to a ruler or 

head of society in the Septuagint. Irenaeus would have certainly been aware of both the 

Gnostic and New Testament adoption of this term in application to the first man, the 

Adamic man, the head of the human race, Christ Jesus. The Gnostics speculated about the 

aeon and the first man–redeemer: “The world God aeon also becomes the man–god or the 

first man, who comprises in himself the substance of the cosmos, the powers of the soul. 

                                                           
108 Ibid., 47. 
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But the world god aeon also becomes the man–god or redeemer, in whom is concentrated 

the remaining substance of a fallen world, the purified powers of the soul.”109 The 

Christian perspective adopts only one god–man redeemer who is not only creator of the 

cosmos, but the head over the world and indeed takes the world unto himself through the 

incarnation. Noting the apparent parallels, Schlier goes so far as to argue that 

The [Pauline] schema itself makes it clear that we have here more than a 

figurative application of the relationship of the human body to Christ and the 

Church. We are in the sphere of the Gnostic redeemer myth as a development of 

the aeon conception. To describe Christ as the Head of the Church against this 

background is to emphasize the unity between Christ and the Church.110 

 

As Gnostic myth does not precede Pauline theology, this relationship of thought does not 

imply dependence. It does affirm similar notions held within a 1st –2nd century worldview 

shared by very different thinkers. Thus, we may conclude with Schlier, “The headship of 

Christ is manifested in the fact that He directs the growth of the body to Himself. Indeed, 

in recapitulation (ana-kephalaiosis), Christ is the head (caput, kephalee) of the world.”111 

This is also demonstrated with the verbal usage ἀνακεφαλαιόω (used in Eph 1:10), which 

often means to “concentrate under one head.”112 

                                                           
109 Schlier, Theological Dictionary, 673–77. 

 
110 Ibid., 680. 

 
111Hans Urs von Balthasar, The Scandal of the Incarnation: Irenaeus Against the 

Heresies (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1990), 53.   

 
112G. W. H. Lampe, ed.,  A Patristic Greek Lexicon, (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1969), 106. 
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 If this is the range of the meaning of the term “recapitulation,” in what way can 

the Christian be called to recapitulate Christ? In short: man imitates, and participates in, 

the life of Christ. Since Christ recapitulates humanity, man must likewise participate in 

and imitate that recapitulation. But what about the technical implications of the term? 

Can man technically participate in recapitulation proper, that is, according to our 

understanding of the term?    

 In Irenaeus’ thought, headship is emphasized in the recapitulation, so can man 

head Christ? At least in secular usage, headship denotes “what is first, supreme, or 

extreme.” It can also denote “point…top…end… [or] point of departure.” But, as Schlier 

points out (commenting on the Pauline usage), “To describe Christ as the Head of the 

Church…is to emphasize the unity between Christ and the Church.” And “He directs the 

growth of the body to Himself.” He is “Concentrat[ing] under one head.”113 This point 

answers a vital question in light of the Pauline notion of the “body of Christ.” Does the 

body participate in the things proper to the head? The Pauline and Irenaean answer is 

always yes, and in a very literal way. The Eucharist and the Holy Spirit ensure this 

reality. This realist aspect will be treated later. For now, let us consider the concept of 

participation in light of this question. 

                                                           
113 Schlier, Theological Dictionary, 680. 
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Kephalee determines not merely the being of the body but also the fulfillment of 

its life.114 The terms kephalee and anakephalaiosis are hardly distinguishable in 

concept.115 Both in Irenaean and Pauline theology (cf. esp. Eph 1:10), anakephalaiosis 

explains that 

Summing up of the totality takes place in its subjection to the Head. The 

subjection of the totality to the Head takes place in the coordinating of the Head 

and the Church. As the Church receives its Head the totality receives its 

kephalion, its definitive, comprehensive and (in the Head) self-repeating 

summation. In the Head, in Christ, the totality is comprehended as in its sum.116 

 

This substantial headship of Christ results in the transformation of the body. The body is 

not a passive instrument, but must place itself “in its subjection to the Head.” This 

implies following the head in imitation, which involves participatory recapitulation. 

Christ becomes the head of the body so that the Church body may function in its 

correspondence with the direction of the head. In other words, recapitulation is not only 

that Christ takes humanity to himself, but that the church must take Christ to itself so as 

to receive its summation and its meaning or definition. From this vantage point, the 

purpose of every Christian is to participate in the headship of Christ. This is what it 

means for Christ to be directing the growth of the body to himself.  

                                                           
114 Ibid., 

 
115Ibid., 681. 

 
116 Ibid., 682. 
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 For Irenaeus, examples of participation in the headship of Christ abound. I note 

only a few: In Against Heresies 4.34.4, Irenaeus writes, “These things were acted 

beforehand in Abel, were also previously declared by the prophets, but were 

accomplished in the Lord’s person; and the same [is still true] with regard to us, the body 

following the example of the Head.” Irenaeus understands all believers, prior to Christ 

and after Christ, as participating in the work of Christ, “following the head.”   

In Against Heresies 5.17.4, he notes, “For these were two hands, because there 

were two peoples scattered to the ends of the earth; but there was one head in the middle, 

as there is but one God, who is above all, and through all, and in us all.” Here, the hands 

are functioning as operations of the head. Inasmuch as hands move according to the 

demand of the head, so the believer is to work according to the order of God. 

In Against Heresies 5.20.2, Irenaeus explains the source by which the head directs 

the body: “These things, therefore, He recapitulated in Himself: by uniting man to the 

Spirit, and causing the Spirit to dwell in man, He is Himself made the head of the Spirit, 

and gives the Spirit to be the head of man.” Christ, who is a Pneumatic man by nature 

(Haer. 3.7.7), is the “Head of the body” (Eph 1:22–23). Members of the body (faithful 

men and women) are Pneumatics by grace, in the sense that the Holy Spirit abides in 

them, helping them to grow spiritually toward perfection and salvation (Haer. 3.17.1).117 

                                                           
117 Vassilios Bebis, “The Pneumatology of St Irenaeus of Lyons,” Ph.D. diss., in 

association with Greenwich School of Theology UK at the Potchefstroom Campus of 

North-West University, 2011. 64–65.  
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 In Pauline theology, the relationship which most exhibits the affinity of headship 

is also that passage which expresses the mega musterion of Christ and the church; 

namely, the relationship between husband and wife, paralleled by Christ and his body. 

Paul exhorts: 

Wives, be subject to your husbands as you are to the Lord. For the husband is the 

head of the wife just as Christ is the head of the church, the body of which he is 

the Savior.  Just as the church is subject to Christ, so also wives ought to be, in 

everything, to their husbands. Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the 

church and gave himself up for her, in order to make her holy by cleansing her 

with the washing of water by the word, so as to present the church to himself in 

splendor, without a spot or wrinkle or anything of the kind – yes, so that she may 

be holy and without blemish. In the same way, husbands should love their wives 

as they do their own bodies. He who loves his wife loves himself.  For no one ever 

hates his own body, but he nourishes and tenderly cares for it, just as Christ does 

for the church, because we are members of his body. ”For this reason a man will 

leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two will become 

one flesh.” 32 This is a great mystery, and I am applying it to Christ and the 

church. 33 Each of you, however, should love his wife as himself, and a wife 

should respect her husband (Eph 5.22–32). 

 

The mystery of husband and wife deeply reveals the meaning of the relationship of 

Christ’s headship over the church. Christ gave himself, that is, recapitulated, the church. 

For this reason, the church must “subject” itself to its head. Paul is emphasizing that the 

husband and wife are “one flesh.” This is the reality of church and Christ as well. Christ 

recapitulates, while the body submits to its head. In this way, all participate in the 
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headship of Christ. In as much as the body is one flesh with the head, so believers 

participate in the headship of Christ. 

In practical terms, this participation is actualized through Christ reigning as head. 

Seated with him, man will participate in the reign of Christ (cf. Rev 20:8). Consider also 

the ancient conception of authority. The apostles are delegates of Christ. For this reason, 

to reject them is to deny Christ. Conversely, to accept them is to affirm Christ (cf. Luke 

10:16). This is why the church is given “binding” authority, because she is participating 

in Christ’s headship (cf. Matt 18:18–20). Christ directly links himself with his followers; 

likewise, his followers are linked to him so that he can say, “Whatever you do to the least 

of my brethren you have done unto me” (cf. Matt 18:5, Mark 9:37). 

What about another aspect of recapitulation? Can man repeat the life of Christ? 

Can man summarize Christ? Can man affirm or confirm Christ? If we consider that love 

summarizes the other commands and we draw an analogy from that, then it seems 

reasonable that if a man is to recapitulate Christ, this will entail living the life of Christ as 

re-occurring moments in our own. Considering all of the exhortations in Scripture to 

follow Christ, this is the probable meaning.  Now, what Christ is doing as Head is unique 

because the totality of humanity is comprehended in its sum. This is Christ’s single 

prerogative as God–man. Only he, according to his nature, can incarnate and deify 

humankind. Certainly, the qualitative notion of Christ’s recapitulation necessitates that 

humankind will fall short of recapitulating Christ, though interestingly this never stops 

God from calling man to such perfection – “Be holy, for I am holy” (1 Pet 1:16), and “Be 
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perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect” (Matt 5:18). The distinction 

between Christ and man is that he is God, so he can deify man’s humanity through his 

incarnation; however, this does not proscribe that once man partakes of divinity, he 

cannot participate in an ongoing recapitulation according to the ever revealed life of 

Christ. In truth, his is precisely the role of the body of Christ. 

Another matter that must be kept in mind is that God became a man so that man 

could partake in God. Consequently, by partaking in God man may become what he was 

always meant to be, an image and likeness bearer. Indeed, “The glory of God is man fully 

alive” (Haer. 4.34.7). The aim of recapitulation is Christ’s work of making man like unto 

himself because he is most truly human.  In keeping with Pauline theology, Irenaeus 

explains the need for the Incarnation. He points out that Adam lost the likeness of God 

for humanity (cf. Haer. 3.18.1; 5.6.1), but now that humanity is restored in Christ, man 

can become humanity according to his telos; he can experience the restoration 

accomplished in the participatory reception of the recapitulation. In conclusion, it is fair 

to say that man can participate in the recapitulation, even according to the technical 

meaning of the term. 

Turning now to another topic, a helpful systematization of recapitulation was 

propounded by the late Eric Osborne. As his Irenaean scholarship progressed, so his 

understanding of the web of recapitulation expanded to become ever more 
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comprehensive.118 He suggested that Irenaeus’ idea of recapitulation comprised some ten 

ideas: redemption, perfection, inauguration and consummation; totality, economy and 

Christus Victor; ontology, epistemology, and ethics. Although more were possible, he 

saw these ten, in their various combinations, at the heart of Irenaeus’ thought. Inevitably, 

however, he had to ask the question: 

Are all these ideas necessary to the concept? They are an understatement because 

everything that God does is part of his economy and every part of his economy is 

defined in relation to its recapitulation. So Irenaeus speaks of the message of the 

prophets: And all the other economies of his recapitulation, some they saw 

through visions, others they announced by word, while others they indicated 

typically by action (Haer A.20.8). Redemption (or correction), perfection and 

inauguration are inseparable from being (or life), truth and goodness. We may 

distinguish redemption and fulfillment and see Irenaeus as trying to bridge two 

different concepts, but it is certain that Irenaeus does not keep them apart. 

Consummation is tied to the inauguration. The other three ideas are of different 

orders: economy (the coherent history of salvation) is the concept which depends 

on recapitulation for its coherence and which defines the place of the central 

event. Some would rank it higher in Irenaeus’ theology than recapitulation. 

Totality is simply an aspect of economy which applies to the other different 

variables because God contains all things and is not himself contained. Christus 

Victor is one of the persistent images which are sometimes used to tie the logic of 

recapitulation together. It is hard to make sense of recapitulation without any of 

the ten variables and the root idea with their differing relationships. 

Recapitulation cannot be reduced to a rhetorical metaphor, for the summing up in 

Christ is not the same as repeating main headings. Christ’s summing up is 

ontological in seipso as well as an abbreviation in compendio.119 

 

                                                           
118Osborne, “Love of Enemies and Recapitulation,” 12. Osborne notes, “Each 

time I tackled the problem, it seemed necessary to add another variable” Cff. Osborne, 

The Beginning of Christian philosophy, 163–205; The logic of récapitulâtion’ in Pléroma, 

FS Antonio Orbe, ed. E. Romero Pose (Santiago de Compostela, 1990), 321–35, and in 

The Emergence of Christian Theology, 142–72.  

119 Osborne, “Love of Enemies and Recapitulation,” 12-13. 
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Osborne’s insight is remarkable both for its density and for the subtlety of its logic, and it 

also elucidates Irenaeus’ understanding of the meaning of terminology. However, even as 

he points to the interactive connections within his systematization, he warns that “Two 

problems are evident. First, we are left with an idea which was meant to simplify and to 

unify soteriology, but which demands a high degree of conceptual stamina; and secondly, 

there is a danger that in the quantity of material we might miss what are the most critical 

elements.”120 His self-criticism is warranted. There may need to be a conceptual 

reduction if his thought is going to produce a usable perspective. On a practical level, the 

key difficulty with his “ideas” is that the terms are not categorically similar, so it is 

difficult to conceptualize them as a useful philosophical hermeneutic. He admits this 

when he speaks of three ideas as “different orders.” While a full-scale appreciation of 

recapitulation as cosmology has to wait until Maximos the Confessor (d. 662 AD),121 one 

is left wondering if Irenaeus, a man so aware of Greek literature and philosophy, so 

interested in the person of Christ as a total way of assessing reality, would think so 

confusedly? Two of the “ideas,” “Cristus-medicus” and “epistemology,” for example, are 

simply not similar categories of thought. We are talking about apples and oranges. In one 

case we are dealing with a person’s actions and in another the study of knowledge. 

Another conceptual difficulty with this schema is that Osborne’s ideas cover broad areas 

                                                           
120 Ibid., 

 
121 Cf. Maximos the Confessor, On Difficulties in the Church Fathers, vol. 1, The 

Ambigua, (Dumbarton Oaks Medieval Library (Harvard University Press, 2014), 106. 
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of epistemology, ethics, and ontology; in these three philosophical disciplines are simply 

the totality of philosophy. Indeed, we are talking about all known fields of creation, truth, 

and reality, as it exists. Osborne is aware of this when he questions whether all ten ideas 

are necessary.  He can only answer yes, “because everything that God does is part of his 

economy and every part of his economy is defined concerning its recapitulation.”122 This 

is a helpful clarification. Everything is being recapitulated. If everything God did in 

Christ entailed recapitulation, and God works within the three fields of philosophy (and, 

of course, the creator does), then pointing out the three domains of philosophy is only 

another way of saying everything is meant to reveal the work of Christ’s recapitulation. 

This is already affirmed in Ephesians 1:10: ἀνακεφαλαιώσασθαι τὰ πάντα ἐν τῷ Χριστῷ, 

τὰ ἐπὶ τοῖς οὐρανοῖς καὶ τὰ ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς· ἐν αὐτῷ. (Panta) all things, are recapitulated in 

Christ. Osborne helps clarify the ontological literalness of Paul’s message, and for this 

we must be grateful. 

Now that we may affirm literalness in this passage (Christ is redeeming all 

mutable possibilities of reality) one may pay attention to particular terminology that 

Irenaeus uses in reference to the other seven categories, when he is dealing with 

recapitulation. These terms, of course, are not to be understood as a haphazard choice on 

Irenaeus’ part, but are in keeping with fundamental premises of the Gospel, in the broad 

context of our second-century saint overthrowing his opponents, the Gnostics. 

                                                           
122 Osborne, “Love of Enemies,” 12.   
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As we integrate such a model into our general theology, we might find 

recapitulation in places yet undiscovered because recapitulation is a total way of seeing 

reality.123 By inference, it may entail asking how this thing, person, or idea (every 

particular, every universal) finds its fulfillment in Christ. Undeniably, Irenaeus’ 

worldview has never ceased to function since Irenaeus completed his work. He left to his 

progeny a living tradition. Many Christian thinkers have already shown how many of the 

fathers, following Irenaeus, broadly affirmed his Christo-centrism, and, by engaging with 

his recapitulation theory, extended its expression.124 The goal of this essay is to 

illuminate the continuing relevance of Irenaeus’ model for present-day theology. 

Recapitulation, then, is a lens by which reality should be envisioned. When 

Osborne notes the broad philosophical disciplines as vital aspects of Irenaeus’ thought, it 

is because he is apprehending the magnitude of Irenaeus’ appreciation of the importance 

of recapitulation theory.  As Irenaeus sees it, all of reality is summarized in Christ: all of 

nature, all of grace, all human experience, can be understood as fulfilled in Christ. From 

this perspective, it is not so important to have the categories clearly in mind as much as 

being aware that reality is ever ready to reveal something of the creator, manifested in 

                                                           
123 An excellent article articulating both this Christ-centered approach to viewing 

reality and key developments in Maximos’ understanding of recapitulation as cosmology, 

may be found in Fr. Bukar’s, “Foreordained From All Eternity.”  

 
124 Ibid.  
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Christ. In other words, Osborne is noting that reality is Christo-centric.125 This, of course, 

does not mean ignoring the technical relationships among the “ideas”– it only implies a 

broader appreciation of recapitulation as a worldview. It is, however, quite possible that 

Irenaeus is happening across these “ideas” either because he is talking about a given 

expression of recapitulation, or because he needs to affirm the importance of reality, 

especially the goodness of the empirical order (a not-unlikely reality when confronting 

the Gnostics).  Furthermore, the other categories mentioned by Osborne may simply be 

expressions of philosophical categories or particulars of philosophical categories: 

“redemption, perfection, inauguration and consummation; totality, economy (saving 

history) and Christus Victor.” Totality and economy may be understood as species of 

ontology. Totality is all that is, and economy is all that takes place. Thus, we are dealing 

with aspects of ontology. Redemption, perfection, inauguration, and Christus Victor are 

all aspects or species of economy. They are particular expressions of God’s economy – 

his saving work in the divine relationship with man. 

While we ought to keep these ideas in their respective allocations, respecting 

Osborne’s exhortation that “It is hard to make sense of recapitulation without any of the 

                                                           
125 For example, If I should help a little old lady across the street, I am simply 

aware that all of my reality is caught up in helping the little old lady. I need not always 

point out that I am helping her because it is the right thing to do (ethics). I am doing 

(ontology). I know I am doing because I affirm truth corresponds to reality as it exists 

and therefore I know I am genuinely walking a little old lady because we, along with the 

empirical, rational, and existential order, all exist (epistemology). The reason I don’t 

always need to point this out is that I take these things for granted, but if one were to 

challenge our unity of vision then perhaps we would need to be more specific.  
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ten variables and the root idea with their differing relationships,” I am suggesting a 

slightly different perspective. It is more likely that Irenaeus is not giving his readers a 

construct for interpreting all reality with these particular “ideas,” but is offering his 

discoveries according to his central Pauline affirmation – God recapitulating all in Christ. 

Inasmuch as Irenaeus’ theology is our guide, it may be more in keeping with his context 

to use his insights as our compass to help navigate the points he wants to make. Simply 

put: Christ is recapitulating all of reality, and these “ideas” are vital aspects of this 

redemption process. Could there be other emphases, depending on new circumstances? 

After all, if all reality is being recapitulated in Christ, so all reality is potential revelation 

for explaining the scope of Christ’s redemptive activities. This is how later church 

Fathers would perceive the comprehensiveness of Christ’s redemptive work. 

Osborne’s most significant contribution to the present argument is his 

observation, in Irenaeus’ schema, of the relationship between ethics and ontology. It has 

already been noted that Russell understands this same binary perspective as the prime 

conception of metaphorical theosis. This is a particularly helpful insight. For if it can be 

demonstrated that Christ’s recapitulation of reality (ontology) implies a change in man’s 

actions (ethics), we are only one step away from the suggestion that man is called to 

recapitulate Christ. What is profoundly similar in Russell’s treatise on theosis and 

Osborne’s understanding of recapitulation is that both are using the same distinguishing 

markers, ethics and ontology. This supports my argument that recapitulation and theosis 

are closely related. In fact, I would like to suggest that recapitulation is the doctrine 
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which most obviously justifies the doctrine of theosis. It is because Christ summarized 

the ontology and ethics of man that man may become (ontology by grace) and live (ethics 

by grace) like Christ. 

In complement to a literal reading of Ephesians 1:10, Osborne notes, 

“Recapitulation cannot be reduced to a rhetorical metaphor, for the summing up in Christ 

is not the same as repeating main headings. Christ’s summing up is ontological in seipso 

as well as an abbreviation in compendio.”126 A holistic appreciation of recapitulation is 

thus necessary for understanding the intricate relationships among all that Christ is 

recapitulating (ontology), and the implications suggested thereby. Think through 

Osborne’s elucidation of the relationship between ontology and ethics. First, consider the 

two primary verses containing the terms recapitulation in Scripture: “The word 

recapitulation or άνακεφαλαιόομαι is used in the New Testament in two distinct ways. It 

describes the ontological perfection of all being in Christ (cf. Eph 1:10). Also, it 

describes the ethical perfection of all law in the love command (Rom 13:9f.).”127 Osborne 

has shown how the structure of Irenaeus’ third book affirms this New Testament focus:   

Book 3 falls into two main parts. The first part (6–15) expounds the unicity of 

God. The second part (16–23) expounds the unicity of Christ, the son of God 

made man in order to sum up his own creation, under three theses: Jesus is truly 

man, truly God and true renewer of Adam. Haer. 3.18–20 bridges the first and 

second claims, declaring Christ to be true man and true God. Recapitulation has 

both ontological and ethical consequences.  It changes reality with a new creation 

                                                           
126 Osborne, “Love of Enemies,” 13. 

 
127 Ibid. 
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and it changes man’s morality from servitude to sonship. The movement is from 

theology to ethics and shows that for Irenaeus the center of each is identical: 

forgiving love, which redeems and perfects mankind upon the cross. In the words 

of the man Jesus (‘Father, forgive them’), the divine image is perfected and 

restored in mankind. The same words express the perfect goodness of the father in 

heaven who sends his sun and rain on good and evil men alike. His sovereign love 

is not conditioned by the moral frailty of those who benefit. The supreme ethical 

act of love is needed to transform man.”128  

 

According to both Osborne and Behr, the love of God, exemplified in the cross, is the 

impetus for understanding the action of God’s work.129 Through Jesus’ recapitulation, the 

creation is renewed, and man is again made a son of God. What is restored in man is 

“likeness.” The concept of likeness is yet another key to understanding the necessary 

implication of Irenaeus’ theology, focusing on the ethical aspect of theosis. Man is called 

to participate in the recapitulation because he is invited to the likeness of the Son. Here is 

the most important take- away: recapitulation is not just about what Christ did for us 

(though this is the foundation), but how we, in consequence, are made like him.   

 Another complementary approach was taken by Hans Urs von Balthasar in The 

Scandal of the Incarnation.  

This short compendium of texts offers non-academic introductions to crucial historical-

redemptive texts in Irenaeus’ recapitulation theory – e.g., “The exchange between God 

and Man,” “Creation in Christ,” and “The Recapitulation of Suffering.” He does not 

                                                           
128 Ibid., 16. 

 
129 Behr, Irenaeus, 92. 
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explain the section headings. Even the chosen texts are supposedly “arbitrary.”130 In the 

introduction, he posits that Irenaeus’ AH is written primarily as a rebuttal of Gnosticism 

so that it is necessary to understand the “main object of Irenaeus’ anti-Gnostic polemic… 

[as] the salvific character of the incarnation of God’s Son and Word.”131 As von 

Balthasar thus emphasizes, the incarnation, of course, being the bridge between the 

divine and spiritual, is centered in Christ. The incarnate Word then becomes the focus of 

all that is being recapitulated. What is even more significant in von Balthasar’s choice of 

this Irenaean text is that the life of Christ is assumed to be the personification of 

recapitulation. That is, in broad terms, the person of Christ recapitulates all. This 

corresponds with the conclusion of the present claim. To understand the life of Christ is 

to understand the recapitulation of all, and particularly the life of man in Christ. In fact, 

when one observes the works of Irenaeus, it becomes clear that the entirety of Christ’s 

incarnate life is offered to humanity for imitation. 

  

                                                           
130 Balthasar, The Scandal, 10. 

 
131 Ibid.,  4. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE CASE FOR PARTICIPATORY RECAPITULATION 

Irenaeus’ theology can be described as participatory recapitulation. While this need 

not be overemphasized to prove the premise of this essay, in order to proceed with 

humility and clarity and set forth with propriety a means to evaluate the weightiness of 

the arguments, it still needs to be recalled. What the essay presents here does take a little 

imagination because, as Behr has pointed out, “Irenaeus is not interested in such 

interiority.”132 Instead, he is primarily interested in defending the apostolic message or 

canon of truth against Gnostic and/or heretical tendencies,133 or in the context of the 

formation of human growth, “fashioning of the handiwork of God into a full human 

being.”134 

Thus, spirituality that rests in the dogma of Christ’s life is indisputable for any 

catholic thinker. It is natural to begin an investigation of what constitutes recapitulation 

(which, according to Irenaeus, is a dogmatic issue) in order to glean the spiritual and/or 

soteriological implications. Since the argument is that Jesus became the perfect man and 

thus called humanity to emulate himself, it is fitting that this inquiry closely follow the 

                                                           
132 John Behr, Asceticism, 124. 

 
133 Ibid,. 17.  

 
134 Ibid,. 124. 
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Irenaean worldview. First, it is shown that Jesus took all of humanity to himself.  While 

this Irenaean concept is well known, the focus is upon its implications for participatory 

recapitulation. In this way, even such a long-held understanding may be viewed through a 

fresh lens, and the work of the New Adam appreciated in new ways.   

What follows is the more difficult argument to prove, the one which is central to the 

thesis: Christ is calling humanity to follow and participate in himself, and even more 

demanding, all aspects of himself, according to the model of his recapitulation. Like 

Polycarp, who mirrors Christ’s life in minute detail, so the specificity of Christ’s 

reception of human life demonstrates the degree of participation to which God is calling 

humankind. This is to say, the specific details of Christ’s life are cause for imitation unto 

salvation. 

The argument lends itself to the following syllogistic structure: 

 If Christ recapitulated every aspect of human life (except sin), then humans could 

undergo theosis/salvation through partaking in all aspects of his life. 

 But, indeed, Christ did recapitulate every aspect of human life (except sin). 

 Therefore, humans could undergo theosis/salvation through partaking in all 

aspects of his life. 

Thus, theosis is always a product of recapitulation! The correlation is an exact parallel. If 

Christ recapitulates the baptismal waters, so does the believer. If Christ dies on the cross, 

so does the believer. If Christ is the image and likeness, so are believers, etc. Christ’s 

recapitulatory life is always the mirror and source for partakers of theosis. This is what is 
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meant by participatory recapitulation. Theosis is recapitulating the life of Christ, to take 

what he has recapitulated and to participate in it. Theosis is not limited to categories of 

ontology or ethics. It is not a coincidence that Irenaeus’ hermeneutic and worldview are 

Christocentric. Neither is it a coincidence that when Irenaeus wants to talk about 

soteriology, it is always connected with recapitulatory actions or states of being in Christ. 

One could perhaps maintain that this argument is still only inductive, only an implication. 

I agree, but so are all historical arguments, and the patterns of consistency are sufficient 

to offer a justifiable defense. All theosis is participation in the recapitulating life of 

Christ. Theosis is assuredly justified because of recapitulation. The believer relives, 

summarizes, and repeats the life that Christ perfectly relived – i.e., he or she recapitulates 

the life of Christ. This, of course, is “not from our own nature” (Haer. 5.2.3), but by 

God’s grace. This is what it means to be the body of Christ. The believer is substantially 

a participant in recapitulation by partaking of Christ, who recapitulated the world.  

Jesus recapitulated all of humanity so that all humankind would recapitulate 

Jesus: three sub-points support this argument, clearly demonstrating the universal nature 

of Christ’s recapitulation of humanity. Each case adds more precise details to the extent 

of God’s definite plan to save humanity through absorption of his nature with the telos of 

redeeming it in the life of his son.  

1. Jesus is the New Adam.  

2. Jesus underwent all stages of human growth. 

3. All events of Jesus’ life are recapitulating. 
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The Incarnation as the Recapitulation of Adam’s Ontology and Ethics, 

Image and Likeness 

 

In the first section of the work conceptions of likeness and image were broadly 

discussed. In patristic texts likeness is often related to ethics, and participation and image 

to ontology. Moreover, Irenaeus includes the body as part of the image. Clearly, then, if 

there is one idea which links together nearly every theoretician of theosis, it is the 

concept of “likeness” to God. As contemporary theologians Stephen Finlan and Vladimir 

Kharlamov define the word, “theosis refers to the transformation of believers into the 

likeness of God.”135 

 At present, there is hope for further elucidation of Irenaeus’ particular theology 

with clear emphasis upon his implications for participatory recapitulation. Both 

conceptions of likeness and participation are compatible with what Russell labeled the 

ethical and realistic categories, belonging to the broader metaphorical conceptions of 

theosis. Blackwell notes, “Those with a mystical theology who focus upon ascetic and 

philosophical endeavor are in the ‘ethical’ category and are said to emphasize 

‘likeness/imitation,’ whereas those who focus upon the transformation offered by the 

incarnation and the sacraments are in the ‘realist’ category and are said to focus on 

                                                           
135Stephen Finlan and Vladimir Kharlamov, eds., Theosis: Deification in 

Christian Theology, Vol. 1, Princeton Theological Monographs (Eugene, OR: Wipf & 

Stock Pub, 2006), 1. Pseudo-Dionysius. Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works (New 

York: Paulist Press, 1988), 1:3. 
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participation.”136 So while Russell is correct to point out that Irenaeus is interested in the 

realist approach, he would be incorrect if he were to say he is not also attentive to the 

ethical aspect as well. One finds the concept of likeness to be a significant theme in 

Irenaeus’ soteriology. Blackwell links these ideas when he notes that Irenaeus maintains 

“likeness to God through participation.”137 For example, in Against Heresies 5.12.4,138 

Irenaeus moves directly from the spiritual life to the redemption of the flesh. In fact, 

examples could move from ontology to ethics quite often.    

Participation is first accomplished by Christ, so the fundamental implication of 

Irenaeus’ theology is that likeness to Christ necessitates recapitulation. This is salient 

                                                           
136 Blackwell, Christosis, 102. 
137 Ibid., 103. 

 
138 Quotation: 

Now the fruit of the labor of the spirit is the salvation of the flesh, for what 

could the visible fruit of the invisible spirit be if not to make the flesh 

mature and receptive of imperishability? If  then ‘to live in the flesh is the 

fruit of a work for me’, the apostle surely does not despise the substance 

of the flesh when he says ‘putting of your old man with his works’ (Col 

3:9) but indicates the putting of our old way of life  which grows old and 

perishes (Eph 4:22), and therefore he continues, ‘and putting on the new 

man, who renews himself in knowledge according to the image of him 

who created him’ (Col 3:10). When he says ‘who renews himself in 

knowledge,’ he shows that that man who previously found himself in 

ignorance, that is, who did not know God, renews himself by the 

knowledge of him; for the knowledge of God renews man. And in saying 

‘according to the image of him who created him,’ he indicates the 

recapitulation of this man who at the beginning was made after the image 

of God” (Gen 1:26) (Haer. 5.12.4). 
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because, in Irenaeus’ soteriology, it is through recapitulation that human nature is 

restored. This restoration is then extended to individuals by the instrument of the Holy 

Spirit and the partaking in Eucharist according to man’s willing imitation of and 

participation in the life of Christ. 

To conceive of Irenaeus’ anthropology within purely philosophical categories 

would de-emphasize his thought, which was not much given to speculation. As Quasten 

notes, “His mind was not given to theorizing.”139 One ought to conceive of these 

philosophical constructs in light of the very fleshly historical-redemptive economy of 

God via the incarnation. As he focuses upon exegesis of the Irenaean text, Behr 

supplements the importance of this emphasis when he notes, “The text we have been 

principally examining so far, Against the Heresies, while polemical, is also exegetical 

rather than analytical. It demonstrates from Scripture…rather than analyzing the human 

constitution in static, philosophical terms.”140 This is what the present composition of the 

following seeks to accomplish: a biblically focused conception of the incarnation as 

means for understanding participatory recapitulation.   

Of first order, it must be understood that to Irenaeus, Christ always was the image 

bearer: “For He made man the image of God; and the image of God is the Son, after 

whose image man was made: and for this cause He appeared in the end of the times that 

                                                           
139 Quasten, Patrology, 294. 

 
140 Behr, Asceticism, 86. 
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He might show the image (to be) like unto Himself” (Demonstration of the Apostolic 

Preaching, 22).141 This mission of recapitulation was always in place, for it was 

perpetually the plan of God that man would partake in the perfect image, though this did 

not necessitate the fall (cf. Epid.15). 

In the following passage, Irenaeus argues that the incarnation made the whole 

process of salvation possible because the immortal Jesus became a mortal man. This 

process then became reversible – now mortal man can put on immortality:  

“For this [adoption leading to man’s ascension to God] the word of God became 

man, and the Son of God, Son of man, that man, mingled with the word and thus 

receiving adoption, might become a son of God. We could not receive imperishability 

and immortality unless we had been united to imperishability and immortality. And 

how could we have been united with imperishability and immortality unless 

imperishability and immortality had first made what we are, so that what was 

perishable might be absorbed by imperishability and what was mortal by immortality, 

“that we may receive adoption as Sons.” (Haer. 3.19.1) 

 

In simplified terms, the immortal God became a mortal man, absorbing human nature, 

and therefore immortalizing it. He did this so that our human nature, the very same 

substance as his now immortalized human nature, would likewise become immortal. Behr 

expresses the profound implication of this passage: “For Irenaeus, Jesus Christ is, without 

question, everything it is to be God, and everything it is to be man.”142 It is with this 

                                                           
141 N.B. All quotations from Demonstration are taken from Irenaeus, A Discourse 

in Demonstration of the Apostolic Preaching, in the Early Christian Writings,  

http://www.earlychristianwritings.com/text/demonstrationapostolic.html (accessed April 

17, 2018). 
142John Behr, The Way to Nicaea (Crestwood, NY: St Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 

2001), 125–126. 

 

http://www.earlychristianwritings.com/text/demonstrationapostolic.html
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foundation in place, the primacy of the incarnation, that man may be assured he is called 

to recapitulate his true humanity in Christ. After all, “The Word of God, our Lord Jesus 

Christ, through his transcendent love, became what we are, that he might bring us to be 

even what he is himself” (Haer. 5, Pref.). If Christ recapitulated humanity, so ought we. 

Behr further explains that “On the one hand he is the one who creates, fashioning us into 

the image and likeness of God; on the other, he does this by himself being, the Word of 

God – he is made man. Jesus Christ, as God, fashions us into the image and likeness, by 

himself being made man and undergoing Passion. “143 

Irenaeus explicates the process of redeeming humanity, showing that the 

incarnation made possible human nature’s ability to conquer and to rise and to be 

assumed into heaven.  

The Lord was made man in order to be tested, so also he was Word in order to be 

glorified; the Word was quiescent so that he could be tested, dishonored, 

crucified, and died, and the man was absorbed when the lord conquered, endured, 

showed his goodness, rose, was assumed into heaven.” (Haer. 3.19.3) 

 

Note the Word’s humiliation for the sake of man’s exaltation. The movement from Christ 

to the benefit of man dominates the argument. This is the foundation of ontological 

change in human nature due to Christ’s recapitulation. The Word is humiliated, and man 

rises. This exchange is only possible because the Lord proved his human nature worthy 

                                                           
143 Behr, Nicea, 126. Cf. Behr, Asceticism, 23–127. In this way, Behr further 

points out, Irenaeus anticipates Chalcedon. This is noted because again Irenaeus is father 

to catholic theology.   
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of glorification. Jesus is not just taking on human nature – human nature is taking on the 

glory of the Word. 

If Irenaeus ended his argument here, one may contend that man only need 

passively receive the benefits of recapitulation; however, Irenaeus argues this process of 

salvation entails “following” so as to “share in salvation.” Again, free will must be 

maintained to benefit from the recapitulation:  

 He did not order us to follow him because he needed our service but because he 

was offering us salvation. To follow the Savior is to share in salvation, just as to 

follow the light is to perceive the light. Those who are in the light do not 

illuminate the light but are illuminated and made splendid by it. They receive 

nothing to it but receiving benefit are illuminated by the light….This is the glory 

of man, to continue and remain in the service of God. Therefore the Lord said to 

the disciples, ‘you did not choose me but I chose you (John 15:16)’ indicating 

they were not glorifying him by following him but because they followed the Son 

of God they were glorified by him. And again, ‘I want them also to be where I am 

so that they may see my glory” (17:24), not boasting of it but willing to share his 

glory with his disciples [cf. Isa. 43:5–7; Matt 24:28] (Haer. 4.14.1).144 

 

This passage equates “following” and “sharing” in the Savior’s work with the process of 

attaining “salvation/glorification.”  Parallel with the previous reading concerning the 

reception of glory through Christ’s recapitulation of humanity, we see that man must 

partake in “salvation,” in the “light,” through “following” to receive this “glory” (cf. 

Haer. 3:9:1), “and it is also proper, that those which follow on to glory should know Him 

who bestows upon them the gift of glory.” 

                                                           
144 Grant, Irenaeus, 146-147. 
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Irenaeus writes:  

The Lord…would ascend to the height, offering and commending to the Father 

that man who had been found producing in himself the first-fruits of man’s 

resurrection145 so that as the head rose from the dead so also the rest of the body 

of every man who is found in life will rise when the time of his condemnation, 

knit together with its joints and ligaments and made firm by growth from God 
146with each member having its own suitable place in the body (cf. 1 Cor 12:8)… 

This then was God’s generosity. He allowed man to pass through every situation 

and to know death and then to come to the resurrection from the dead… (Haer. 

3.19.3–20.2) 147 

 

And 

 

This is his Word, our Lord Jesus Christ, who in the last times was made man so 

that he might join the end to the beginning, that is, man to God. And therefore the 

prophets (cf. Irenaeus offers proof of texts Bar 3:38, Lk 1:71, 74–75), after 

receiving the prophetic gift from the same Word, predicted his coming in the 

flesh, by which the mingling and communion of God and man was achieved 

according to the good pleasure of the Father…so that, embracing the Spirit of 

God, man might come into the glory of the Father.148 

 

These passages are strung together to demonstrate that this process of recapitulating 

humanity through the Incarnation is very intentional, and its purpose is so man can 

participate in the life of Christ, that man may be saved. In the passage concerning the 

humility of Christ, man undergoes all of the stages of Christ’s life to be glorified. In the 

                                                           
145 Cf.  1 Cor 15:20. 

 
146 Cf. Col 2:19. 

 
147Grant, Irenaeus, 137-138. 

 
148 Ibid., 152. 
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first passage it is “every man who is found in life” that is to benefit from the life of 

Christ. In the last passage, man must embrace the “Spirit of God” to receive the benefit. 

In quoting John 1:18 (three passages above), “No one has ever seen God; the only 

begotten God, who is in the Father’s bosom, has revealed him,” Irenaeus is showing that 

“he showed God to man and man to God, preserving the invisibility of the Father so that 

man would not become a despiser of God but would always have a goal toward which to 

advance, and at the same time making God visible to men through his many ‘economies’ 

so that man might not be totally deprived of God and perish. For the glory of God is the 

living man, and the life of man is the vision of God” (Haer. 4.20.6–7). 

 All of these passages make clear that the life of Christ offers humanity a “goal.” 

This was the purpose of the incarnation. Christ recapitulated humanity so that man might 

imitate Christ. Every aspect of Christ’s life is to be recapitulated by those who desire 

eternal life.  

In the following passage, Irenaeus appears to be arguing that the reason the blood 

of the prophets will be requited is that their blood was participating in the blood which 

Christ recapitulates. In this way, their incarnation of blood saves those prior to the 

incarnation. When Jesus says that 

The blood of every just man shed on the earth will be requited, from the blood of 

just Abel to the blood of Zechariah son of Barachiah…’ He was pointing to the 

future recapitulation in himself of the shedding of the blood of all the just and the 

prophets from the beginning and the requital of their blood through himself. He 

would not have demanded requital unless it was to be saved, and the Lord would 

not have recapitulated these things in himself if he too had not been made flesh 
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and blood in accordance with the first-formed work, thus saving in himself at the 

end what had perished at the beginning with Adam. (Haer. 5.14.1) 

 

Of course, this is also applicable to those who partake in the cross after his incarnation. 

Martyrdom is a participation in the cross of Christ. 

The reverse is also true. If a man does not follow Christ, he does not participate in 

the benefits of the incarnation/recapitulation. Irenaeus’ opponents deny the incarnation to 

their destruction precisely because they do not partake in the Word and thus remain in 

their mortal flesh. They are “ignorant of him who is Immanuel born of the virgin (Isa 

7:14), they are deprived of his gift, which is eternal life, not having received the Word of 

imperishability, they remaining mortal flesh, they are debtors to death, not receiving the 

antidote of life” (Haer.3.19.1).149 

Another key incarnation theme stresses the importance of Christ’s recapitulation 

of Adam. In recapitulating Adam, Christ recapitulated all of humanity (Haer. 3. 21.9–

22.3; Epid. 32–33). Second Temple Jews and early Christians were quite aware there are 

religious ties passed from parents to their children, though determining how this 

transmission works was and remains by no means obvious. Is it spiritual? Covenantal? 

Biological? Does it occasion blessings or curses? Arguably, historical critics and 

theologians are still working towards normative answers; thus, the waters are still a bit 

murky. The words of St. John the Baptist serve to illustrate the point, and also would 

                                                           
149 Grant, Irenaeus, 136-137. 
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have given early Christians a place of departure in hearkening to the new dispensation of 

God’s dealings with all people: “Do not presume to say to yourselves, ‘We have 

Abraham as our ancestor;’ for I tell you, God is able from these stones to raise up 

children to Abraham” (Matt 3:9). This statement presumes that some Jews supposed that 

having the ancestral patrimony of Abraham somehow put them in a place of superiority. 

Josephus is aware of at least three Jewish interpretations of patrimonial relation to 

election and justification.150 N.T. Wright has argued that this may well have been Paul’s 

central difficulty with persuading Jews of the Second Temple period that justification is 

by faith and not through “Jewishness”– e.g., “circumcision” or the past merits of one’s 

fathers.151 Still, early Christians were quite sure that the covenantal aspect of the New 

Testament remained intact (cf. Acts 2:39). In the same way that the blessing of the 

covenant applied to the children of Israel, it applied to those who accepted the Messiah in 

faith. Early Christians did not depart from understanding the importance between their 

ancestors and their own experiences, as is suggested in Pauline conceptions of “spiritual 

children,” “new Israel” motifs, adoption language, and even early patristic conceptions of 

a “third race.”152 Conversely, the curse also continued. Paul makes this explicit in 

                                                           
150 Jonathan Klawans, Josephus and the Theologies of Ancient Judaism, Reprint 

ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 61–66. 

 
151 N. T. Wright, Justification: God’s Plan and Paul’s Vision, New ed. (Downers 

Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2016). 

 
152 Cf. Behr, Asceticism, 3. 
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Romans 5:12. How early Christians attempted to explain the spread of the “original sin” 

theme was diverse as well. Even today, one can find a host of debates among Orthodox, 

Catholics, Calvinists, Arminians, and the rest. In North Africa, Augustine is famous for 

taking the argument in a new direction which would impact future Western Christians 

right up to the present. St. Vincent of Lerins may even have written his famous 

Commonitory to undercut Augustine’s supposed novelty.  

To what extent Irenaeus is aware of Second Temple, biblical, and developing 

Christian perceptions is difficult to state with certainty. His teaching is a polyphonic 

contribution of the catholic faithful, but he was living in a very early stage of the 

development of Christian doctrine. Most certainly his commitment to St. Paul in this 

matter is prominent. Nevertheless, warns Blackwell, Irenaeus’ use of Pauline texts does 

not emphasize so much his “In Christ” language but rather image and likeness, to explain 

the human/divine relationship. Additionally, his use of Paul is broad, as opposed to 

focusing on one or two critical passages.153 To make matters more difficult, one may 

heed the voluminous literature discussing Paul’s meaning of justification and other such 

related themes. What we can say with confidence, however, is that Irenaeus is very 

influenced by Paul. This only makes sense, seeing that it is Paul who most clearly 

delineates the New Testament concept of the Adamic curse and the new Adamic 

blessings. Irenaeus’ commitment is testified to by his vast usage of the Pauline corpus 

                                                           
153 Blackwell, Christosis, 69–70. 
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and especially his ability to focus on and interpret the most relevant passages therein. 

Moreover, his vision of a dual physical and spiritual patrimony follows closely with St. 

Paul’s view of salvation by faith. There can be no doubt that the human race was cursed 

through Adam’s transgression, but the work of Christ can successfully reverse this curse, 

and there are both ontological and ethical data to support the case. Congruently, Irenaeus’ 

synchronic vision of Christ allows him seamlessly to string together diverse biblical 

themes, all of which demonstrate that Jesus has genuinely brought all humanity into 

himself, thereby reclaiming humanity as his own. The key protagonists in the 

redemption-historical perspective are quite fittingly Jesus and the Virgin Mary. However, 

it should be noted that the Devil also imitates Christ, even recapitulating his children as 

Christ recapitulates his.  

What Irenaeus reveals is that humankind was cursed through Adam’s sin and the 

result was a universal epidemic of participation in Adam’s death: “all of us were tied and 

bound up with death through his disobedience” (Epid. 31; cf. Haer. 3. 21.9–22.3; Epid. 

32–33). This transpired according to the mode of partaking of the Adamic nature. Christ, 

the new Adam, restores the blessings by partaking in our human nature. The parallel 

reversal needs to be stressed because now man, in reverse (just like in the curse), partakes 

in the nature of Adam/Christ by participating in his life. The first Adam was physical 

while the last is spiritual (Haer. 3.22.3; cf.1 Cor 15: 45–8; Gen 2:7). Commenting on 

Against Heresies 5.1.3, Behr concludes, “Now through the incarnation, the union of the 

Word and Spirit with the ancient substance of Adam’s formation, man has the 
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opportunity to be made alive again – this time, however, in the spiritual one, himself also 

becoming spiritual.”154 

Concerning the mechanics, there is first the necessity of Christ taking on a 

common nature with his original creation. There is both a positive and a negative reason 

for this incarnation. If God were to make from the ground a new human race, then this 

one, the children of Adam, would not be given life. In other words, they would 

experience spiritual extinction. They would not partake in immortality. Additionally, 

Irenaeus argues that the physical and redemption-historical aspects of Christ’s incarnation 

are necessary to illustrate that humanity is to be saved through the incarnation. In 

Irenaeus’ own words: 

He recapitulated in himself the work originally fashioned, because, just as through 

disobedience of one man sin came in, and through sin death prevailed (Rom 5:12, 

19), so also through obedience of one man justice was brought in and produced 

the fruit of life for the men formerly dead. And as the first fashioned Adam 

received his substance from the uncultivated and still virgin (“for God had not yet 

rained and man had not yet worked the earth, Gen. 2:5) and was fashioned by the 

hand of God (Ps. 119:73), that is, by the Word of God, for ‘everything was made 

through him’ (John 1:3) and ‘the Lord took dust from the earth and fashioned man 

(Gen. 2:7), thus the Word, recapitulating Adam in himself, from Mary still virgin 

rightly received the generation that is the recapitulation of Adam. If then the first 

Adam (1 Cor. 15:45) had had a man for father and had been born of the seed of 

man, the heretics could rightly say that the second Adam (15:47) was generated 

by Joseph. But if the first Adam was taken from the earth and fashioned by the 

Word of God, it was necessary that the Word himself, working in himself the 

recapitulation of Adam, possessed a like origin. One might object, why did God 

not take dust anew and why did he make what he fashioned proceed from Mary? 

So that there would not be another fashioning nor another work fashioned to be 

saved but that the same being might be recapitulated, with the likeness preserved 

(Haer. 3.22.2). Why would Christ have come down into her if he was to receive 

                                                           
154 Behr, Asceticism, 60. Cf. 62. 
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nothing from her? . . . All these signs are of the flesh taken from the earth, which 

he recapitulated in himself, saving what he had formed (3.22.3). This is why Luke 

presents a genealogy of seventy-two generations from the birth of our Lord back 

to Adam (Luke 3:23–38), linking the end to the beginning and indicating that he 

is the one who recapitulated in himself, with Adam, all the nations and languages 

and generations of men dispersed after Adam. Therefore Paul calls Adam the 

‘figure of the one to come’ (Rom. 5:14) because the Word, Fashioner of all, 

performed in Adam the future divine plan for humanity around the Son of God, 

since God first predestined the psychic-man, obviously to be saved by the 

spiritual. Since he who would save pre-existed, what would be saved had to come 

into existence so that the saving one would not be in vain. (Haer. 3.21.9)155 

 

In Against Heresies 3. 21.9–10, Irenaeus’ interpretation of Romans 5 follows closely with 

the interpretation of Paul’s explanation of the economy of God. Hence, Irenaeus nearly 

quotes him verbatim.  We keep in mind Irenaeus’ synchronic and diachronic caveat, 

“Since he who would save pre-existed, what would be saved had to come into existence 

so that the saving one would not be in vain” (Haer. 3.22.3).  Jesus is always correcting 

the mistake of Adam, or from an Irenaean vantage point, rendering his type (Adam) 

ineffective. Even though Adam’s disobedience brought sin and death, Jesus’ obedience 

brings justice and life (Haer. 5.16.3). From Irenaeus’ perspective, it may be suggested 

that Jesus, the type, precedes Adam and thus renders his losses obsolete. Of course, 

Paul’s synchronic theology is displayed inasmuch as he affirms that those saints before 

Jesus were partakers of Jesus. Irenaeus emphasizes the idea that all dispensations are 

being recapitulated in Christ. This leads Behr to suggest, “It seems probable that it was 

Irenaeus who first used the term [economia] to refer to a singular, universal sense, 

                                                           
155 Grant, Irenaeus, 139. 
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bringing together all of the various aspects of this relationship into one all-embracing 

divine plan or economy.”156 

In consequence of man being a living, growing, maturing being, that the 

substantial or natural recapitulation of Adam entails the redemptio-historical unfolding of 

his plot must be assumed. This is only natural. We modern men may understand the 

nature of Adam as quite distinct from history, but history is the story of Adam’s nature in 

conformity or disconformity with the original godlike nature given him. This must be 

expected because each and every man, woman, and child is the natural heir of Adam, and 

a continuation of his personhood. Thus, we find that when Irenaeus claims that Jesus took 

on the substance of Adam, this is a way of offering a new lens for understanding man’s 

history: what we thought was man’s plight for thousands of years, is, upon closer 

examination, the story of God saving man for thousands of years. Christ was 

recapitulating man’s historical presence, setting all things right, living the same life, but 

in sanctification. 

Irenaeus teaches that Jesus must be born of the Virgin Mary because he must 

recapitulate the very same substance of man if he is to save him. Commenting on Against 

Heresies 4.11.2, Behr explains that plasma “handiwork” denotes  

The materiality of man, the fact that man is made from earth, from mud. Human 

beings are, for Irenaeus, inherently and profoundly fleshy and earthy; they are 

skillfully fashioned mud; furthermore, the term plasma indicates the solidarity of 

the whole human race in Adam.157 

                                                           
156 Behr, Asceticism, 33. 
157 Ibid., 38. 
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Moreover, in Against Heresies 3.22.2–3, Irenaeus explains the physiological necessity for 

Christ to have taken this Adamic handiwork to himself in the incarnation.  He points out 

that Jesus could not originate as a new lump of dirt, but had to be taken from Mary 

because this was the only way recapitulation could preserve the original matter of man’s 

creation. It is the only way the human race, seeded from Adam and Eve, could be saved. 

He had to take Mary’s human substance. If God were to make Jesus from the dirt, as he 

did with Adam, then he would be starting over with a new race. Irenaeus is convinced 

this would not save humanity. This is because the physical substance of the children of 

Adam must be restored. In becoming the new Adam he is somehow substantially taking 

the whole material of humankind unto himself. He is becoming the human in perfection. 

This relates directly to Irenaeus’ understanding of the “image” of God in man. For man to 

be restored, his image must be maintained, and for Irenaeus, image is physical. Donavan 

explains Irenaeus’ theology of image in the following passage: 

In the Irenaean schema, the image of God in the person is in the flesh. This sense 

of image corresponds to form, and form inheres only in matter. Both the Gnostics 

and the later Alexandrian Fathers hold that the image is in the spiritual part of the 

human being. Irenaeus rejects this possibility explicitly. Consequently, the image 

of God in the human being must exist in matter, that is, in our very flesh.158 

 

Significantly, because God is Spirit, it is the Son via the incarnation who reveals the 

image of God (cf. Epid. 22). 

                                                           
158 Donovan, “Alive to the Glory of God,” 294. 
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This point serves to further yet another; Irenaeus’ anthropology affirms the 

salvation of all components of man: flesh, soul, and spirit. His Christian anthropology 

may loosely be described as a trichotomy, though he asserts very particular nuances.159 

                                                           
159 Cf. Behr, Asceticism, 98–115. A brief synopsis is found in a string of passages 

I have brought together, but the reader should keep in mind that this passage speaks of 

the believer. This is important to note because for Irenaeus (I should note, in keeping 

with participatory recapitulation) true humanity is only that humanity which participates 

in Christ, the image and likeness bearer. Additionally, there is debate over whether the 

unbeliever has (living) spirit, or if this is a gift given only to the believer. 

 

 Now God shall be glorified in His handiwork, fitting it so as to be conformable 

to, and modeled after, His own Son. For by the hands of the Father, that is, by the 

Son and the Holy Spirit, man, and not [merely] a part of man, was made in the 

likeness of God. Now the soul and the spirit are certainly a part of the man, but 

certainly not the man; for the perfect man consists in the commingling and the 

union of the soul receiving the spirit of the Father, and the admixture of that 

fleshly nature which was molded after the image of God…But when the spirit 

here blended with the soul is united to [God’s] handiwork, the man is rendered 

spiritual and perfect because of the outpouring of the Spirit, and this is he who 

was made in the image and likeness of God. But if the Spirit be wanting to the 

soul, he who is such is indeed of an animal nature, and being left carnal, shall be 

an imperfect being, possessing indeed the image [of God] in his formation (in 

plasmate), but not receiving the similitude through the Spirit (Haer. 5.6.1)… But 

where the Spirit of the Father is, there is a living man; [there is] the rational blood 

preserved by God for the avenging [of those that shed it]; [there is] the flesh 

possessed by the Spirit, forgetful indeed of what belongs to it, and adopting the 

quality of the Spirit, being made conformable to the Word of God. And on this 

account he (the apostle) declares, “As we have borne the image of him who is of 

the earth, we shall also bear the image of Him who is from heaven.” What, 

therefore, is the earthly? That which was fashioned and what is the heavenly? The 

Spirit (Haer. 5.9.3)… As, therefore, when the wild olive has been engrafted, if it 

remain in its former condition, viz., a wild olive, it is “cut off, and cast into the 

fire;” but if it takes kindly to the graft, and is changed into the good olive-tree, it 

becomes a fruit-bearing olive, planted, as it were, in a king’s park (paradiso): so 

likewise men, if they do truly progress by faith towards better things, and receive 

the Spirit of God (Haer. 5.10.1). 
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Because man must be wholly redeemed, Christ must completely recapitulate these 

components of man. If participatory recapitulation is part of Irenaeus’ theology, we 

should expect men to participate in the restoration of these tri-fold components. Of 

course, we do find man participating in the image/flesh, the mind of Christ, and the Spirit 

of Christ. 

In vv. 3.22.3, Irenaeus appeals to Luke’s genealogy, efficiently correlating both 

historical and physiological redemptive themes. In this way, every single generation and 

nation, from Adam on, is recapitulated in Christ. He substantiates this interpretation by 

offering broader biblical support: “The Lord, becoming the First-born of the dead [Col 

1:18] and receiving the ancient Fathers into his bosom, regenerated them into the life of 

God, himself becoming the first of the living because Adam had become the first of the 

dead” (3.22.4).160 Christ became the “first of the living” while Adam was “first of the 

dead,” which is why in Matthew 19:30 Jesus teaches, “The first shall be last.” Moreover, 

Jesus’ reversal of time, so to speak, fulfills the prophecy of Psalm 45:16, “In the place of 

the fathers that they were, they became your sons.” And, “This is why Luke (3:23–38) 

began his genealogy with the Lord to trace it back from him to Adam, thus indicating that 

the fathers did not give life to the Lord, but he regenerated them in the Gospel of life” 

(Haer. 3.22.4).161 

                                                           

 
160Grant, Irenaeus, 140-141. 

 
161Ibid.  
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One reason for recapitulating Adam is naturally reversing the effects of Adam’s 

sin, the dominance of death and the authority of the devil. This is explicit both in the 

cross of Christ and the obedience of Mary. The story of the New Adam would be 

incomplete without the story of the New Eve. Mary, as the Church has so often taught us, 

offers more than a picture of godliness, but is an archetype of Holy Church. One reads in 

Haer. 3.22.4, “What has been tied cannot be loosed unless one reverses the ties of the 

knot so that the first ties are undone by the second, and the second free the first: thus it 

happens that the first tie is unknotted by the second and the second has the place of a tie 

for the first.” Both Mary and Jesus untie the first knots, and become the new ties. “Like 

the Lord, the Virgin Mary is found obedient when she says, ‘Behold your servant, Lord, 

may it be for me according to your word’” (Luke 1:38). Mary’s obedience is contrasted 

with Eve’s disobedience. The parallels between the two show that Mary is recapitulating 

Eve. They were both virgins. Both were responsible for the circumstances of their 

children. Eve’s disobedience led to death, but Mary’s obedience “became the cause of 

salvation for herself and the whole human race.” Thus “the knot of Eve’s disobedience 

was loosed by Mary’s obedience, for what the virgin Eve had bound by her unfaith, the 

Virgin Mary loosed by her faith.” Similarly, the Lord, through a tree, unbound Adam’s 

knot, which was bound by his disobedience through a tree (Haer. 5.18.3; cf. 33). 

There has been plenty of debate over the strangeness of Mary’s part in the 

recapitulation. Offering one possible interpretation, M. C. Steenberg notes, “Her part in 

the process of recapitulation is seemingly presented as both necessary (Cf. Epid. 33) and 
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yet redundant.”162 Steenberg argues that man (Christ/Adam) needs a helper (Mary/Eve) in 

order to recapitulate humanity (note this is going beyond affirming Mary as Theotokos), 

so “the cooperation with Christ of an obedient human person in the recapitulation of 

humanity is not only poetically and aesthetically artful, but in fact genuinely necessary if 

the whole effect of the disobedience in Paradise is to be overcome.”163 Even though Mary 

(perhaps in a unique way) is necessary for recapitulation, she is not Christ. This is to say, 

not only Christ can recapitulate (which is an essential point for the present thesis). 

Furthermore, even the Devil can recapitulate, as is demonstrated in his attempt to 

recapitulate evil in the life of the antichrist (Haer.5.24.2–30.4). This is even true with the 

Gnostics. “Their doctrine is a recapitulation of all the heretics” (Haer. 4.Pr.2). One may 

even argue they hereby recapitulate the father of false teaching, the Devil. This would, in 

turn, produce a kind of evil participatory recapitulation. Of course, this participation in 

the Devil’s recapitulation still entails that the Devil has primacy, inasmuch as his 

followers depend upon his ability to encapsulate all evil. Likewise, even Mary needs 

Christ to recapitulate her (Epid. 31), yet she still participates in the process of 

recapitulation. Furthermore, as she is a type of the Church, could Irenaeus have in mind, 

and/or could the Spirit be revealing, that the Church is called now to recapitulate Mary as 

                                                           
162 M. C. Steenberg, “The Role of Mary as Co-recapitulator in St Irenaeus of 

Lyons,” Vigiliae Christianae 58, no. 2 (2004): 131. 

 
163 Ibid., 137. 
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well, a helper (bride) of Christ in the process of recapitulation of relationship between 

God and humanity? 

The positive result of Christ’s recapitulation of Adam is life again. In Against 

Heresies 5.21.1, Irenaeus notes,  

“So in recapitulating everything he recapitulated our war against the enemy. He 

called forth and defeated the one who at the beginning in Adam had led us 

captive, and he trod on his head [Gen. 3:15 cf. Gal. 4:4]…For the enemy would 

not justly have been overcome had not the one who defeated him been ‘born of a 

women.’ He controlled man through a woman, having set himself from the 

beginning as the foe of man. Therefore the Lord acknowledged himself as Son of 

man, recapitulating in himself that primal man from whom the formation of 

woman was made, so that as through the defeated man our race went down to 

death, so again through man the victor we might ascend to life, and as death won 

the prize over us by a man, so again by a man we might win the prize over death.” 
164 

 

The process of new life is only made possible by the recapitulation of the new 

Adam; however, this process of “Ascend[ing] to Life” is actualized through man’s 

willing participation in his life, via the Holy Spirit (Haer. 5.20.2; Epid. 42; 90–96) and 

the Sacraments of Initiation, e.g., image/flesh. Free will is not simply the instrument by 

which one attains to the benefit, but to participation itself, inasmuch as man becomes like 

God by the exercise of free will (Epid 11; Haer. 4.37.4; 5.29.1). Behr explains, “To be 

human is to be in the image of God, and this implies acting and behaving like and in a 

manner appropriate to the image of God, and so necessitates being free.”165 Men must 

                                                           
164 Grant, Irenaeus, 173. 

 
165 Behr, Asceticism, 91. Comparably, on page 44, John Behr also explains that 

free will is necessarily exercised in the attainment of “immortality.” 
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first exercise faith before receiving the benefits of the recapitulation, even if one has 

already been recapitulated. When Irenaeus wants to explain the means of benefitting from 

Christ’s work he appeals to the ethical (life in the Spirit) and ontological (partaking in the 

body of Christ) modes side by side, thereby linking theosis with recapitulation: Christ 

recapitulated all reality, so reality could recapitulate Christ, taking his divine presence 

into itself, becoming united with Christ. 

Thus we learn from Against Heresies 5.12.1–4166 that Adam’s breath is 

recapitulated by the breath of the Spirit. The new breath of the Spirit gives eternal life, 

                                                           

 
166Haer. 5.12.1 records the following Text:  

For as the flesh is capable of corruption, so is it also of incorruption; and as it is of 

death, so is it also of life. These two do mutually give way to each other, and both 

cannot remain in the same place, but one is driven out by the other, and the 

presence of the one destroys that of the other. If, then, when death takes 

possession of a man, it drives life away from him, and proves him to be dead, 

much more does life, when it has obtained power over the man, drive out death, 

and restore him as living unto God. For if death brings mortality, why should not 

life, when it comes, vivify man? . . . Thus that former life is expelled, because it 

was not given by the Spirit, but by the breath. 5.12.2. For the breath of life, which 

also rendered man an animated being, is one thing, and the vivifying Spirit 

another, which also caused him to become spiritual. And for this reason Isaiah 

said, “Thus saith the LORD, who made heaven and established it, who founded 

the earth and the things therein, and gave breath to the people upon it, and Spirit 

to those walking upon it;” thus telling us that breath is indeed given in common to 

all people upon earth, but that the Spirit is theirs alone who tread down earthly 

desires. And therefore Isaiah himself, distinguishing the things already mentioned, 

again exclaims, “For the Spirit shall go forth from Me, and I have made every 

breath.” Thus does he attribute the Spirit as peculiar to God which in the last 

times He pours forth upon the human race by the adoption of sons; but [he shows] 

that breath was common throughout the creation, and points it out as something 

created. Now what has been made is a different thing from him who makes it. The 

breath, then, is temporal, but the Spirit eternal. The breath, too, increases [in 
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strength] for a short period, and continues for a certain time; after that it takes its 

departure, leaving its former abode destitute of breath. But when the Spirit 

pervades the man within and without, inasmuch as it continues there, it never 

leaves him. “But that is not first which is spiritual,” says the apostle, speaking this 

as if with reference to us human beings; “but that is first which is animal, 

afterwards that which is spiritual,” in accordance with reason. For there had been 

a necessity that, in the first place, a human being should be fashioned, and that 

what was fashioned should receive the soul; afterwards that it should thus receive 

the communion of the Spirit. Wherefore also “the first Adam was made” by the 

Lord “a living soul, the second Adam a quickening spirit.” As, then, he who was 

made a living soul forfeited life when he turned aside to what was evil, so, on the 

other hand, the same individual, when he reverts to what is good, and receives the 

quickening Spirit, shall find life.  

 

Against Heresies 5.12.3. reads:  

 

For it is not one thing which dies and another which is quickened, as neither is it 

one thing which is lost and another which is found, but the Lord came seeking for 

that same sheep which had been lost. What was it, then, which was dead? 

Undoubtedly it was the substance of the flesh; the same, too, which had lost the 

breath of life, and had become breathless and dead. This same, therefore, was 

what the Lord came to quicken, that as in Adam we do all die, as being of an 

animal nature, in Christ we may all live, as being spiritual, not laying aside God’s 

handiwork, but the lusts of the flesh, and receiving the Holy Spirit.  

As the apostle says in the Epistle to the Colossians: “Mortify, therefore, 

your members which are upon the earth.” And what these are he himself explains: 

“Fornication, uncleanness, inordinate affection, evil concupiscence; and 

covetousness, which is idolatry.” The laying aside of these is what the apostle 

preaches; and he declares that those who do such things, as being merely flesh 

and blood, cannot inherit the kingdom of heaven. For their soul, tending towards 

what is worse, and descending to earthly lusts, has become a partaker in the same 

designation which belongs to these [lusts, viz., “earthly”]. 

And it is this that the apostle commands us to lay aside, he says in the 

same Epistle, “Cast ye off the old man with his deeds.” But when he said this, he 

does not remove away the ancient formation [of man]; for in that case it would be 

incumbent on us to rid ourselves of its company by committing suicide.  5.12.4. 

But the apostle himself also, being one who had been formed in a womb, and had 

issued thence, wrote to us, and confessed in his Epistle to the Philippians that “to 

live in the flesh was the fruit of [his] work;” thus expressing himself. Now the 

final result of the work of the Spirit is the salvation of the flesh. For what other 
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whereas the old (due to sin) gives death. Furthermore, by quoting the exhortation in 

Colossians to “Mortify, therefore, your members which are upon the earth” and “put ye 

on the new man,” Irenaeus interprets that otherwise one “participates” with the old man 

and does not participate in the recapitulating Spirit. He is demonstrating that 

recapitulation is not a passive reception on man’s part. One partakes of the recapitulation 

of the Holy Spirit through an act of the will. This again demonstrates that recapitulation is 

not exclusively the work of Christ; man must partake of the Spirit by choice. 

Recapitulation and theosis are two sides of the same coin. 

One should take further note of the telos of this process. It is, as Irenaeus 

understands Paul, for the aim of “imag[ing] of the Creator.” Thus, Irenaeus concludes this 

section by noting that “he sets forth the recapitulation of the same man, who was at the 

beginning made after the likeness of God.” In this way, “likeness [is] preserved.” The 

likeness is preserved not only for man’s recapitulation but so that man may freely choose 

                                                           

visible fruit is there of the invisible Spirit, than the rendering of the flesh mature 

and capable of incorruption? If then [he says], “To live in the flesh, this is the 

result of labor to me,” he did not surely condemn the substance of flesh in that 

passage where he said, “Put ye off the old man with his works;” but he points out 

that we should lay aside our former conversation, that which waxes old and 

becomes corrupt; and for this reason he goes on to say, “And put ye on the new 

man, that which is renewed in knowledge, after the image of Him who created 

him.” In this, therefore, that he says, “which is renewed in knowledge,” he 

demonstrates that he, the selfsame man who was in ignorance in times past, that 

is, in ignorance of God, is renewed by that knowledge which has respect to Him. 

For the knowledge of God renews man. And when he says, “after the image of the 

Creator,” he sets forth the recapitulation of the same man, who was at the 

beginning made after the likeness of God. 
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to partake in the likeness of Christ. The kind of likeness to which Irenaeus is here 

referring when conceptualizing human freedom is homoiotès. Mary Ann Dobos refers to 

this as “similitude.”167 This participatory schema is explicit in Against Heresies 3:20.2: 

He, too, ‘was made in the likeness of sinful flesh,’ to condemn sin, and to cast it, 

as now a condemned thing, away beyond the flesh, but that He might call man 

forth into His own likeness, assigning him as [His own] imitator to God, and 

imposing on him His Father’s law, in order that he may see God, and granting 

him power to receive the Father; [being] the Word of God who dwelt in man, and 

became the Son of man, that He might accustom man to receive God, and God to 

dwell in man, according to the good pleasure of the Father. 

 

In other words, by Christ’s recapitulation of the likeness, mankind may imitate Christ to 

participate in his likeness, so that man may “receive God” or “see God,” – e.g., be 

saved/theosis.168 Bebis contends that while Irenaeus distinguishes between likeness and 

image in man, he does not make this distinction with Christ, who is by nature a 

Pneumatic.169 Through participation in Christ man is completed, so the distinction is no 

longer of import. This is contended in the following passage 

                                                           
167 Donovan, “Alive in Christ,” 294. 

 
168 See Ibid,. 289., Where the vision of God is the means of participating in 

incorruption. Donavan writes,  

“incorruption comes from seeing God [.This] is at the heart of the Irenaean 

teaching here. Why is incorruption a consequence of the divine vision? This 

seems to be Irenaeus’ meaning: as see-ers of light are in the light, so see-ers of 

God are in God. The see-ers of light who are in light share in light’s brightness 

(claritas), and in a similar way the seers of God who are in God share in the divine 

splendor (claritas).”  

 
169 Bebis, “The Pneumatology of St Irenaeus,” 23–25. 
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The recapitulation of human beings in Christ becomes possible through their 

identification with him. Faithful people become Pneumatics by grace through 

their union with Christ. Christ gives the loyal people the gift of the Spirit that 

makes salvation possible (AH, 5.7.2–3). This is Irenaeus’ gospel…They possess 

not only the imago but also the similitudo, by receiving the Spirit (AH, 5.6.1 and 

5.1.3). 170 

 

Commenting on Against Heresies 4, Preface 4.20.1, Behr notes that for Irenaeus, the 

creation of man ‘in the image’ is intimately connected with the Son, the Image, and His 

revelation to man of what the image of God in truth is. Man was created by the hands of 

God, the Son and the Spirit, so as to grow to become as the very image of God.”171 

Blackwell stresses that moral growth is emphasized in Irenaeus’ conception of attaining 

likeness because this is man’s telos: “The anthropological culmination of salvation is a 

restoration of the image and likeness of God in humanity.”159 Furthermore, this telos is 

“in Christ. 

While the biblical and patristic relation among the Eucharist, baptism, and 

participation in Christ has already been examined in the first section, emphasizing the 

apostolic tradition Irenaeus received, Irenaeus’ writings are here treated with more direct 

care, so as to make clear the point that the believer must willingly participate in the work 

of Christ’s recapitulation if he is to benefit from Christ’s redemptive work.  

                                                           
170Ibid., 56 

 
171John Behr, “Irenaeus AH 3.23.5; The Ascetical Ideal,” St Vladimir’s 

Theological Quarterly 37, no. 4 (1993): 308. 
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Bebis points out that Gnostic ecclesiology considers Church rituals as irrelevant 

for redemption. The real “baptism” of truth is the renunciation of the evil world of the 

Inferior God172 or a second spiritual baptism. Irenaeus’ sacramentality is in clear 

distinction, emphasizing the redemption of the body:  

Neither could we, being many, be made one in Christ Jesus without the water 

from heaven…By the washing, our bodies have received that unity which is 

towards incorruptibility, while our souls have received it from the Spirit…by 

showing and promising [the Samaritan woman] living water…having in herself a 

drink welling up to eternal life [John 4:14], [a Drink] which the Lord received as a 

gift from the Father, and himself gives  to those who are partakers of himself, 

sending the Holy Spirit upon the earth (Haer. 3.17.2; cf. Baptism: Epid. 7; Haer. 

2.24.4). 

 

Behr notes that “The Spirit is the author of communal unity in Christ and of man’s 

personal and bodily cohesion,” and most significantly, “the believer also becomes a 

source of living water”173 (cf. Epid.3). Emphasis: by partaking in the holy water, one 

becomes a conduit of holy water.     

Concerning the Eucharist, Irenaeus notes, “he declared that the cup from the 

creation is his blood, out of which he makes our blood increase, and the bread from the 

creation of his body, out of which he makes our body grow” (Haer. 5.2.2–5.1). Keeping 

in mind the previous discussion which acknowledged that Irenaeus’ anthropology affirms 

that the physical substance of man is the image of God, and thus the centrality of the 

holistic nature of the incarnation and redemption (cf. esp. Haer. 5.2.2–3.), the reader 

                                                           
172 Bebis, “The Pneumatology of St Irenaeus,” 63.  

 
173 Behr, Asceticism, 68–69. 
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should consider how the recapitulation relates to the Eucharist (Haer. 4.18.5).174 Namely, 

Irenaeus taught that Jesus recapitulated the creation, bread, and wine, gave it to man as 

the substance of his body. Joel R. Kurz’ exposition of Irenaeus, in light of Wingren, 

beautifully explains the process: 

Christ revealed the creator “using the Creation” in the flesh of his incarnation, so 

in his Eucharist does he reveal the creator “utilizing the Creation.” The incarnate 

Lord who sanctified bread and wine for his Eucharist is the very one who wrought 

their source in creation: he is the Word made flesh, “the Verbum through which 

the vine bears its fruit, the springs flow, and the earth has strength to produce the 

stalk, the ear of corn, and the grain of wheat for bread,” and the Eucharist is “an 

extension of His creative energy.” Christ’s consecration of the bread as his body 

and the wine as his blood testifies to his true Sonship (AH. 4.33.2) and declares 

his own agency in creation. The Eucharist thus establishes the faith of the church 

and imparts to humankind the very divine life of the creator through the life of 

creation…The elements themselves demonstrate the culmination of creation: the 

creator brings the wheat and grapes to maturation, and humans initiate the 

processes through which they emerge as new substances – water being essential 

for the unitive transformation… By joining the created to the creator, they 

bespeak the summation of all things.175 

 

Man, and indeed the whole church, in return, takes his body into himself, thereby 

partaking of his recapitulated creation, so becoming part of the incarnate Christ (cf. Haer. 

3.17.2). Irenaeus notes: “The beautiful elect tower being also raised everywhere. For the 

illustrious church is [now] everywhere, and everywhere is the winepress digged” 

(Haer.4.36.2). Irenaeus’ doctrine of the Eucharist makes explicit the doctrine of the real 

                                                           

 
175 Joel R. Kurz, “The Gifts of Creation and the Consummation of Humanity: 

Irenaeus of Lyons’ Recapitulatory Theology of the Eucharist,” Worship 83, no. 2 (March 

2009): 114–116; Cf. Gustaf Wingren, Man and the Incarnation: a Study in the Biblical 

Theology of Irenaeus (Eugene, Oregon: Wipf & Stock Pub, 2004), 13.   
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body of Christ that the recapitulation is substantial. Commenting on this passage, Kurz 

explicitly affirms (whether intentionally or not) that man willingly “partakes” of the 

recapitulation, 

The church is portrayed as the winepress, present throughout creation, in which 

humankind is recapitulated into the new wine of Christ [cff. 3.11.5, 4.36.2]. The 

gifts of creation, given by Christ in his Eucharist, are indeed the means through 

which humanity partakes of Christ’s recapitulation. The Eucharist manifests the 

unity of action between creator and creature, for “those who are in the church are 

recipients.”176[Furthermore] While cosmic in scope, recapitulation takes place in 

the realm of the church through the sacrament. The Eucharist, therefore, is the 

very nexus between humanity and the incarnate One, between the creation and 

consummation of all things. The same Christ who assumed the flesh of Adam in 

the incarnation continues to join his redemptive flesh to the flesh of humankind in 

the Eucharist.177 

 

Quasten further ties the themes of new creation and Eucharist together: “The 

sacrament is to nature what the new Adam is to the Old. A creature receives its perfection 

in the sacraments. The sacrament is the climax of the recapitulation of creation in 

Christ.”178 Irenaeus even goes so far in his affirmation of the importance of a restored 

physicality that he argues this Eucharist is a preparation for the resurrection (cf. Haer. 

5.2.2–3; 4.22.1; 4.38.3; John 6:54), e.g., our bodies are being prepared to be 

resurrected.179 The “Eucharist consisting in two things, earthly and heavenly, so also our 

                                                           
176 Kurz, “The Gifts of Creation,” 124. 

 
177 Ibid., 126. 

 
178 Quasten, Patrology, 311. 

 
179 Cf. Werner Elert, Eucharist and Church Fellowship in the First Four 

Centuries, trans. Norman E. Nagel (St Louis: Concordia Publishing House 1966), 26; 
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bodies , receiving the Eucharist, are no longer  corruptible, having the hope of the 

resurrection” (Haer.4.18.5). Commenting on Against Heresies 3.17.2, Behr connects 

Irenaeus’ Eucharistic theology to St. Paul: “Furthermore, when the apostle describes 

Christians as “members of his body and of his flesh and bones” (Eph 5:30), he is not 

speaking of a spiritual human being, “for a spirit has neither flesh nor bones” (Luke 24: 

39), but of a genuine human being, made of flesh and blood, nourished by Christ’s body 

and blood.”180 This is again reiterated in Against Heresies 5.2.3: “Even as the blessed 

Paul declares in his Epistle to the Ephesians, that “we are members of His body, of His 

flesh, and of His bones.” Could this gift of recapitulated creation consumed and 

participated in be the reason why man can offer himself back to God as a living sacrifice 

(Paul’s, Polycarp’s, and Ignatius’ “pure bread”), participating even in the sacrifice of 

Christ? By physically becoming Christ through the Eucharist, does man become an 

offering for the world? Is the body of Christ called to be the continuation of the 

incarnation? Is this not what the church celebrates in each saint, the continual 

manifestation of Christ in each unique manifestation throughout man’s experience in 

history of Christ’s unveiling of himself? 

                                                           

A.H.C. van Eijk, “The Gospel of Philip and Clement of Alexandria: Gnostic and 

Ecclesiastical Theology on the Resurrection and the Eucharist,” Vigiliae Christianae 25 

(1971) 101. 

 
180 Behr, Asceticism, 72. 
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In brief, Jesus, the God–man, recapitulated Adam. He became fully man. This 

means that he took on that original nature in which all of his children likewise participate, 

coming even from the same substance of the first Adam. In so doing, he took on the curse 

of Adam, reversing it, to destroy death’s power over humanity. This promotes restored 

humanity, wherein individuals willingly participate in the recapitulating life of Christ, the 

God-man. The process of joining in his life is ontological and ethical. Through the 

reception of baptism the Holy Spirit grafts the adopted child into Christ, and by the 

Eucharist one participates in his nature, physical and spiritual, becoming a pneumismatic. 

Ethically, this takes place through imitation of Christ. The movement may be compared 

to a pendulum, veering first from God sending Christ to partake of humanity, and in 

consequence humanity veering back to Christ. Ultimately, this new man is presented back 

to God the Father. 

The dynamism of this activity is expressed in the variegated and comprehensive 

details of Christ’s life, which are to be followed in the dynamic life of the believer, so as 

to even practically reverse the effects of the first Adam, returning the believer to his 

intended purpose as participant in the second Adam.   

Irenaeus makes the argument that every aspect of Christ’s life recapitulates man. 

This is the case both in regards to pivotal kerygmatic events, his mundane life, and even 

the progressive stages of man’s physiological and emotional maturity. The recapitulation 

is the source by which man is restored to God. By participating in Christ, man engages in 

kerygmatic events, the mundane life of Christ, and the physiological and emotional stages 
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of Christ’s progress. The recapitulation of Christ is at this moment recapitulated by man, 

demonstrating that theosis is justified and given clearer meaning by the recapitulation of 

Christ. 

 

Christ’s Recapitulation of the Stages of Man’s Life 

Irenaeus posits that Jesus underwent every stage of human life to recapitulate each 

stage of man’s development. A consideration of the diverse scenes of Christ’s life in 

iconography (in all places where the Christian message took root, I might add) will 

reflect the importance of this affirmation among the Christian faithful. At each stage of 

Jesus’ life, he has something to offer the worshiper or image-bearer: the infant Jesus 

invokes, among other sentiments, his humility; the child, his growth and obedience to the 

Father. His earthly ministry even has its particular predestined moments (John 2:24) that 

cause us to reflect on diverse redeeming instants of the Savior’s earthly pilgrimage. Of 

course, his later years offer the participant in Christ’s nature the most robust possibilities 

to experience the life of Christ: the cross, the death, the burial, the ascension, and the 

resurrection. While one certainly does not want to separate these redeeming moments in 

isolation from one another, for the sake of clarity, this portion of the argument will focus 

on the stages of human growth, and the next portion will focus on the kerygmatic aspects. 

 Irenaeus wants to demonstrate that Jesus recapitulated each stage of human 

development: He was born, became an infant, a child, a boy, a young man, an elder, and 
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finally died so that man, at each stage of life, could partake of the life of Christ so as to be 

saved. 

As a master, he had the age of a master. He neither rejected nor went beyond the 

human condition and did not abolish in his person the law of human growth, but 

he sanctified every age by the resemblance we have with him. In fact, he came to 

save all men through himself: all, I mean, who through him are reborn into God, 

infants, and children, and boys and young men and elders. Therefore he passed 

through every age, and among infants was an infant, sanctifying infants; among 

children a child, sanctifying those who have this age and likewise becoming for 

them a model of piety and justice and submission (Luke 2:41–52); among young 

men a young man, becoming a model to young men and sanctifying them for the 

Lord. Thus also he was an elder among elders, in order to be a perfect master in 

all, not only in his interpretation of the truth but also in his age, at the same time 

sanctifying the elders and becoming a model for them. Finally he came even to 

death, that he might be “firstborn from the dead, holding the primacy in all 

things” (Col 1:18), “Prince of life” (Acts 3:15), preceding all. (Haer. 2. 22.3–

2.26.3)181 

 

And  

Therefore, as I have already said, He caused man (human nature) to cleave to and 

to become, one with God. For unless man had overcome the enemy of man, the 

enemy would not have been legitimately vanquished. And again: unless it had 

been God who had freely given salvation, we could never have possessed it 

securely. And unless man had been joined to God, he could never have become a 

partaker of incorruptibility. For it was incumbent upon the Mediator between God 

and men, by His relationship to both, to bring both to friendship and concord, and 

present man to God, while He revealed God to man. For, in what way could we be 

partakers of the adoption of sons, unless we had received from Him through the 

Son that fellowship which refers to Himself, unless His Word, having been made 

flesh, had entered into communion with us? Wherefore also He passed through 

every stage of life, restoring to all communion with God. (Haer. 3.18.7) 

 

In the section which this passage is written, Irenaeus makes the connection with 

recapitulation explicit: “God recapitulated in Himself the ancient formation of man, that 

                                                           
181 Grant, Irenaeus, 113-114. 
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He might kill sin, deprive death of its power, and vivify man; and therefore His works are 

true.” 

Is Irenaeus correct about this assertion that Jesus had to undergo each stage? This 

is probably debatable, but I am convinced that he is generally accurate. He is correct that 

Jesus endured the stages of human life necessary to make him partake in the full human 

experience (Heb. 4:14–16). But according to Irenaeus’ earlier arguments, doesn’t this 

seem extraneous? Of course, he was fully human from his conception. Jesus was able to 

recapitulate all by taking the common flesh of all in Mary. This substantial participation 

in human flesh seems to be a sufficient connection to accomplish the task at hand. 

However, Irenaeus’ answer is certainly to the contrary. As was demonstrated previously, 

Jesus not only took Adam’s flesh but untied the knot of disobedience through his 

obedience. Indeed, each stage of Christ’s life does arguably offer redeeming elements not 

contained in the others, so while child Jesus is not any less human than adult Jesus there 

is a sense of growth and also a sense of “perfection” (Haer. 4.28.2; cf. Heb 5:7–9) in the 

Christ child which correlates with redemptive aspects of his life (cf. Luke 2:52). 

Jesus’ recapitulation of infants has a participatory parallel. Irenaeus notes, “He, 

since He was Himself an infant, so arranging it that human infants should be martyrs, 

slain, according to the Scriptures, for the sake of Christ, who was born in Bethlehem of 

Judah, in the city of David” (Haer. 3.16.4).  Irenaeus appears to be arguing that infant 

“martyrs” partake in his infant life.  This is further substantiated by the closely linked 

explanation that these martyrs “follow the footprints of the Lord’s passion” (Haer. 18.4), 
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all of which appears to be a reflection on Matthew 16:24–25 “If any man will come after 

Me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow Me. For whosoever will save 

his life, shall lose it; and whosoever will lose it for My sake shall save it” (Haer. 3.18.4). 

Had Jesus died at a tender age, would he have been unable to recapitulate 

humanity? That Christ underwent testing (cf. Matt. 4:8; Heb. 4:14–16), that he was 

obedient (cf. John 5:19) even to the point of death (cf. Luke 22:44; Phil. 2:8), 

demonstrates that part of Christ’s recapitulation was indeed experiencing the life of an 

adult. Furthermore, Irenaeus (quite correctly) argues that what is natural to man is to 

develop. The mental capacities of a child are quite fitting for a child, whereas if an adult 

moves from adult reasoning to child reasoning, all are quite convinced that something 

contrary to the nature of man is transpiring. In other words, to complete the telos of man, 

Christ had to relive each stage so as to “sanctify” each stage. This teaching is made 

explicit in the following passages: 

God had the power at the beginning to grant perfection to man; but as the latter 

was only recently created, he could not possibly have received it, could he have 

contained it, or containing could he have retained it” (Haer. 3. 38.2) 

 

Having made man the lord of the earth and everything in it, God also secretly 

made him lord of those angels who were in it. They already had their full 

maturity, but the man was, in effect, like a small child who had to grow to 

perfection.  So that he might be nourished and grow in a plentiful environment, 

God prepared for him a place which was much better than this world.  That place 

is called the Garden (Genesis 2:8), perfect in climate, beauty, light, food, plants, 

fruit water, and all other necessities of life. (Epid.12) 

 

It was for this reason that the Son of God, although He was perfect, passed 

through the state of infancy in common with the rest of mankind, partaking of it 

thus not for His own benefit, but for that of the infantile stage of man’s existence, 
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in order that man might be able to receive Him.  There was nothing, therefore, 

impossible to and deficient in God, [implied in the fact] that man was not an 

uncreated being; but this merely applied to him who was lately created, [namely] 

man.  

  

            Since Adam failed to properly mature Christ also progressed through the stages: 

[It was] the Father planning everything well and giving His commands, the Son 

carrying these into execution and performing the work of creating and the Spirit 

nourishing and increasing [what is made], but man making progress day by day, 

and ascending towards the perfect, that is approximating to the uncreated One. 

For the Uncreated is perfect, that is, God. Now it was necessary that man should 

in the first instance be created; and having been created, should receive growth; 

and having received growth, should be strengthened; and having been 

strengthened should abound; and having abounded, should recover [from the 

disease of sin]; and having recovered should be glorified; and being glorified, 

should see his Lord. For God is He who is yet to be seen, and the beholding of 

God is productive of immortality, but immortality renders one nigh unto God 

(Haer. 4.28.2; 4.38.3). 

 

These redeeming aspects of Christ’s life not only recapitulate man but demonstrate the 

importance of human imitation and participation to benefit from this recapitulation. In 

regards to participation, Vassilios Bebis points out that “the above [mentioned] passages 

present the Holy Spirit as the particular person of the Holy Trinity who leads humanity 

gradually into perfection.”182 From these passages, the reader should also be attuned to 

the claims that Christ “came to save all men through himself: all, I mean, who through 

him are reborn into God”(Haer. 2.22.4). In the same passage Irenaeus moves from 

recapitulation to participation. Irenaeus points out that Christ is “example of piety and 

justice and submission.” A model, of course, indicates that Christ’s recapitulation is to be 

                                                           
182Bebis, “The Pneumatology of St Irenaeus,” 27. 
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modeled. Again, “He came even to death, that he might be ‘firstborn from the dead, 

holding the primacy in all things.” He recapitulated death and resurrection so that even in 

dying man may rise. In Demonstration 12 Irenaeus makes the curious point that “They 

[Adam and Eve] already had their full maturity, but the man was, in effect, like a small 

child who had to grow to perfection.” In comparison, Christ’s growth is not only about 

the physiological, but about the importance of spiritual or psychological maturity in man. 

In the final passage, each stage unto a mature man, leading to proximity with God, is the 

result of Christ’s recapitulation.  Again and again, recapitulation results in theosis, and 

theosis is in imitation and participation with the comparable object of recapitulation.  

Perhaps the most significant problem with Irenaeus’ claim is that Jesus must have 

been around 50 when he died. If this was not problematic enough he claims to have 

received this teaching from elders who knew John and even other apostles. At this 

juncture, he is opposing the Gnostics who say he was thirty-one years of age (Haer. 2. 

22.3–2.26.3). Both parties appear to be incorrect according to the majority opinion. One 

wonders why Irenaeus believes he must make this argument. The reasoning is varied;, 183 

but most importantly Irenaeus is concerned to show that Christ must have been a 

                                                           
183He argues his case based on four lines of evidence: 1) Inferences based on 

Jewish remarks comparing his age and his knowledge (esp. John 8:56–57; c.f. Haer. 

2.22.6). 2) He presents a dating scheme indicating a longer duration than one year, as the 

Gnostics evidently affirmed (cf. Haer. 2.22.3–2.26.3). 3) Since Christ must have passed 

through all stages he must have been an elder and an elder is between 40–50 years of age, 

“from the fortieth to the fiftieth one declines into seniority” (Haer. 2.22.5). 4) The elders 

of Asia who evidently knew John and even other apostles, affirm this to be the apostolic 

tradition (cf. Haer. 2.22.5). 
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“Master” (which is title proper for a 50-year-old). The key text is found in Against 

Heresies 2.22.4. I would like to propose a solution: Irenaeus is incorrect about the age, 

presumably because of a sociological detail concerning the meaning of a “master.” 

However, he is correct that Christ perfected all of humanity, which is the more substantial 

theological claim. Further processing of this topic and I am speaking on a hunch, may 

indicate that there is inconsistency in Irenaeus’ necessitating Christ partake in what we 

now understand as man’s degenerating years because he underwent all years which must 

be redeemed. This is to say, degeneration is the result of man’s mortality. Arguably, 

Christ handles this stage by dying and the other maturing years by offering a picture of 

perfect living. From this vantage point, there is no reason for Christ to live into his old 

age, as his death covers the process of dying. 

 

The Recapitulation of Redemption Events in Christ’s Life 

“He became what we are in order to make us what he is” (Haer. 5 Preface; cff. 3.18.1, 

3.19.3; 5.14.2–3; 5.21.2).  “The work of God is the fashioning of man” (Haer.5.15.2).  As 

Behr writes, “This is the basic structure of Irenaeus’ thought. It determines his theology 

at all levels.”184 Indeed, Behr continues, “The manifestation of God in Jesus Christ is also 

the revelation of the truth of man; so, to become truly human is to become that as which 

God has revealed himself.”185 Moreover, “Every detail of his [Christ’s] actions shows his 

                                                           
184 Behr, Asceticism, 116. 

 
185 Ibid., 116. 
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concern for the variety of man’s need,” and “In all [his] strange acts of humility man is 

brought back in triumph to God.”186 From the writings of Irenaeus and his most devoted 

interpreters the same message is stated with unanimity, if man wants to become what he 

was meant to be, he must align himself with God’s plan in the recapitulation, for to be 

truly human is to be just like Christ. In this final section, it is noted that the surest 

approach to appreciating this alignment is through imitation and participation in the 

events of the life of Christ.  

The events of Jesus’ life are recapitulating. In continuity with the plan of God in 

Christ to recapitulate Adam and his biological children, Jesus underwent the stages of 

human conception and development so as to offer humanity back to God in every stage of 

his own perfect life. This is foundational for understanding the rest of Irenaeus’ 

theological schema, for it demonstrates a trajectory for articulating why it is so important 

for Irenaeus to show (even if he is doing this instinctually and not systematically) the 

many and diverse ways in which Jesus redeemed humanity through recapitulation.  

Furthermore, and what is most important for the current thesis, humanity may benefit in 

Christ’s life only through willful participation therein, thus recapitulating the life of 

Christ in itself. Again and again, ontology and ethics are united in the incarnate life of 

Christ, thus offering a holistic experience of theosis for his follower’s salvation. Our 

understanding of the person of Christ, in Irenaean Christology, exhorts the Christian to 

                                                           

 
186 Osborne, “The Beginning of Christian Philosophy,” 178–179. 
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become an imitator. The heart of the present thesis is found in the introductory quote, 

wherein we find a classic affirmation of theosis: “He became what we are in order to 

make us what he is.” It is in supplementing our conception of the theory of theosis, in its 

early development, that the calling of man becomes clear: Christ recapitulated all, making 

man like himself, restoring all in God. Thus man is called into this mission of 

recapitulating the life of Christ, making all whole again in Christ, and offering him back 

to the world, and presenting the whole creation back to God, “presenting man to God” 

(Haer. 3.8.7). Von Balthasar writes: “It will, therefore, also be the Word of God who 

shows the Father to the world – just as it is likewise he who shows the world to God – in 

nature, in grace, and finally by appearing in person Himself.”187 Our only modification 

here is that his “finally” is only final in so much as the whole mass of the elect is 

reestablished in him and thereby offered, for it is the mission of Christ carried out today 

in his saints which continues to manifest the recapitulation of all.  

Crucial redemptive events substantiate further the claim that man is to live the life 

of Christ according to Christ’s recapitulation.    

Recapitulation of the Cross:188 Irenaeus makes clear that Christ recapitulates 

obedience to God by the crucifixion, “making a recapitulation of that disobedience which 

had occurred in connection with a tree, through the obedience which was [exhibited by 

                                                           
187 Von Balthasar, The Scandal, 47. 

 
188 For a comprehensive exploration of the recapitulation of the cross, see the 

entirety of Book 5, Against Heresies.  
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Himself when He hung] upon a tree” (Haer. 5.19.2). This obedience through the cross 

brought death to the old man and thus a possibility of a new creation.  

For by summing up in Himself the whole human race from the beginning to the 

end, He has also summed up its death. From this, it is clear that the Lord suffered 

death, in obedience to His Father, upon that day on which Adam died while he 

disobeyed God. Now he died on the same day in which he did eat. For God said, 

“In that day on which ye shall eat of it, ye shall die by death.” The Lord, 

therefore, recapitulating in Himself this day, underwent His sufferings upon the 

day preceding the Sabbath, that is, the sixth day of the creation, on which day man 

was created; thus granting him a second creation by means of His passion, which 

is that [creation] out of death. (Haer. 5.23.2) 

 

In this passage, Irenaeus makes clear that Jesus not only died to remove the guilt of sin, 

but he actually recapitulated death. While Irenaeus does not emphasize theosis or the 

Christian’s work of participation or imitation in this passage (as he will in a few passages 

to come), it may be helpful to give the reader a preview by appealing to the words of 

Irenaeus’ greatest contributor. The Apostle Paul clearly understands the participatory 

implication of this event when he writes, “I have been crucified with Christ; it is no 

longer I who live, but Christ lives in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live 

by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave Himself for me” (Gal. 2:20). If we 

string together these two passages, the link between them is clearly seen – it is because 

Christ recapitulated death that man now must die in Christ, so that he may live in Christ.  

The following passage demonstrates the comprehensive work of Christ’s 

recapitulation on the cross: 

The Maker of the world…who in the last times was made man…and invisibly 

contains everything that was made (Wis. 1:7) and was imprinted in the shape of a 

Chi in everything, as Word of God governing and disposing everything. Therefore 
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he came in visible form to his own region (John 1:11) and was made flesh (1:14) 

and was hanged from the wood, in order to recapitulate everything in himself…. 

Virgin, dove, Word of God. (Haer. 5.19.1) 

 

Like Atlas, one envisions the world upon Christ’s shoulders. His cross is all. The 

implication is that he wears it so that all can be restored in him. The cross/death, like all 

other aspects of recapitulation, is applied to the believer through the Holy Spirit:  

giving His soul for our souls, and His flesh for our flesh, and has also poured out 

the Spirit of the Father for the union and communion of God and man, imparting 

indeed God to men by means of the Spirit, and, on the other hand, attaching man 

to God by His own incarnation, and bestowing upon us at His coming immortality 

durably and truly, by means of communion with God. (Haer. 5.1.1, cf. Haer. 

5.13.4) 

 

In this passage Irenaeus transfers the focus from Christ’s accomplishment of 

recapitulation onto the movement of God’s application of recapitulation to particular 

men. This is obvious because the means of application is the Holy Spirit, and not all men 

partake of the Holy Spirit. The work of recapitulation is substantially communicated to 

individuals by the Holy Spirit. But this application is not simply juridical or even purely 

spiritual. By participating in Christ’s recapitulation of death on the cross, the follower of 

Christ must also endure the cross. The Holy Spirit makes Christians live the life of 

Christ! Behr notes, “The Cross of Christ, his sufferings, and death, is the same as that 

which his disciples must endure and undergo.”189 For this reason, when commenting on 

the gospels (cf. Matt. 10:18; 23:34; Mark 13:9), Irenaeus writes, “and who suffer all 

                                                           
189 Behr, Asceticism, 76. 
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things predicted by the Lord, and who in this respect strive to follow the footprints of the 

Lord’s passion, having become martyrs of the suffering One; these we do also enroll with 

the martyrs themselves” (Haer. 3.18.5). Behr offers a parallel example according to the 

Martyr Blandida: 

This identity between the death of Christ and that of the martyr extends to an 

identification between Christ and those confessing him. The idea that the martyr 

imitates Christ, and that Christ united with the martyr in suffering, is a 

commonplace in the Acts of the Martyrs. It is vividly illustrated in the martyrdom 

of Blandida as recorded in the ‘Letter of the churches of Vienne and Lyons to the 

churches of Asia and Phrygia,’ preserved in Eusebius’s Ecclesiastical History, and 

which was quite possibly composed by Irenaeus himself. According to this 

letter… “Blandida, hung on a stake…they beheld with their outward eyes, 

through the sister, him who was crucified for them, that he might persuade those 

who believe in him that everyone who suffers for the glory of Christ has forever 

communion with the living God.” 190 

 

Behr comments on this passage, “The description is not simply a literary convention or 

topos, but is clearly inscribed within, and gives a very real sense of, Irenaeus’ 

understanding of economy…[martyrs] who become, in this way, the image and likeness 

of God.” 191Again, Irenaeus connects this Son and Spirit inspired martyrdom with 

recapitulation, but this time through the human action of participation through becoming 

Eucharistic sacrifice to God, or the “wheat of Christ:”   

And therefore throughout all time, man, having been molded at the beginning by 

the hands of God, that is, of the Son and of the Spirit, is made after the image and 

likeness of God: the chaff, indeed, which is the apostasy, being cast away; but the 

wheat, that is, those who bring forth fruit to God in faith, being gathered into the 

barn. And for this cause tribulation is necessary for those who are saved, that 

                                                           
190 Ibid,.  

 
191 Ibid,.  
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having been after a manner broken up, and rendered fine, and sprinkled over by 

the patience of the Word of God, and set on fire [for purification], they may be 

fitted for the royal banquet. As a certain man of ours said, when he was 

condemned to the wild beasts because of his testimony with respect to God: “I am 

the wheat of Christ, and am ground by the teeth of the wild beasts, that I may be 

found the pure bread of God.” (Haer. 5.28.4) 

 

Of course, all Christians realize that Christ is the perfect and only unblemished sacrifice 

of God (cf. Heb 10), so how can the believer be sacrificed? This is accomplished not by 

being a new sacrifice, but by becoming the only sacrifice, Christ. This is necessary for the 

believer’s participation in the recapitulation because this is the means by which God 

creates image and likeness bearers. He purifies them through the life and death of his son. 

In this passage, Irenaeus is quoting from St. Ignatius, who was also shown earlier to 

understand that martyrdom makes the believer Eucharistic. As in all other Irenaean 

conceptions of participation, it is ethical and ontological, e.g., the believer is really 

participating in Christ’s recapitulatory death for humanity because of the workings of the 

Holy Spirit.  

Recapitulation of Passage Out of Hell: Irenaeus argues that by following Christ 

the believer escapes with Christ out of hell. 

So, those who reject the salvation of man and do not believe of God, that He will 

raise them from the dead, they also despise the birth of our Lord, which He 

underwent for us, the Word of God [became] flesh, that he might demonstrate the 

resurrection of the flesh…perfect in all things; saving all who follow His tracks 

from hell…calling man back again to communion with God, that by this 

communion with him He may receive participation in incorruptibility. (Epid. 39–

40) 
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In this passage Irenaeus teaches that the goal of reception of the salvation of Christ is the 

escape out of Hell.’ This is the first step in “participation in incorruptibility” or the 

“resurrection.” It is one thing to say Christ died, or Christ walked out of hell, and it is 

another to say so should all who desire salvation. Furthermore, that this schema is 

Christomorphic is witnessed to in the emphasis on free-will. Individuals must choose to 

“follow His tracks from Hell.” This following or imitation results in “participation.” To 

put this in a formula: Christ walks out of hell (recapitulation). The believer of the 

salvation of man follows him out of hell (imitation), so that the believer partakes in Christ 

(participation). The reader may consider that I did not write partakes in “incorruptibility” 

as the text says. There is no need, for it has already been shown that Christ is the 

incorrupt one. This is the meaning of the centrality of the incarnation. The incorruptible 

God became a corruptible man that man may become incorruptible.  

Similarly, Christ participated in man’s bondage, being chained, but then breaking 

the chains of Satan, set man free:  

So again, on the other hand, it was necessary that through man himself he should, 

when conquered, be bound with the same chains with which he had bound man, in 

order that man, being set free, might return to his Lord, leaving to him (Satan) 

those bonds by which he himself had been fettered, that is, sin. (Haer. 5.21.3) 

 

As the passage indicates, the result of Christ’s recapitulation of death, including the 

entrance into hell, was freedom for man. Freedom in Irenaeus’ theology is the means by 

which man participates in the process of imitation. Man is given the possibility of 

freedom through Christ’s recapitulation.  
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Recapitulation of the Resurrection and the Ascension: When Christ resurrected 

and ascended to the throne of God the Father, human nature was glorified. By 

participating in the life of Christ, the believer receives the benefit and therefore is 

resurrected and ascends:  

He demonstrated the resurrection, becoming himself the ‘firstborn from the dead,’ 

and raising in himself fallen man, raising him above to the highest heaven, to the 

right hand of the glory of the Father…and our Lord Jesus Christ truly 

accomplished this, gloriously achieving our salvation that he might truly raise us 

up, saving us for the Father (Epid. 37; cf. Haer. 3.19.3–20.2).  

 

In parallel, both the Resurrection and the Ascension are conceived as a single movement 

of Christ’s recapitulation of humanity. Irenaeus notes, “The Lord, becoming the First-

born of the dead (Col 1:18) and receiving the ancient Fathers into his bosom, regenerated 

them into the life of God, himself becoming the first of the living because Adam had 

become the first of the dead” (Haer. 5.10–15). Irenaeus explains that “This is why Luke 

(3:23–38) began his genealogy with the Lord to trace it back from him to Adam, thus 

indicating that the fathers did not give life to the Lord, but he regenerated them in the 

Gospel of life.” The ancient fathers participate in the new Adam, and for this reason are 

resurrected. 

By taking on human nature and ascending to God, he also enables all who 

participate in his body to ascend up to God: 

[Christ] ascend[s] to the height above, offering and commending to His Father 

that human nature (hominem) which had been found, making in His own person 

the first-fruits of the resurrection of man; that, as the Head rose from the dead, so 

also the remaining part of the body – [namely, the body] of every man who is 

found in life – when the time is fulfilled of that condemnation which existed by 
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reason of disobedience, may arise, blended together and strengthened through 

means of joints and bands by the increase of God, each of the members having its 

own proper and fit position in the body. For there are many mansions in the 

Father’s house, inasmuch as there are also many members in the body (Haer. 

3.19.3; cf. Epid. 38). 

 

In this passage, Irenaeus refers to the kephale or headship of Christ. In beautiful imagery, 

one imagines the head of Christ first puncturing the heavens with his body close behind. 

Christ offers himself to the Father and every believer is envisioned as there offered as 

well. Some are hands, some are feet, some are back, some are front; all who are “found in 

life” are there in the presence of the Father. All are bound by the unbreakable unity, 

“blended together and strengthened through means of joints and bands by the increase of 

God, each of the members having its own proper and fit position in the body.”192 

In Demonstration 45, Irenaeus interprets Jacob’s ladder in the following terms: 

“And Jacob, when he went into Mesopotamia, saw Him in a dream, standing upon the 

ladder, that is the tree which was set up from earth to heaven; for thereby they that 

believe on Him go up to the heavens. For His sufferings are our ascension on high.” It 

was Christ who was on the ladder, which is the tree, or the cross, upon which Christ dies. 

By the cross of Christ, believers are made to participate in Christ’s ascent. In Against 

Heresies 5.36.3, Irenaeus argues that it is precisely by Christ taking the creation into 

himself that the creation can ascend to God, and is thus restored in the image and likeness 

                                                           
192Likewise, in Demonstration 38–39 Irenaeus argues that if Christ did not 

ascend, then neither can the believer “ascend to life.”  
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of God: “For God wanted his Firstborn Word to descend into his creation and be held by 

it, and in turn, for the creation to hold the Word and ascend to him, thus surpassing the 

angels and coming to be in the image and likeness of God” (Haer. 5.36.3). Irenaeus 

envisions Christ as lifting up the world into heaven. Humanity embodies all of creation, 

and so the new humanity can lift creation back up out of the downward trajectory man 

previously led it toward (cf.  Rom 8:22). 

Recapitulation must have its counterpart in human cooperation if the theory of 

participatory recapitulation is to be justified. As is typical, this transpires by the 

movement from the Son’s actions through the Spirit. The Holy Spirit enables the believer 

to ascend to God: 

For this gift of God [The Holy Spirit] has been entrusted to the Church, as breath 

was to the first created man, for this purpose, that all the members receiving it 

may be vivified; and the [means of] communion with Christ has been distributed 

throughout it, that is, the Holy Spirit, the earnest of incorruption, the means of 

confirming our faith, and the ladder of ascent to God. (Haer. 3.24–25) 

 

Whenever Irenaeus uses the terms “ascent” or “ascend” about Christ (cf. Haer. 1.30.14, 

2.20.3; Epid. 41, 83, 84, 85, 88), he is referencing the literal ascent into heaven.193 The 

Spirit is the means by which the believer participates in Christ. Thus, when Irenaeus 

refers to believers ascending through the Spirit, he is relating participation to the ascent 

of Christ. In Against Heresies 3.24–25, Irenaeus appears to be moving beyond the 

conception of physical ascent to what many latter church fathers would explain as a 

                                                           
193 “Ascent” and “ascend” also connote “going up” in Irenaeus’ teaching about 

Gnostic thought (Haer. 2.30. 5–7; 3.11.3). 
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spiritual ascent (cf. Epid.1). Again, participation is both ontological and ethical in 

Irenaeus’ thought, so this dual perspective is quite in keeping with his perspective on 

theosis. 
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CONCLUSION 

 Multiple examples could demonstrate that Christ perfectly recapitulates the life 

of man so that man may in turn participate in his life, so as to be saved. The current thesis 

is in no way claiming to be an extensive account of Irenaeus’ recapitulation theory, nor 

does it account for any in-depth treatment of particular patterns of participatory 

recapitulation. For example, very little was mentioned about how in Against Heresies 

3.16.6 Christ recapitulates the church, or how his earthly manifestation as son of God is 

extended to God’s adopted children in Christ (cf. Haer. 4.41.2. and emphasis in Section 

1).194 Neither does the thesis focus on how he recapitulates all of creation so creation 

could participate in him so to be restored (Haer. 4.6.2), nor even how Christ recapitulates 

all covenants (cf. Epid. 34–38), or how by extension man partakes of the ministry of 

prophet, priest, and king. Nor is it pointed out that diverse saints individually recapitulate 

Christ according to their particular manifestations of the gifts of the “Holy 

Spirit”/”himself” (cf. Haer. 4.33.10, 4.34.1), so “that the [whole] Church may be 

fashioned after the image of His Son” (Haer. 4.37.7). It was not pointed out that Christ is 

the true rock so that the twelve apostles are his twelve streams that flow forth from 

himself (cf. Epid.47). Nor is it pointed out that the church is filled with gods because 

Christ is God and became man, for indeed “He would become the Son of man for this 

                                                           
194 Cf. commentary in Behr, Asceticism, 69. 
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purpose that man also might become the son of God?” (Haer. 3.10.2; cf. 3.6.1). Nor was 

it explained how the church partakes of the glory of God because Christ has glory (cf. 

Haer. 3.10.1). Nor was it is shown that because of his sufferings that his people must 

suffer (cf. Haer. 3.18.6), or that it was by his suffering in fasting that man is shown the 

meaning of fasting in Christ (cf. Haer. 5.21.2). Again, the key theosis doctrine of 

immortality and incorruptibility was barely mentioned, but had everything to do with 

participation: “For by no other means could we have attained to incorruptibility and 

immortality, unless we had been united to incorruptibility and immortality” (Haer. 

3.19.1, cf. Haer. 4.38.3–4). Neither is it mentioned that by Christ’s exaltation to the right 

hand of God he has made man conqueror of the devil (cf. Haer. 5.24.4). While Irenaean 

scholarship would do well to focus on these many themes, this thesis fittingly participates 

in Irenaeus’ own model. Irenaeus is not necessarily trying to be thorough. As Quasten 

observes, “The whole work suffers from a lack of clear arrangement and unity of 

thought.”195 And again, “His mind was not given to theorizing nor did he make any new 

theological discoveries.”196 Nevertheless, these many lacunae could be filled, and an 

invitation awaits future work for those who would be willing to delve into the many ways 

in which Irenaeus’ theology affirms this participatory recapitulation. 

                                                           
195 Quasten, Patrology, 289. 

 
196 Ibid., 294. 
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Neither does the present thesis, as much as it is more than historical theology, 

demonstrate the many more implications which derive from properly understanding 

participatory recapitulation. For example, how might this model of theosis explain what 

constitutes the believer’s priesthood (whether or not ordained), based on the priesthood of 

Christ? Neither has this paper argued how one could relate participatory recapitulation to 

individualization of particular vocations of imitation (cf. Haer. 2.32.4). 

As Behr pointed out to me, this focus on the life of Christ was not unknown in 

patristic sources. St. Gregory Nazianzen (AD 329-390) offers a fitting exhortation for the 

conclusion of this essay in his marvelous concluding statement in his 38th Oration.   

Travel without fault through every stage and faculty of the Life of Christ. Be 

purified; be circumcised; strip off the veil which has covered you from your birth. 

After this teach in the Temple, and drive out the sacrilegious traders… Submit to 

be stoned if need be, for well I know you shall be hidden from those who cast the 

stones; you shall escape even through the midst of them, like God. If you be 

brought before Herod, answer not for the most part… He will respect your silence 

more than most people’s long speeches. If you be scourged, John 19:1 ask for 

what they leave out. Taste gall for the taste’s sake… drink vinegar… seek for 

spittings; accept blows, be crowned with thorns, that is, with the hardness of the 

godly life; put on the purple robe, take the reed in hand, and receive mock 

worship from those who mock at the truth; lastly, be crucified with Him, and 

share His Death and Burial gladly, that you may rise with Him, and 

be glorified with Him and reign with Him. Look at and be looked at by the 

Great God, Who in Trinity is worshipped and glorified, and Whom we declare to 

be now set forth as clearly before you as the chains of our flesh allow, in Jesus 

Christ our Lord, to Whom be the glory forever. Amen.197 

 

                                                           
197 Gregory Nazianzen, “Oration 38: On the Theophany, or Birthday of Christ,” 

http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/310238.htm, http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/31023

8.htm (accessed May 5, 2018). 
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The Catechism of the Catholic Church cites Irenaeus and rightly points out that “Christ’s 

whole life is a mystery of recapitulation. All Jesus did, said, and suffered had for its aim 

restoring fallen man to his original vocation.” This is even emphasized in his mundane 

life, as sections 531-554 in the catechism explain.198 Numerous other examples could be 

given as well. While, indeed, one can find this teaching among many of the fathers, what 

this thesis offers the Christian (esp. theologian) is a systematic approach by which one 

can conceptualize these affirmations, so as to apply this model to diverse theological 

questions, dare I say even as many as the recapitulation is extensive. 

Perhaps this is what is most exciting about the present project. By understanding 

recapitulation as the foundation of theosis, the believer is offered an endless possibility 

for examining the life of Christ as potential for achieving one’s own telos. Because while 

the catholic faithful after Irenaeus develop his theology, they do not clearly examine all 

its implications (if this could even be done, cf. John 21:25), especially that recapitulation 

entails participatory recapitulation, which emphasizes both ontological and ethical 

recapitulation, which is incarnational theology. Instead, over time, the focus tends 

towards the spiritual or ethical aspect of theosis rather than substantial change. 

Contemporaneously, Clement of Alexandria was the first Christian to use the term theosis 

with some technical nuance, but only seldom does he consider recapitulation. Not until 

the sixth and eighth centuries, under the direction of Pseudo-Dionysius, and subsequently 
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Maximos the Confessor, would a definition of theosis be given, and only then fully 

developed and systematized. Dionysius’ definition is as follows: “Deification is the 

attaining of likeness to God and union with him so far as is possible.” This spiritual 

definition was long in the making. It had earlier been developed by the influential 

followers of Irenaeus (among other Fathers), both the Alexandrians, and the 

Cappadocians. By the sixth century this spiritual and dogmatic approach became 

standardized. However, because Irenaeus’ catholic theory entails participatory 

recapitulation and his followers did not clearly note this delineation, it is fitting that 

scholarship and searchers for Christ freshly examine all areas of Christ’s life according to 

participatory recapitulation. By properly understanding recapitulation as the ground for 

theosis, fresh insights into the application of Christological themes appear to be more 

easily understood. If Christ said it or did it, how can we participate therein? What makes 

Irenaeus’ model distinct from other soteriological models is the comprehensiveness of 

participatory recapitulation. It is like a two-sided coin. On the one side is what Christ has 

done in his own life and on the other what he is doing in humanity – according to 

mankind’s free will, of course. In both cases one sees all of the same events. By 

understanding recapitulation as a model of soteriology all of reality, but especially all of 

the life of Christ, becomes imitable. Nothing was without its purpose in the life of Christ.  

To recapitulate the present thesis, what the reader has been shown is as follows.  

In Section 1 the reader was introduced to Irenaeus, catholic theologian par excellence of 

the second century. Therefore, it was demonstrated that Irenaeus’ theological vision of 
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recapitulation and soteriology, broadly speaking, should be received. While this theology 

is his own, it is also emphatically apostolic and patristic. Irenaeus was shown to have 

made use of an impressive variety of biblical material. This essay (esp. Chapter 1) 

focused on his usage of the Apostle Paul and his patristic predecessors from Asia Minor, 

Syria, and Rome. It was demonstrated that Paul’s emphasis on cruciformity is both 

realistic and ethical. Furthermore, Irenaeus was shown to be very dependent on Pauline 

sources. While Paul’s vision is more centralized in cruciformity than Irenaeus’ broader 

holistic or incarnational approach, both authors nevertheless stress the need to participate 

and imitate the life of Christ. Similar parallels were noted in Johannine literature, as well 

as in Hebrews and 2nd Peter. Section 1 in light of Section 2 reveals the prevalence of 

theosis themes in Irenaeus’ theology; e.g., Ignatius’ “God-bearer’s” sacramentality and 

martyr theology/participatory martyrdom (“pure bread of God”) is reaffirmed in Irenaeus. 

Both authors are using participatory language as well. Irenaeus connects this martyrdom 

directly with participation through the Eucharist. Like Ignatius, Irenaeus’ project was 

shown (even more so) to emphasize the importance of becoming truly human “in Christ.” 

Likewise, both authors understand this participation to derive from the Spirit in light of 

participation in the sacraments. This emphasis on participation in Christ’s martyrdom was 

made explicit in Polycarp’s Martyrdom as well, which focused on the imitation of Christ. 

As one might expect, most of the early Fathers emphasize suffering and “sacrifice” for 

Christ.  
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From the Roman authors, Irenaeus likely learned to emphasize “imitation,” but 

little else stands out. Clement emphasizes the Christian’s life is redeemed “through 

Christ.” Justin Martyr, in parallel, understands the logos as penetrating all reality. 

Irenaeus affirms both concepts but obviously emphasizes the language of “recapitulation” 

to make this point. Other parallels could be adduced, but this summary offers a few of the 

proofs that Irenaeus’ theology is thoroughly indebted to his spiritual and theological 

mentors, and that they were quite aware of Christocentric soteriology.  

From the first Appendix, the reader is shown that while Irenaeus can rehearse 

pagan philosophical thought, he is not given to great philosophical enquiry. Irenaeus was 

a collector of and collaborator in apostolic tradition, but he was not a systematizer  per se. 

His thinking is firmly rooted in the historical manifestation of the Word of God incarnate 

and how this pivotal event shapes all of history, forming a mosaic of the image of the 

Word throughout the ages. It also became clear that what was written about Christ in the 

Scripture is about the Christian calling to discipleship, for the reason Christ is found in all 

of Scripture is because he is the telos of imitation and participation.  

Also, it was noted that participatory recapitulation was never explicitly defined by 

Irenaeus or his predecessors and that this lack of definition appears to be largely due to 

the particular theological need, hence the focus, of the early church. Besides, no one gave 

a clear definition of theosis until between the sixth and eighth centuries. As Kharlamov 
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remarks, “The church fathers argue for, rather than spell out, deification.”199 Conversely, 

where Irenaeus does explain soteriology, it is as if this participatory recapitulation was so 

obvious as not to need explanation. This appears to clarify the omission among those who 

receive his theology, wherein one would expect to find all affirming full-blown 

participatory recapitulation. Nevertheless, the idea for the need to imitate and participate 

in Christ is most certainly present and even developed with particular emphasis by later 

Fathers. Arguably though, it is Irenaeus’ very Scripture-centered fleshly Christology, 

resulting in recapitulation, which creates a platform for imitation and participation 

models to stand upon. The lacuna also suggests the need for fresh perspective on 

Irenaeus’ soteriology, and perhaps even his predecessors’.  

 By comparing Eric Osborne’s analysis of recapitulation with Norman Russell’s 

analysis of theosis, it was demonstrated that theosis and recapitulation are two sides of 

the same coin. The point I make here is that because recapitulation is about ontology and 

ethics, so is theosis. The reason for this is because the recapitulation purposely aims at 

accomplishing mirror-imaging of Christ in the believer’s life. It was demonstrated that 

the apostle Paul came very close to explicitly stating this in Romans 8:29. 

In Chapter 3, the reader was guided through the heart of Irenaeus’ theology. It 

was suggested that the theory of recapitulation is foundational for understanding his 
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entire theological project. Irenaeus’ theology is centered on recapitulation because 

recapitulation is the means by which creation is restored.   

The mechanics of recapitulation were explained, and it was demonstrated that 

believers, by being in the body of Christ, participate in the recapitulation of Christ, even 

participating in his headship. It was also demonstrated that in Irenaeus’ theology persons 

other than Christ, like the Virgin Mary, do in fact recapitulate.   

It was likewise demonstrated that recapitulation has two components: what Christ 

did to bring about the benefit of recapitulation, and the necessity for men to participate 

willingly so as to benefit from Christ’s work. The theology of Osborne offered a 

perspective of recapitulation which demonstrates that recapitulation entails an 

understanding of Christ’s work as expansive. In all aspects of reality the believer should 

consider in what way Christ is transforming reality. The believer should then ask the 

question, how is God calling me to imitate and participate in Christ’s transformation of 

all? This emphasis on participation corresponds with ontology, and imitation corresponds 

with likeness and ethics. These categories are perfect corollaries in Russell’s explanation 

of perspectives of theosis. Irenaeus affirms both categories and grounds them in the 

person of Christ apprehending all of the created order. The reason that Christ apprehends 

all of the created order is that he is the creator and he took on human nature, which 

appears to imply that humanity contains the cosmos within, as the microcosmos. By 

taking on human nature he takes on the flesh of Adam. This substantial partaking enables 

Christ to recapitulate all of humanity. When he perfects human nature, he is vindicated, 
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resurrected, and ascends to the Father so as to present human nature back to God. When 

his followers accept his life as their own, he empowers them with his Holy Spirit to live a 

life in his footsteps, and he gives them his flesh, to restore their fallen nature according to 

his own. Thus, he takes our glorified nature to the Father and then offers it back to us. By 

sharing himself, man is offered the opportunity to share in Christ. By this foundation, the 

incarnation offers man a way back to image and likeness. It was noted that Irenaeus 

affirms flesh, soul and spirit, in correspondence with image and likeness. All of these 

components of man are recapitulated in Christ and man participates in restoring these 

components by partaking in Christ’s Eucharist, mind, and Holy Spirit. When Irenaeus 

wants to explain the means of benefitting from Christ’s work of recapitulation he appeals 

to the ethical (life in the Spirit first made possible through Christian initiation, baptism) 

and ontological (partaking in the body of Christ) modes side by side, thereby linking 

theosis with recapitulation: Christ recapitulated all reality, so reality could recapitulate 

Christ, taking his divine presence into itself, becoming united with Christ.  

This reciprocal dynamic activity is expressed in the variegated and comprehensive 

details of Christ’s life, which are to be followed in the Christomorphic life of the 

believer, so as even to reverse practically the effects of the first Adam, returning the 

believer to his intended purpose as participant in the second Adam. This thesis bolsters 

this claim by pointing out how Irenaeus envisions that every aspect of Christ’s life is an 

opportunity for man’s participation. This is the case both in regards to key kerygmatic 

events, his mundane life, and even the progressive stages of man’s physiological and 
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emotional maturity. The recapitulation is the source by which man is restored to God: by 

participating in Christ, man participates in key kerygmatic events, the mundane life of 

Christ, and the physiological and emotional stages of Christ’s progress. The 

recapitulation of Christ is hereby recapitulated by man, demonstrating that theosis is 

justified and comprehended by the doctrine of recapitulation in participation with Christ. 

God became man, that man may become god, so that man may become what he was 

always meant to be, fully human, fully alive in Christ. 
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D. APPENDIX 1: IRENAEUS: THE CATHOLIC THEOLOGIAN PAR-EXCELLENCE 

 

Irenaeus: Father of the Catholic Faith 

Irenaeus’ personality, emotions, and love for the catholic church often bleeds 

through his methodological reproof of second-century heresy. This background work 

should efficiently produce a living theology, compelling the astute reader to mindfulness 

of the authority found in this equally concerned and polymath orthodox Father of the 

church. Additionally, by affirming Irenaeus orthodoxy the central claim of the thesis is 

further justified. For if Irenaeus is the catholic theologian par excellence of the second 

century, orthodox Christians of all stripes must take seriously Irenaeus’ implicit 

participatory recapitulation theory.   

A sympathetic reader will quickly take stock, detecting a virtuous man, 

conscientious of being in a struggle against evil. All the more, those who today count 

themselves among the catholic faithful can only cheer for the exhibition of Irenaeus’ just 

indignation against those whom he opposes, for the self-appreciation of his respective 

Gnostic opponents amounts to an attack against the holy tradition, the Gospel of Christ. 

True knowledge verses false knowledge is the difference between the children of the 

logos and the serpentine secretions of falsehood dripping from their mouths. Needless to 

say, Irenaeus’ does not pull his words against these Gnostic “wolves” dressed like sheep, 

but instead states his position without mincing any words: “I consider it necessary to 

show you, beloved, their portentous and profound mysteries, which not all understand 
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(Matt 19:11), because not all have lost their brains” (Haer. P.R.2).200 While milder than 

comparable Fathers of his time, modern interpreters often choose to overlook the other 

balancing side of Irenaeus: he completely loved these image bearers he so undoubtedly 

opposed. “We love them more expediently than they think they love themselves. For 

since our love is true, it saves them, if they accept it” (Haer. 3.25.7).201  Even when 

acting as referee among his peers, Irenaeus was known to be a man on a mission of 

reconciliation. 202 Eusebius (AD 260–340) explains that he fittingly lived according to his 

name, which means “man of peace.” 203 This short psychological profile of Irenaeus 

reveals something in keeping with great men of all times: he was bold and unflinching in 

his love for the truth.  

 Irenaeus’ bold love is complimented by his most robust catholic pedigree — with 

utter confidence, he declared his apostolic inheritance. Those receiving his legacy, 

catholic faithful everywhere, owe much in regards to the theological foundations which 

                                                           
200Grant, Irenaeus, 57-58. 

 
201 Irenaeus was one of the first to distinguish image and likeness, see Donovan, 

“Alive to the Glory of God,” 283–297. 

 
202 This reputation is exemplified in his mediation between fellow bishops over 

the date of Pascha. He points out to Pope Victor that his disagreement over the fast 

“confirms our agreement of the faith.”   

 
203Philip Schaff, Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, Vol 1: Eusebius of Caesarea; 

Church History, Life of Constantine the Great, Oration of Constantine (Second 

Series) (T. & T. Clark Publishers), 1056.  
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their father Irenaeus laid in his theologically turbulent time.  Focusing on ascetical 

theology nearly one hundred years before St. Anthony, John Behr explains that for 

Irenaeus and his near contemporary Clement of Alexandria, it “was the realization, the 

putting into practice, of the new eschatological life granted in baptism within the confines 

of the present life.”204 Referring to Irenaeus’ close predecessors, Tertullian, and Origen, 

Fr. Alexander Schmemann explains the context of this stage in the development of 

doctrine:  

Thought had not yet caught up with faith, and words were helpless to express 

experience. Faith comes before theology, and only for that reason may we speak 

of theological development as a gradual acceptance, discovery, and refinement of 

the faith, which has been complete from the start. From the examples of Origen 

and Tertullian, we may see that the first attempts at this discovery were 

incomplete, even heretical. It was difficult to find words to express the faith, and 

centuries would be required to make thought itself into the spirit of 

Christianity.205 

 

Perhaps this is what makes Irenaeus the surest candidate for rightly synthesizing the early 

apostolic tradition: he predates the great formers of systematic theology, yet timelessly 

corroborates his catholic predecessors and makes them uniquely his own through his 

synthesis and contextualized terminology. In many ways, his mind is closer to the biblical 

and Apostolic Fathers than to the philosophical theologians who would be left struggling 
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to find precise expression within a more philosophically nuanced Hellenistic culture; yet 

his theology appears wholesome and orthodox, essentially true, even today. Irenaeus was 

standing slightly shorter in intellectual rigor than the cerebral giants, roaming the earth 

shortly after him, yet it is Irenaeus’ echoing voice that resounds in the establishment of 

fundamental orthodox theology thereafter. 

Declarations to this effect abound. John Bayer contends Irenaeus “has perhaps 

never been as important as today for understanding Christian identity as truly catholic.” 

206 “No early Christian writer,” notes H. B. Swete, “has deserved better of the whole 

Church than Irenaeus.” 207 Robert M. Grant writes that he “was the most important 

Christian controversialist and theologian between the apostles and the third-century 

genius Origen.” 208 Luigi Gambero notes, “Among the second-century Fathers of the 

Church, Irenaeus is certainly the most prominent character as well as the first theologian 

in the proper sense of the word.  He is rightly considered the father of Catholic dogmatic 

theology.”209 These praises cannot be found among the many who disaffirm supposed 
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207 H. B. Swete, forward in F. R. M. Hitchcock, Irenaeus of Lyons: A Study of His 

Teaching (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1914). 

 
208 Robert F. Grant Introduction and translation in Irenaeus of Lyons: The 
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“ugly” and “hierarchical” Irenaeus, precisely because of his heroic status among the 

catholic faithful.210 Quasten notes, “As a theologian, Irenaeus is important for two 

reasons. He unmasked the pseudo-Christian Character of the gnostics…secondly, so 

successfully did he defend the article of the faith of the Catholic Church … that he 

deserves to be called the founder of Christian theology.” 211 Indeed, Irenaeus has been 

affirmed by orthodox Christians as a stalwart against error from his commencement unto 

the present. His work was acclaimed by Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Hippolytus of 

Rome (170–235 AD),Basil of Caesarea (AD 330–379), Maximos the Confessor, John 

Damascene (675/676–749)), and many more Fathers of the faith.212 

But even if Irenaeus is the Catholic theologian par excellence of the second 

century, one may yet wonder, why return now to Irenaeus for theological synthesis when 

many Fathers have arisen after him who have not only affirmed him but developed the 

doctrine of theosis much beyond Irenaeus? Ironically, the reason may perhaps be that 

Irenaeus might not have been important among the Fathers for the same reason that he is 
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of interest for his soteriological content. In fact, it is probable that Irenaeus himself is not 

focused on the present work because it was not the theological question of his day. This 

would certainly not be the only occasion for lacuna in the early church due to the priority 

of dealing with heresy, e.g., Fr. Paul Endokimov comments on the lacuna of marital love 

in the early monastic period.” The theologians of the patristic era center their interests on 

questions of dogma; monks themselves, and mostly virgins, they had neither the 

necessary experience nor the time and interest for a philosophy of love.”213 

Moreover, it may be that this lack of interest and focus in explaining the 

implications of recapitulation for the doctrine of deification both makes the current thesis, 

so easily looked over by later Fathers, simultaneously challenging to prove while at the 

same time so fascinating. Irenaeus appears mostly to pass over the topic of theosis or the 

internal life of Christ, but where he does touch on it, it is as if this issue was clear enough 

to him as not to need to be explained. This historical detail is one reason why 

understanding Irenaeus’ sources help to reconstruct his theology. It is when his entire 

worldview is reconstructed that one may speculate what he would have formulated had 

he merely refocused his attention. To come at this in the opposite direction, one may ask: 

what was it about Irenaeus that made him relevant to other early Fathers? Fr. Behr notes 

that while he is quoted among many Fathers, it is primarily for his anti-heretical writings 
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and not for his “theological vision.”214 His defeat of Gnosticism, or in more positive 

terms, his very fleshy Christology, was most important for his immediately contemporary 

descendants. Behr’s point helps to focus on Irenaeus’ theological context, because he is 

noting a simple reality about his reception—his writings were largely used for their 

helpfulness in combating Gnostics. This places him in the very early stages of the 

Christological debates, which would soon be overshadowed by the more looming and 

resonant Arian heresy, and other such Christological heresies soon to be piled into 

heresiological lists.215 Irenaeus’ fight against the Gnostics was perhaps his most 

significant contribution to the Christian church of his day because that is where he was 

most needed; that was where the battle for souls was raging. In retrospect, we are 

increasingly coming to see how very much more he did for the church. Still, it is quite 

probable that when latter Fathers received his teaching because they were focused on the 

pressing issues of their day, they were not dealing as much with questions of 

recapitulation (St. Maximos of course is quite interested in this matter); nevertheless, one 

expects that their praise of his writings affirms his overall theological vision. After all, 

what would be the need to declare that which was not under attack and was besides 

simply catholic, as in the universally consented-to faith? 
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Irenaean Prolegomena 

It has now been pointed out that Irenaeus is interested in preserving the tradition 

of his orthodox predecessors, and has been regarded in fact as one who faithfully 

undertook this task. As a matter of attempting to fill in any major broad lacunas in 

Irenaeus’ catholic pedigree, I now offer a kind of Irenaean prolegomena, to both support 

the claim that Irenaeus’ general theological vision is catholic, and to offer some 

preliminary remarks for the exegesis of his particular theology of participatory 

recapitulation. It will be shown that Irenaeus is well read in both Christian and pagan 

thought, but exhibits a profound devotion to the Word of God as the primary impetus for 

theologizing. Secondly, Irenaeus lays the foundations for determining orthodox faith in 

contrast to his Gnostic opponents.  Thirdly, Fr. John Behr’s diachronic and synchronic 

approach to Irenaean theology will be explored with the hope of finding some precedent 

for recapitulation theory in general.  

 Despite his claim to lack rhetorical instruction (cf. Haer. P.R 3), Irenaeus was 

by no means unaware of non-Christian myth, rhetoric, or philosophy. His knowledge of 

the pagan world was at least sufficient to provide him enough confidence to insistently 

contend that the Gnostics were ignorant even of pagan theology and philosophy (e.g. cf. 

Haer. 1.9.4). He would argue that a considerable number of ideas in the Gnostic system 

were in fact stolen from Greek myth (e.g. cf. Haer. 2.14.2); furthermore, the 
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philosophical plagiary he uncovers demonstrates he has more than a peripheral 

understanding of the matters he addresses. Robert Grant notes,  

“Irenaeus reinterprets a textbook on Presocratic philosophers’ opinions about 

basic principles (cf. Haer. 2.14.2): Thales – water (the Valintinian Abyss), Homer 

– Oceanus and Tethys (Abyss and Silence), Anaximander – the infinite (Abyss 

and Aeons), Anaxagoras – seeds fallen on the earth from the sky (seeds of the 

Mother). It was more difficult to show the influence of Democritus, Epicurus, 

Plato, and the Stoics on the Gnostics, but Irenaeus tried hard (cf. Haer. 2.14.3–

4)”216 

 

In addition to his ability to summarize and reinterpret pagan thought, it should not escape 

the reader’s attention that just prior to his disclaimer about not being a rhetorician he 

states in opposition to Ptolemais and his followers, the “flower” of the school of 

Valentinus, that he promises to “refute them, showing that their statements are absurd, 

inconsistent, and discordant with the truth” (Haer. Pr.2).217 His argumentation is precise 

and reasonable: “no question is resolved by another question. Intelligent people do not 

resolve one ambiguity through another, nor an enigma through a greater one. Such 

matters find resolutions out of what is evident, consistent, and clear” (Haer. 2.10.1). 
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Grant suspects the rhetorical method used by Irenaeus was “based on the rhetorical 

schools…as in fourth-century Antioch.”218 

On the other hand, Irenaeus is not an innovative thinker or given to much 

rhetorical adage or grand, bombastic projects. He is primarily a churchman looking to 

supplant the heretical teachings of his opponents with the received tradition. Like the 

apostles and many other Fathers of his day, e.g., like St. Paul who spoke kata anthropon, 

Irenaeus was willing to use philosophy to affirm Christianity. Quasten explains that “His 

mind was not given to theorizing nor did he make any new theological 

discoveries…[however, concerning recapitulation] although he borrowed this idea from 

the apostle Paul, he developed it considerably.”219Still, Irenaeus was not just a theologian, 

or even worse a simple polemical thinker. He was a churchman who was verbally willing 

to fight for peace, i.e., Against Heresies 3.25.7. 

Summarizing the work of P. Bacq, Behr notes the unity of Irenaeus writings are 

not established in a “systematic, linear, logical, development of ideas, but in Irenaeus’s 

use of the ‘words of the Lord’ joined together by means of a series of mots crochets or 

                                                           
218 Grant, Irenaeus, 46. Cf. Frances Young, “The Rhetorical Schools and their 

influence on Patristic Exegesis,” in R. Williams (e.d), The Making of Orthodoxy: Essays 

in Honor of Henry Chadwick (Cambridge University Press, 1989), 182–99.  

 
219Johannes Quasten, Patrology, Volume 1: (The Beginnings of Patristic 

Literature from the Apostles Creed to Irenaeus, Volume 1 - 5th Paperback Printing – 

Reprint (Christian Classics, 1990), 294–95. 
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other Scriptural quotations.”220Above all, Irenaeus is one who loves the Holy Scripture, 

making it dually useful as his central defense for the orthodox faith and his sword to slash 

opponent’s sloppy swordsmanship with the Word of God. This is clearly evidenced 

against the Gnostics, who, on the contrary, do not respect the Scripture. He writes,  

If we cannot find the solutions for all the questions raised in the scriptures, let us not 

seek for another God…We must leave such matters as these to God who made it and 

correctly realize that the scriptures are perfect, since they were spoken by God’s 

Word and his Spirit, while we, as we are inferior and more recent than God’s Word 

and his Spirit, need to receive the knowledge of His mysteries (Haer.  2.28.2; cf. 

2.28.3–4; 3.1.1).  

 

The Gnostics claim the Scripture as their own, and add additional writings, comprising 

their own, to support their position. For at least this reason, Irenaeus’ writings include an 

element of a kind of proto historical-critical method. Not only does he declare the works 

found in the canon, but he also treats issues of “authorship” and “chronology.”221 To 

defeat his protagonists, he must treat the Scripture and their other pagan sources correctly 

by “setting each word in its context and adjusting it to the body of truth.” In doing so, he 

“will strip it of their fiction and show their inconsistency” (Haer. 1.9.4; cf. 1.10.3) and 

their shifty hermeneutics (cf Haer. 1.11.1). Not surprisingly, the sources he uses to 

bolster his position are mostly scriptural. This biblical presidency is noted because this 

will be important to keep in mind when discerning his theological project. This focus 

(along with the other non-biblical documents he references) warrants the extensive 

                                                           
220 Behr, Asceticism, 28. 

 
221 Grant, Irenaeus, 46. 
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treatment of sources in the present work. In fact, it is Irenaeus’ conviction that the 

message of Christ, as a recapitulation of Scripture, is precisely the message received from 

the apostles, “the entire mind of the apostles regarding our Lord Jesus Christ.” (Haer. 

3.16.1)  

Irenaeus’ “text-interpretive framework for revelation” is important to keep in 

mind for appreciating his doctrine of recapitulation. R. T. France, among many others, 

has already proven Jesus as the author of this model.222 Behr explains Irenaeus’ 

perspective, focusing on “the point that Christ was preached by the apostles as having 

been crucified and risen ‘according to the Scriptures.”‘223 Behr notes this as the critical 

difference between Irenaeus’ project and the modern historical-critical method,   

It is Christ who is being explained through the medium of Scripture, not Scripture 

itself that is being exegeted; the object is not to understand the ‘original meaning’ 

of an ancient text, as in historical-critical scholarship, but to understand Christ, 

who, by being, explained ‘according to the Scriptures” becomes the sole subject 

of Scripture throughout.”224 

 

Irenaeus argues that without adopting this Christocentric lens, even the Jewish exegete 

would be unable to uncover the true meaning of the text.  

For every prophecy, before its fulfillment is nothing but an enigma and ambiguity 

to men; but when the time has arrived and the prediction has come to pass then it 

                                                           
222 Cf. R. T. France, Jesus and the Old Testament (London: Regent College 

Publishing, 1992). 

 
223 John Behr, The Way to Nicaea (Crestwood, NY: St Vladimir’s Seminary Pr., 

2001), 23. 

 
224 Ibid,. 27–28. 
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has an exact exposition (exegesis).And for this reason, when at the present time 

the Law is read by the Jews, it is like a myth, for they do not possess the 

explanation (exegesis) of all things which pertain to the human advent of the Son 

of God; but when it is read by Christians, it is a treasure, hid in a field but brought 

to life by the cross of Christ. (Haer. 4.26.1)225 

 

Jesus himself pointed out this method to the Jewish leaders: “You search the scriptures 

because you think that in them you have eternal life; and it is they that testify on my 

behalf” (John 5:29).His apostles and Irenaeus’ patristic predecessors would take this 

claim seriously, mining the Scripture for Christ through the guidance of the Holy Spirit 

(cf. John 14:26). This mining is justified by the Old Testament saturation in the New 

Testament text. Behr refers to Justin Martyr’s teaching when he notes that “everything 

that is said in the apostolic writings is found already in Scriptures.”226 

As tempting as it may be to opine a justification for an Irenaean spiritualized or 

existential read of Scripture, Irenaeus is quite against Gnostic and individualistic 

methodologies or “hypothesis,”227 (Haer. 1.8.9), which lead only to “so-called 

knowledge.”  The form of interpretation Irenaeus is inheriting is grounded in the greater 

Christian community, established by Christ; it is about protecting the message about, and 

decoding the person of Christ in the story of Scripture: the tradition. Irenaeus is interested 

                                                           
225 Cf. Behr’s discussion of this passage, Way to Nicaea, esp. 118–133. 

 
226 Ibid,. 28 (cf. discussion on 113). Behr is commenting on Justin Martyr, First 

Apology, 31.7. 

 
227 Ibid,. 32 for an explanation of hypothesis  
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in the broader demonstration of the apostolic preaching. Noting Rowan Greer, Behr notes 

that the method of finding Christ in the community of the apostles is a “twofold dynamic 

at work in this relationship between Scripture and the Gospel…[1] What is said of Christ 

is rooted in Scripture…[2] what gives form to the exegetical work is the Christian 

story.”228 Behr explains that for Clement, the hypothesis or first principles “is the 

Scriptures, and in particular, the Lord who speaks in them…It is the voice of the Lord, 

speaking throughout Scripture…by which Christians are led to the knowledge of truth. 

These first principles, grasped by faith, are also subsequently used to evaluate other 

claims to truth, acting thus as ‘canon.’”229 

Behr explains the canon is neither a baptismal creed, nor a system of detached 

doctrinal beliefs, nor a narrative description of Christian beliefs, i.e., the story of 

Christianity. “Rather, the canon of truth expresses the correct hypothesis of Scripture 

itself, that by which one can see in Scripture the picture of a king, Christ…”230 This 

canon expresses the basic elements of the one Gospel. Why this theme clues one into 

Irenaeus’ recapitulation theory is precisely because all of Scripture is recapitulated in the 

incarnate Jesus. Not only is it all about Jesus (cf. Haer. 4.20.10; 22.2; 4.11.1), it was all 

written by him (cf. Haer. 4.9.1; 4.2.3; 4.5.2; 4.11.1); even the historical figures/types are 

                                                           
228 Ibid,., 29. 

 
229 Ibid,. 33. 

 
230 Ibid,. 35–36. 
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recapitulated in Christ (Haer.3.15.1). Indeed, all revelation about God is “revealed” by 

Christ (Haer. 4.6.7). Furthermore, participatory recapitulation is implicit, for by Christ’s 

recapitulation of Old Testament saints, they partake in him—that is, in his “salvation,” 

“image and likeness,” ultimately “perfection” (Haer. 3.18.1, 4.11.1). Furthermore “The 

Word of God is always related to the Cross, is always, as it were, cruciform” (cf. Haer. 

4.5.4).231 The cross is then a summary or recapitulation of the Scripture. It is a “resumé” 

of all that the Scripture teaches.232 As is noted in the treatment of the Church Fathers, 

participation in the cross of Christ is likewise foundational for true Christian discipleship. 

Michael Gorman argues that Pauline theosis is best understood as “Cruciform 

theosis.”233The key takeaway is that Christ’s sacrifice for the world is recapitulated in his 

disciples doing likewise. Furthermore, if it is shown that his disciples are called to 

participate in recapitulation, it becomes clear that what was written about Christ in the 

Scripture is about the Christian calling to discipleship. In other words, what the Scripture 

says about Christ, it is also saying about each believer–spiritual seed (for the spiritual 

inheritance cf. Haer. 4.8.1). This connection corresponds quite well with Irenaeus’ 

understanding of spiritual progeny. Irenaeus, bewildered at those who would suggest 

                                                           
231 Ibid,. 120. 

 
232 Cf. Discussion by Behr Ibid,. 123. Behr explains Irenaeus’ usage of the term 

“recapitulation” with precisely this idea in mind. Behr additionally points out Paul’s 

parallel usage in Rom. 13:9. 

 
233 Gorman, Cruciform, 162. 
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Adam was not saved, understands the progeny of Adam to be connected with him, and 

restored in Christ (through the sacraments). In this way, for example, Abraham rejoiced 

in Mary when she rejoices at the Annunciation (cf. Haer. 4.7.1). Each Christian, each 

follower of Christ, at all times, celebrates at the Annunciation. 

 One final prolegomenon will be helpful for understanding Irenaeus’ theory of 

recapitulation as it relates to Scripture and history – Irenaeus’ diachronic and synchronic 

method.  Behr explains how Christ is disseminated throughout scripture so that “It is the 

act of opening Scripture by Christ that enables the Scriptures to be read synchronically as 

a mosaic depicting himself, and diachronically as the economy of God unfolded 

throughout time and culminating in Christ.”234 Similarly, Eric Osborne points out that 

“Irenaeus did with time what the account of creation had done with space. He claimed it 

all for God and he showed how it made since whenever it was examined.”235 

Because God has acted in Christ in a definitive manner “The goal now is not to 

understand the original meaning of an ancient historical text…The goal is to understand 

Christ who by being explained in accordance with the Scriptures becomes the soul 

subject of Scripture throughout.” 236It is not too uncommon to interpret Irenaeus’ 

                                                           
234John Behr, “Synchronic and Diachronic Harmony: Saint Irenaeus On Divine 

Simplicity,” Youtube, April 8, 

2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEsLJxh9Sd0 (accessed January 5, 2018). 

 

235 Osborn, The Beginning of Christian Philosophy, 168.    

 
236 Behr, “Synchronic and Diachronic Harmony” 
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teaching of recapitulation as purely diachronic or even as God’s backup plan. Gambero 

posits this perspective when he writes, “through this second creation, God rehabilitates 

his original plan of salvation, which had been interrupted by Adam’s fall.”237 On the 

contrary, Irenaeus affirms that Christ is finally revealed in the incarnation (diachronic), 

but always imminent in humanity (synchronic). “And the Word, passing through all those 

[men], did liberally confer benefits upon His subjects” (Haer. 4.14.2). In this way, 

followers of God were always saved by the suffering Christ. For example: “Therefore, 

Abraham was a prophet and saw in the Spirit the day of the Lord’s coming, and the 

dispensation of His suffering, through whom both he himself and all who, following the 

example of his faith, trust in God, should be saved, he rejoiced exceedingly. The Lord, 

therefore, was not unknown to Abraham” (Haer. 4.5.5). 

 

Arguably, Irenaeus affirms the primacy of the incarnation, i.e., God’s perfect will 

is not rehabilitated but consummated in Christ, the true Adam. It is understanding 

Scripture as a mosaic, seeing it as one grand picture that reveals Christ in a polyphonic 

declaration. 238 This alone makes sense of man as a living, growing, maturing being. The 

substantial or natural recapitulation of Adam entails the redemptio-historical unfolding of 

his fallen life according to his redeemed life in the new Adam—the original or archetypal 

                                                           
237 Gambero, Mary and the Fathers, 52. 

 
238 Cf. Bucur, “Foreordained From all Eternity,” 199–215. 
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Adam. We, modern men, may understand the nature of Adam quite distinct from history, 

but history is the story of Adam’s nature in conformity or disconformity with the original 

godlike nature given him. This theme must be expected because every man, women, and 

child is the natural heir of Adam, is a continuation of his personhood (cf. Haer. 4.7.1; 

4.14.2). Thus, for Irenaeus, that Jesus takes on the nature of Adam is the telos of history. 

It is to recapitulate it and set things right, to live the same life, but in sanctification. 

Turning now to another key to understanding Irenaeus’ theology: Irenaeus’ 

theological methodology anticipated the future of catholic theology by offering a model 

for testing orthodoxy against heresy. Writing two hundred years before the now 

popularized Vincentian Canon, he would appeal to universality: “the faith of the whole 

Church”;  antiquity: “which has been held from the earliest of times”; and consent: 

“acknowledged belief of all, or almost all, whose office and character gave authority to 

their determinations.”239 Thus Irenaeus, in his own terms, came to refer to these tenants 

(cf. Haer. 1.9.4), in primary reference to the “rule of truth” (Haer. 1.9.4; 1.22.1; Epid. 3) 

or the “tradition of truth” (Haer. 3.4.1 cf. contrast in Gnostic tradition 3.4.2–3), but also 

to his general theological spectrum.  

                                                           
239 His conception of the growth of an idea may be a precursor to the development 

of doctrine theory found in St. Vincent. He even appeals to the analogy of human growth 

(Haer. 2.13.2). cf. St. Vincent of Lerins, The Comminatory of St. Vincent of 

Lerins (publication place: CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012), esp. the 

introduction. 
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“Universality”: “The Church dispersed throughout the whole world to the ends of the 

earth, received from the apostles the faith…” (Haer. 1.10.1).  And “one and the same 

faith with all” (Haer. 5.20.1). Astoundingly, part of that faith is the soteriology of 

“recapitulation.”  The article on Jesus includes an affirmation of recapitulation: “the 

coming, the birth from the virgin…the ascension…in the flesh…and his coming from the 

heavens…to recapitulate all things.” Irenaeus appears to use recapitulation in the broader 

sense of total restoration of all in himself (Haer. 1.10.1–2). Significantly, if this phrase is 

taken to be a summary of all of the events of Christ’s life, the telos is recapitulation.   

In the following affirmation, universality, consent, and antiquity are all appealed to in 

support of the tradition, canon of Scripture, and legitimacy of his received interpretation: 

“This is true Gnosis: the teaching of the apostles, and the ancient institution of the 

church, spread throughout the entire world, and the distinctive mark of the body 

of Christ in accordance  with the successors of bishops, to whom the apostles 

entrusted each local church, and the unfeigned preservation, coming down to us, 

of the scriptures, with a complete collection allowing neither addition nor 

subtraction; a reading without falsification and, in conformity  with the scriptures, 

an interpretation that is legitimate, careful, without danger or blasphemy.” 

(Haer.4.33.8) 

 

“Antiquity,” at least in the eyes of Irenaeus, was perhaps the most important 

argument for both affirming his doctrine, while concurrently calling into question his 

antagonists’. In fact, Irenaeus’ primary means of overcoming the Gnostic heresies was by 

pointing to their epistemic error; this method has been termed the “genetic” approach.240 
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In other words, if he could show their tradition was absent from the start of the Judeo-

Christian movement, while his own is the same as the faith of the original, having also 

preserved this tradition intact, then he could claim the victory (cf. Haer. 1.10.1–2).241 

This proof is most often exhibited regarding an appeal to episcopal authority, e.g., “All 

these [Gnostic heresies] are much later than the bishops to whom the apostles entrusted 

the churches” (Haer. 5.20.1). 

“Consent”: Irenaeus appeals to the church universal under the episcopate as 

recipients of the apostolic message. “Thus the tradition of the apostles, manifest in the 

whole world, is present in every church to be perceived by all who wish to see the truth. 

We can enumerate those who were appointed by the apostles as bishops in the churches 

as their successors” (Haer. 3.3.1–3). And again,  

This is why one must hear the presbyters who are in the church, those who have 

the succession from the apostles, as we have shown, and with the succession in 

the episcopate have received the sure spiritual gift of truth according to the good 

pleasure of the Father. As for all the others which are separate from the original 

succession, in whatever place they gather they are suspect. They are heretics with 

false doctrine or schismatics full of pride and audacity and self-willed or, again, 

hypocrites looking only for vainglory. So one must turn away from all men of this 

kind, and adhere to those who, as we have said, guard the teachings of the 

apostles and with the rank of the presbyter provide a healthy word and way of life 

(Tit. 2:8) for the example and correction of others(Haer. 4.26.2—4).242 

 

                                                           
241 Ibid,.11–12, esp. 45 for Irenaeus preference for antiquity over logical 

argumentation. 

  
242 Ibid,. 127. 
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In delineating the proof of succession, to prove the key episcopal authorities, he proposes 

the lineage of the Roman See, 

The Church that is the greatest, most ancient, and known to all, founded and set 

up by the two most glorious apostles Peter and Paul at Rome…For it is necessary 

for every church, that is, the believers from every-where to agree with this church, 

in which the tradition from the apostles has always been preserved by those who 

are from everywhere, because of its more excellent origin. (Haer. 3.3.2) 

 

Finally, for Irenaeus, and for the Great Church following in his wake, this method 

for attaining orthodoxy was a salvific matter: “Those who abandon the message of the 

church criticize the simplicity of the holy presbyters, not observing how much better a 

simple religious man is than a blasphemous and impudent sophist…” Irenaeus then 

compares those who obey his message with those who reject the presbyters and follow 

his opponents. “Do not think more highly than you ought to think, but think with sober 

judgment’ (Rom 12:3), so that we may not taste their ‘knowledge,’ which is more than 

one ought to think, and be expelled from the paradise of life. Into this the Lord brings 

those who obey his preaching, ‘recapitulating in himself everything in heaven and on 

earth” (Eph 1:10) (Haer. 5.20.2)243 

In conclusion, Irenaeus is the Catholic theologian par excellence of the second 

century. He proclaims the orthodox faith with bold love. His knowledge of Scripture, the 

received tradition, the Gnostic traditions, and even pagan philosophy, rhetoric, and myth 

is well evidenced. His “canon” for interpreting Scripture, which includes recapitulation 
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theory, is a hermeneutic of the early church. He both receives the tradition and affirms 

how the church may know that tradition, by explaining a methodology very similar to St. 

Vincent’s canons. Also, all of Scripture must be understood through a Christocentric lens. 

Christ summarizes all Scripture, and thus the life of Adam (including his progeny) 

redeemed in Christ—the story of Scripture. In so doing, Jesus is the means by which both 

humankind and his story can be understood. Thus does Irenaeus exhibit a very promising 

resumé, thereby providing a sure guide for theology. In proving Irenaeus a sure guide, it 

may be inferred that if any lacuna remains but is found in the received tradition (case in 

point: recapitulation and its implication for the doctrine of theosis), then moving forward 

with Irenaeus’ as a canonical Father is very much warranted. Indeed, nothing would 

honor his legacy more than exploring the very sources he takes to be of primary 

importance for attaining the deposit of faith. 
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E. APPENDIX 2: ORTHODOX VS. UNORTHODOX SOTERIOLOGY: 

CLASHING WORLDVIEWS IN IRENAEUS’ SITZ IM LEBEN 

 

Speaking the names “Irenaeus” and “Gnosticism” together immediately evokes 

attention to the highly debated question of how to attain an accurate worldview of second 

century Christianity, and in result, one’s interpretation of the subsequent history of the 

Christian church. ‘Should it have had this particular trajectory?’ is asked, with both 

ethical and historical interests in mind. It did move in a specific direction, not least 

because of Irenaeus’ supposed example of “proto-orthodoxy” achieved theoretical and 

practical victory over his antagonists, known as “heretics,” “Gnostics” or “lost 

Christians,” (all depending on how one interprets this history).244 While this question is 

                                                           

244 “Virtually all forms of modern Christianity, whether they acknowledge it or not, 

go back to one form of Christianity that emerged as victorious from the contexts of 

second and third centuries.” Bart D. Ehrman, Lost Christianities: The Battles for 

Scripture and the Faiths We Never Knew (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 4; cf. 

Karen L. King, What Is Gnosticism?, New ed. (Wheaton, IL: Belknap Press, 2005), 18–

19. Ehrman and others, such as King, do not affirm this as a positive move. Instead, these 

early supposed orthodox writers because of their intolerance produced the monolithic 

Church which it became. In dialogue with Köstenberger, John Behr writes,  

Ironically, this ‘Gospel of diversity’ has little place for Irenaeus, who is instead 

usually vilified and his own literary and ecclesial activity cast in terms drawn from 

latter centuries. Rather than understanding Irenaeus’ exposition of Christian theology 

on its own terms, with all the diversity that it embraced in its own time and from 

which thereafter it served as the bedrock, modern scholars often depict Irenaeus as 

the first representative of an increasingly intolerant patriarchal episcopacy, as seen in 

latter centuries, but held to be emerging already during the second century, 

exercising its power and authority by excluding and condemning others, those, that 

is, who today, are held in high-esteem as free thinking seekers of higher spiritual 
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of much interest, the following paper avoids this tension because this writer assumes the 

truth of orthodoxy.  

Three important points are central to grasp at this juncture. First, a greater 

appreciation for Irenaeus’ Sitz im Leben, which will be highlighted by comparing his 

patristic vantage point in light of Gnostic, Pagan, and Jewish conceptions of theosis, will 

clarify Irenaeus’ catholic conception of theosis. Secondly, the immediate argument at 

hand is that Irenaeus’ theology is largely trustworthy for catholic consumption. In case 

there is any question in this regard, scholarship is unanimous on the following point, 

antagonists and protagonists alike: Irenaeus’ position becomes the position of the great 

church. The third point to be made, in consequence of the second, is that when Irenaeus 

argues for recapitulation, the vehicle for its justification is that human nature was 

incarnated and redeemed. This is the catholic teaching which he received and handed on 

in counter distinction to unorthodox conceptions of theosis.   

                                                           

illumination and tolerant of diversity. And yet this image is simply not historically 

accurate… [because] those whom Irenaeus describes as heretics are precisely those 

who, through their own accord rather than through episcopal condemnation, left the 

‘Great Church…It was…the heretics who were intolerant, and the Catholic Church 

that preached toleration and was open to diversity; the great church was Catholic not 

because it was a universal monolithic institution, but because it embraced diversity.”  

John Behr, Irenaeus, 2 (esp. all of Ch. 1). Cf. Andreas J. Köstenberger and Michael J. 

Kruger, The Heresy of Orthodoxy: How Contemporary Culture’s Fascination with 

Diversity Has Reshaped Our Understanding of Early Christianity (Wheaton, IL: 

Crossway, 2010), 16. 
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Quasten introduces the situation Irenaeus found himself in, and how he responded 

to the Gnostic crisis: 

There were two ways in which the Church encountered the danger 

emanating from the propaganda of the Gnostic Literature [in the 2nd 

Century]. The Ecclesiastical authorities reacted by excommunicating the 

heresiarchs and their adherents and issuing pastoral letters in order to warn 

the faithful. The defensive procedure was effectively supported by 

theological writers, who took upon themselves the tasks of exposing the 

errors of the heretics by explaining the true doctrine of the Church from 

Scripture and Tradition. Thus was created the Anti-heretical literature . . . 

.245Irenaeus of Lyons is by far the most important of the theologians. . . 

.246For his description of the Gnostic doctrine, Irenaeus relies on his 

extensive reading of Gnostic Treatises, but he also made use of older Anti-

heretical writers. . . .247As a theologian, Irenaeus is important for two 

reasons. He unmasked the pseudo-Christian Character of the gnosis . . . . 

Secondly, so successfully did he defend the article of the faith of the 

Catholic Church … that he deserves to be called the founder of Christian 

theology.248 

 

Like many Christian groups today, the Gnostics did not have a monolithic 

system.249 Irenaeus writes, “Since they differ from one another in teaching and tradition, 

and those known to be more recent try to discover and fructify what no one ever thought 

                                                           
245 Quasten, Patrology, 278. 

 
246 Ibid,. 287. 

 
247 Ibid,. 290. Quasten continues, “It is extremely difficult to identify these 

sources. , since almost all of them have been lost, even some of those which Irenaeus 

mentions specifically by name.” 

 
248 Ibid,. 294. 

 
249 Cf. Justin Martyr’s 1st Apology, 2.2. 
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of, it is hard to describe the doctrines of all of them” (Haer. 1.21.5, cf. 4.35.4). This was 

and remains the difficulty of offering a helpful exposé. Irenaeus’ primary means of 

overcoming this obstacle was demonstrating the inaccuracy of their system by pointing to 

its epistemic error, i.e., the “genetic” approach.250 If he could show their shared tradition 

was foundationally false, and vice versa, that his was correct from the start, proving he 

had preserved the tradition, then he could claim the victory.251 In keeping with the genetic 

approach, Irenaeus contextualizes for each group of Gnostics: “We intend to refute all in 

accordance with the character of each, we have considered it necessary first of all to 

make known their source and root, so that when you know their most sublime ‘Abyss’ 

you may know the tree from which such fruits have flowed forth” (Haer.1.22.2, cf. 1.23-

31 for Irenaeus’ examination).252 At the same time, he is convinced that since their 

source, “evil-mindedness,” is the same as that of all heretics, to defeat one group is to 

                                                           
250 Grant, Irenaeus, 12. 

 
251 Cf. Ibid,. 11–12, esp. 45 for Irenaeus’ preference for antiquity over logical 

argumentation.  

 
252 In regards to newly accessible Gnostic texts, Irenaeus mentions the 

Apocryphon of John (cf. Haer.  1.29), and The Gospel of Truth (perhaps found in the Nag 

Hammadi library), and the Gospel of Judas (cf. Haer.  1.31.1). His contemporary 

Hippolytus of Rome quotes from the Gospel of Thomas (cf. Haer. 5.7.20), as does Origen 

shortly after in his Homilies on Luke 1. Athanasius (AD 328—373), who affirmed the 27 

letters of the New Testament, affirms Irenaeus, and both rejects and orders others to 

reject certain gnostic texts in his 39th  Festal Letter. Cf. Marvin W. Meyer, ed., The Nag 

Hammadi Scriptures: The Revised and Updated Translation of Sacred Gnostic Texts 

Complete in One Volume (The Netherlands: HarperOne, 2009), 6. 
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defeat the rest (Haer. 4. Pr. 2). Additionally, Fr. Behr has shown that in certain cases 

Irenaeus is aware of challenging the thinking of the Gnostics as a whole, as variegated 

and perplexing as their myths could be.253 

All Gnostics (though maintaining their brand of Gnosticism), according to 

Irenaeus, can be traced back both spiritually and intellectually to Simon Magus (cf. Haer. 

1.23.1—4),254 who takes his lead from Satan. From Simon may be traced Menander (cf. 

Haer. 1.23.5). From these two came Saturninus who spread his own Gnostic doctrines to 

Antioch (cf. Haer.  1.24.1—2), and Basilides who spread his doctrines to Alexandria (cf. 

Haer. 1.24.3), and so on. One eventually gets to Valentinian Gnosticism, which appears 

to be Irenaeus’ chief opponent. All three Gnostic texts Irenaeus quotes by name are 

probably of Valentinian origin.  “Like the Lernaean Hydra, a beast with multiple heads is 

                                                           
253 Cf. discussion on John Behr, Irenaeus, 79—83. As means of avoiding charges 

of reductionism, whenever noting the beliefs of “Gnostics,” a footnote will function as a 

qualifier, showing which Gnostics are being referenced (according to both Irenaeus and 

external sources). 

 
254 Irenaeus only generally relates Gnosticism to its broader socio-religious 

setting. He accuses the Gnostics of stealing specific ideas from the pagan culture of 

Greece. Broadly speaking, he attributes their theory to the “Comic Poet,” Aristophanes, 

and to Menander (Haer. 2. 14.1, 2.18.5). They also take their ideas from “people who do 

not know God…the philosophers” (Haer. 2.14.2). They take the idea of an Aeon coming 

from all and thus being designated as “All” from Hesiod’s Pandora (Haer. 2.14.4, 

2.21.2). “They derived from the Cynics since they share their opinions, their ideas about 

the indifferent nature of foods, and of various actions, and their notion that because of 

their excellent origin they cannot be defiled by anything at all. And they employ subtle 

investigations in the manner of Aristotle when they try to attack the faith” (Haer. 2. 

14.5). “They received their desires to make everything numerical from the Pythagoreans” 

(Haer. 2.14.16). 
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generated the school of Valentinus.” (Haer. 1.30.14) Valentinus is mentioned by both 

Hippolytus of Rome and Justin Martyr. Irenaeus also engages the disciples, Secundus, 

and Mark the Valentinian (cf. Haer. 1.11.1—22.2). As elsewhere in his theology, 

Irenaeus is reliant on both Justin Martyr as well as his own investigation into Gnostic 

beliefs of the Valentinians, particularly of his region.255 

While an attack on the incarnation per se was not the chief end of Gnostic 

theology, it indeed had a trajectory which would have led the church to deny of the 

incarnation. The general Gnostic worldview may be simplified accordingly: First, the 

Gnostics were dualists, so as dualism goes, they were in favor of the spiritual, but quite 

disdainful of the material creation (cf. cf. Haer. 1.21.4; contra marriage aka Saturninus in 

Haer. 1.24.2; Valentinian in Haer. 1.11.1; cf. The Secret Gospel of John). Among some, 

according to Irenaeus, there is disdain even of the “psychic” since the soul comes from 

“deficiency” (Haer.  1.21.4). Within Gnostic cosmology and cosmogony supernatural 

myth abounds. This “tragedy” and “fantasy” of the Gnostics reflected their dualist 

tendencies, which were bolstered in the most demonic position that the God who created 

the material order was a wicked God (cf. Haer.  1.4.3; 1.15.4; 1.11.4; 1. 24.2; 1.24.4; 

2.35.2, cff. The Hidden Gospel of John, and The Gospel of Judas).256 Thirdly, since the 

                                                           
255 Cf. Grant, Irenaeus, 11. Grant notes the Ebionites and Nicolatians shared 

Christology with Carpocrates and Cerinthus.  

 
256 Cf. discussion in Ibid,.  15—16, 42–43. 
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Gnostic Christ is good, he could not have been a material being (cf. Saturninus in Haer.  

1.24.2; Basilides in Haer.1.24.4; Carpocrates in Haer.  1.25.1; Cerinthus in Haer.  1.26.1; 

Ophite Gnostics in Haer.  1.30.12–14; Valentinian Gnostics in Haer. 1.21.5; cf. The 

Hidden Gospel of John and The Gospel of Judas).257 

In conclusion, the incarnation contradicts the whole Gnostic myth (cf. Saturninus 

in Haer.  1.24.2; Basilides in Haer.  1.24.4—5; Cerinthus in Haer.  1.26.1; Ophite 

Gnostics in Haer. 1.30.12. Furthermore, as the savior only came to offer spiritual 

enlightenment, the physical order was often understood as unimportant for redemption 

(cf. Basilides in Haer.  1.24.5). In consequence, some Gnostics concluded that since 

matter was unimportant, one could use the physical order however one liked. More 

commonly, this entailed a rejection of nature as evil; for example, marriage is spurned as 

evil (cf. Saturninus in Haer.  1.24.2; Marcion (mid second century AD) and Tatian (AD 

120-180) in Haer.  1. 28.1, The Hidden Gospel of John), or on the contrary, one finds a 

disdainful misuse of nature.  For example, “they arrogantly use food sacrificed to idols, 

and encourage all kinds of debauchery” (cf. Basilides in Haer.  1.24.5).258 Irenaeus 

                                                           
257For “Symonian Myth” cf. Ibid,. 13–16, 22–23. 

 
258Cf. Ibid,. 25–26. This form of antinomianism appears to stretch back to the first 

century, for whatever Gnosticism the author of the First Epistle of John was combating, it 

seems to have been arguing that what Christians categorized as sin was not contrary to 

being a Christian. 1 John combats this perspective through two sharp tests, or as J. Painter 

calls it, “the ethical (love) and Christological thesis.” 258 The ethical test is quite pointed: 

“Whoever is born of God does not commit sin.” (1 John 3:9). John Painter, Sacra 

Pagina: 1, 2, and 3 John (Collegeville, MN: Michael Glazier, 2008), 116–118, Donald 
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complains that Carpocrates invites many immoral exercises to encourage freedom from 

the body (cf. Carpocrates in Haer.  1.25.4). Irenaeus’ opponents then deny the incarnation 

to their own destruction, precisely because they do not partake in the Word and thus 

remain in their own mortal flesh: “ignorant of him who is Immanuel born of the virgin 

(cf. Isa 7:14), they are deprived of his gift, which is eternal life, not having received the 

Word of imperishability, they remain in mortal flesh, they are debtors to death, not 

receiving the antidote of life” (Haer. 3.19.1).259 

 In highlighting this relationship between ontology and ethics in the Gnostic 

system, Irenaeus’ theology stands out in relief, for ontology and ethics are closely 

connected in Irenaeus’ theology as well. Irenaeus will persuasively argue that by being 

recapitulated in Christ, one is now bound to his nature, hence to his likeness. The 

incarnation is thus the key to affirming the validity of Irenaeus’ theological schema. 

Nothing then could be worse than a denial of the incarnation. It would destroy the whole 

Christian worldview. The Gospel would be void.  

 As was mentioned, theosis was a less prominent issue in Irenaeus’ polemic, 

which perhaps reveals much of the conventional perspective which may be assumed in 

ancient philosophical systems. One sharp point Irenaeus did want to make, against the 

                                                           

Guthrie, New Testament Introduction (Guthrie New Testament Reference Set), 4 ed. 

(Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2015), 865—866. 

 
259Grant, Irenaeus, 136-137. 
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whole Greco-Roman-culture, is that there is one God, from whom we are separated in 

nature. He is the “creator,” and we are “creatures” (cf. Haer.  4.11.2). Philo (25 B.C–AD 

50) would also affirm monotheism to the detriment of pagan conceptions of 

deification.260 On the other hand, apart from this crucial distinction and its implications 

for understanding the relationship between God and man, the language of theosis was not 

in sharp contrast between pagans (including Gnostics) and Christians. Indeed, as is well 

known, Christians and pagans alike used similar philosophical language and shared a 

common milieu. Even theosis terminology was shared in 2nd century Alexandria. The 

Hermetics used the terms theothenai (to be deified), metabolai (contextualized as a 

“spiritual transformation”), and theopoieo (theosis).261 Additionally, there was an 

evolution in Christian and pagan conceptions of theosis. Osborn notes that evidence 

suggests Irenaeus took his terminology for “tradition, knowledge, and perfection” from 

Gnosticism.262 

Norman Russell has shown that there was an evolution of the Roman Imperial 

cult (deification of emperors) to latter mystery cults (deification of the hoi pol loi) in 

Greco-Roman culture, alongside the already well-developed conceptions in Egyptian 

                                                           
260 Cf. discussion in Russell, Deification, 64. 

 
261 Ibid,. 48, 52. 

 
262 Osborne, Philosophy, 184—85. 
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thought, which additionally influenced hermetic Gnosticism. 263 In parallel, Christians 

underwent their own evolution concerning how they perceived emperor cults. By the 4th 

century, Gregory Nazianzus feels free to exhort his Christian emperor to be like god to 

the people by exhibiting virtue– just as Plutarch (AD 45–127) had previously encouraged 

his pagan emperor.264 

Pagan culture long held that a mortal could become part of the Greek pantheon 

through valued deeds. The Egyptians, for example, long held that their pharaohs were 

divine. Christians simply dismissed all of this, but participation in divinity was not 

overlooked. Everyone believed one could participate in divinity somehow. This 

divinization was the goal of ancient religion. The question was how and in what way. For 

the Mithras mystery cult and the Stoics, it was to be one with the cosmos.265 Eudorus of 

Alexandra, writing sometime between BC 100 to 200 AD established the teaching of 

“likeness to God” as the telos of human life. Still, the questions remained for Neo-

Platonists, and, one could argue, for Christians as well, “What is the nature of God whom 

we are to resemble? What in our nature can be like his? And how can we achieve 

this?”266 The nature or being of God was quite distinct in pagan vs. Judeo-Christian 

                                                           
263 Cf. Russell, Deification,16–52. 

 
264 Cf. Ibid,. 26. 

 
265 Cf. Ibid,. 32. 

 
266 Ibid,. 35. 
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perception, which did not allow for a pure conception of scaled greater or lesser beings. 

For Christians and Jews alike (even Philo), the gap between the nature of God and the 

nature of man is insurmountable. Thus, participation in the nature of God is quite a 

different thing than in the pagan schema. Christian conceptions of likeness to God are 

ironically more comprehensive than pagan conceptions.267 Eudorus affirms, through the 

lips of Socrates, we should become “divine so far as we can” (Kata to dunaton). 

According to Russell, this is interpreted as “according to that part which is able,” in this 

case, the rational part of man. 268 Gnosticism will affirm this rationalism by confirming 

the need for the body’s annihilation to participate in divinity through the nous (e.g., 

Hermetica Ch. IV.7). However, in Christ, via the incarnation, human nature and divine 

nature are literally personified. The substantial reality (according to more developed 

Christology) of Jesus entails the assumption of man’s entire being: body, soul, and spirit 

(according to Irenaeus’ tripartite anthropology). In this way, man is fully made capable of 

being god by grace, not by nature. Merkabah mysticism would likewise affirm the 

necessity of a holistic union with God. The presupposition is that likeness to God entails 

bodily form.269 

                                                           
267 This is ironic because the pagans envision no sharp ontological distinction 

between men and gods.  

 
268 Ibid,. 39. 

 
269 Cf. Ibid,. 73. 
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Plotinus argues man already contains the divine spark (cf. Enn. V. 1.2. 50–

1).270We merely need to realize or wake up to our divine nature (N.B the pervasive 

Gnostic language).  In the Judeo-Christian faith, man is not divine by nature. Instead, he 

must be granted immortality. In Hellenistic Judaism, one gains immortality by obedience 

to the law.271 Philo taught that the virtues, being immortal, conferred immortality. As in 

Irenaeus’ teaching, this gift is granted by participation in the nature of God, but not 

according to His essence.272 It should be noted, however, that Irenaeus does not appear to 

be highly influenced by Philo,273 or the Alexandrian Christian tradition for that matter.  

In the Qumran community, man is dust and does not partake in divinity, though 

he may, through obedience to the covenant, partake in the heavenly liturgy and in this 

way share with the angels in the glory of God.274 Again, it is doubtful the Qumran 

community impacted Irenaeus’ theology. Much more likely, he is affected by biblical 

(especially Pauline) paradigms. Indeed, about one-third of New Testament quotations in 

Irenaeus are Pauline. Ben Blackwell argues quite effectively that this Pauline influence is 

                                                           
270 Cf. Ibid,. 42–43. 

 
271 Cf. Ibid,. 57. 

 
272 Cf. Philo, Post C. 28, Post C. 27, cf. Russell, Deification, 61. 

 
273 Cf. David T. Runia, Philo in Early Christian Literature: a Survey (Assen: 

Augsburg Fortress Publishers, 1993), 339 

 
274 Cf. Russell, Deification, 70—71. 
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dominant.275 Still, Jewish and Christian conceptions of deification were comparable at 

this stage of doctrinal development, as has been demonstrated.276 

  

                                                           
275 Cf. Ben C. Blackwell, Christosis: Engaging Paul’s Soteriology with His 

Patristic Interpreters (Eerdmans, 2016), 36, 46—50. 

 
276 For a list of comparisons Cf. Russell, Deification, 77.   
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